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POWDER PUFFS? WHAT A POWDER PUFF?
Kelowna
the Donettes carrier for a long
To Back Anti-Terror Stand
Full Knowledge'Not Needed'
U.S. Urges UN Assembly:
left, as she ponders strategy
from a bench at Kelowna City Sally Sullivan, quarterback for
Women’s Lib was never like ball contest, the „ 
this. So thinks Wendy O’Reilly, Bears beat the Immaculata 
Donettes by 26 to 14. Right,
Park Oval Monday. In what ..--------------
was called a powder puff foot- gain. The term ‘powder puff’
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turned out to be a misnomer, 
as rough play was not un­
common, and if there were 
any powder puffs about they 
certainly kept well in the 
background.—(Courier Photo)
FBI Blamed For Shooting 
In Bid To Halt Jefjacking
NEW YORK (Reuter) — The 
FBI came under attack today 
for its abortive attempt during 
the weekend to end the wander­
ings of a commandeered air­
liner caught up in one of the 
most bizarre skyjackings.
The criticism came from pas­
sengers who suffered through 
the 28-hour hijack, from politi­
cians, and from the police chief 
of Orlando, Fla., where 20 FBI 
marksmen opened fire on the 
jet’s eight tires in a bld to 
make a takeoff impossible.
The attempt failed. Bullets 
punctured only two outside 
tires, and passengers said the 
gunfire almost led to a mas­
sacre aboard Southern Airways 
Flight 40, carrying 35 persons.
The DC-9, seized Friday over 
Alabama by two alleged rapists 
and an escaped convict, came 
to a final stop in Havana 
shortly after the FBI's failure 
to stop it from leaving Orlando. 
It flew nearly 4,000 miles, land­
ing in eight cities including To­
ronto.
The three black hijackers
were arrested as soon as they
left the plane in Havana Sunday 
morning with a ransom unoffi­
cially estimated at $2 million. 
They had demanded $10 million.
The head of the U.S. Federal 
Aviation Administration said 
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro, 
irate over the whole affair, told 
the pilot of the plane, Captain 
Bill Haas, that he would sec to 
it the hijackers spent the rest of 
their lives behind bars.
Florida Republican Senator 
Edward Gurney called the FBI 
action at Orlando airport ’‘stu­
pid” and Representative J. Her­
bert. Burke, Florida' Republican, 
said it appeared that Hie FBI 
had thrown up a cloak of sc- 
crecy over the affair to "hide 
some stupid blunders."
Orlando Police Chief Robert 
Chewning said lie was not told 
by the FBI that they intended 
to shoot at the plane. The FBI 
had requested some special sni­
pers' rifles from his depart­
ment, but. they had opened fire 
on the plane before the weapons 
arrived.
UNITED NATIONS (CP) — 
The United States asked a UN 
committee Monday to approve । 
a U.S. resolution on inter­
national terrorism, saying con­
tinued inaction will “only en­
courage increased resort to an­
archy, violence and terror.”
Ambassador W. Tapley Ben­
nett told the General Assem­
bly’s legal committee it should 
support a U.S.-proposed treaty 
aimed at fighting terrorism be­
cause violence is spreading 
.“like' an unchecked forest fire.” 
•’ ‘-'Life—the life oi the innocent 
bystander—-has been made
cheap,” Bennett told the com­
mittee,- adding: “To the shame 
.ok us, all, .-xib^ensq- hjas., come 
these times almost to assttme. 
the character of a spectator 
sport.”
Elsewhere at the UN, the 
committee on non-self-govem- 
ing territories demanded that 
Portugal open talks with the lib­
eration movements in its Afri­
can colonies and China ap­
peared in the General Assembly 
to denounce Soviet dis- 
armament proposals as “down­
right fraud.”
EXPECT TOUGH FIGHT
The U.S. faces an uphill 
struggle in its effort to have an 
international treaty approved 
which would establish new legal 
measures to deal with terror­
ists.
Arab and African countries 
insist the UN should first con­
sider . the economic and social 
causes which produce terror­
ists. They also say the new 
measures could damage revolu­
tionary and anti-colonial strug- 
■ gles they consider justified.
Some Arab members have 
, chided tho United States for for-
getting , its own. revolutionary 
history and one Arab ambassa­
dor suggested that George 
Washington would be a terrorist 
in British eyes.
Bennett told the committee
Monday: '"Washington was a 
rebel and a very successful one 
.-. . . but he did not go to Can­
ada and throw bombs into 




• Bennett also disputed the sug­
gestion that more study is 
heeded bn what produces ter­
rorism.
“To take the position that 
nothing . can be done on meas­
ures until the study of causes 
has been completed is to say 
that no treatment, can be given 
the’ \banc^ 
know all the causes of cancer," 
he said.
The assembly’s committee on 
n o n-self-governing territories 
voted 104 to 5 with 11 absten­
tions to insist that Portugal be­
gin talks with national liber­
ation movements in its African 
colonies of Angola, Portuguese 
Guinea, Cape Verde and Mo­
zambique. ,
The - U.S,, Britain, Spain, 
Costa Rica and Brazil were the 
five countries voting against the 
resolution while Portugal was 
not present for the vole. Canada 
was among the countries voting 
in favor.
The resolution affirms that 
the national liberation move­
ments are the authentic repre­
sentatives of the Portuguese- 
dominated areas. It says that if 
Portugal does not begin the 
talks, the Security Council 
should "urgently consider tak­
ing all effective steps with a 
view to securing the full and 
speedy implementation” by the 
Portuguese.
The resolution asks Portugal 
to halt immediately “its colo­
nial wars" against the national 
liberation movements and to 
withdraw all its troops from the 
territories.
Some countries which voted
in favor of the resolution ex­
pressed doubts about sections 
which they said endorsed- the 
use of violence by the liberation 
movements. They questioned 
the legal aspects in referring to 
these movements as the "au­
thentic representatives” of their
Forest Industry In Ontario 
Ted Up With Ecology Darts
NDP Objectives
To Stay In Office
TORONTO (CP) — Providing 
the minority Liberal govern­
ment meets a series of “objec­
tives,” the New Democratic 
Party has no plans to bring on 
another general election.
After an all-day caucus here 
Monday, the 31-member NDP 
Parliamentary caucus decided 
to present the government with 
the "objectives” and party 
leader David Lewis said. that 
“our approach is to make Par­
liament work.”
This was the first caucus 
since the Oct. 30 general elec­
tion, which left the Liberals and 
Conservatives in a virtual stale­
mate with the balance of power 
in • the hands of the NDP. The 
main issue was whether the 
party should announce a long­
term position regarding support 
for a minority government or 
whether votes and issues should 
be met on a day-to-day basis,
\ Sources said, there was over­
whelming Support for the flex­
ible approach, but that the 
party’s “objectives” be laid out 
for the government.
A caucus committee will for­
mulate thes.e objectives over 
the next few days and Mr. 
Lewis will announce,them at an 
Ottawa press conference. “If 
they are not met by the govern­
ment,” said one MP, “this Par­
liament won’t last a week.”.
T--1- ■* IN**"? 7X r^The Soviet disarmament pro­
posals came under heavy fire in 
the assembly from Chiao Kuan- 
hua, China’s deputy foreign 
minister.
Referring to a resolution the 
Soviet Union introduced at this 
year’s assembly asking all 
members to renounce.the use of 
force in international relations, 
Chiao . said this was only 
“empty talk about peace.”
He denounced the Soviet Un­
ion for the 1968 invasion of 
Czechoslovakia and for support­
ing India in its war against 
Pakistan and added :
“The stark facts have shown 
that the Soviet leaders have nei­
ther laid down their butcher's 
knives nor will they become 
Buddhas.”
NIAGARA FALLS. Ont. iCI’» 
— Ontario’s forest industry in­
tends to take tlm offensive 
Ialnst certain vociferous eeolo- 
|h|l groups who want to “lock 
■ the province’s forest i, a <ii- 
Ror of tho Ontario Forest In­
dustries Association said today.
‘‘We arc till'd of having darts
forest lands for the
benefit. of future generations. 
“The forest, unlike the coal 
mine and the oil well, is a re­
newable resource which will be 
with ii'i ad infinitum."
Mr, Parks said thr industry is 
not opposed to preservationists
thrown at
, Parks of Thunder 
told a meeting of 
Chib.
‘‘Industry will do 
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FRANKFURT (AP) - Tho 
death toll from Monday’s 
storms in East and West Ger­
many rose to 63 today ns 
cleanup crews cleared hard- 
struck areas of fallen trees anil 
debris.
Damage was estimated in the 
hundreds of millions of marks.
Thirty persons were reported 
dead in West Germany after 
trees crashed onto persons and 
automobiles, flying debris from 
roofs and scaffolding struck 
passersby, and flooding hit 
coastal areas Monday.
The East German news 
agency ADN reported 18 East 
Germans lost their lives in 
storms with winds of up to 125 
miles nn hour.
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
New W (minster ............ 53
Fort Neli............  1
UUL
"Speaking!*
both the council and the caucus 
fully supported all the state-, 
ments he has made since the 
election.
/ After the caucus, Mr. Lewis 
said several times that “our ap­
proach is to make Parliament 
work” and “the spirit in which 
we approached things is to 
make Parliament work.”
As to specific votes, he said, 
“when the time comes we will 
make a decision as to what we 
will do on the floor of Parlia-
AGAINST QUICK VOTE
Sources said the consensus of 
the caucus was . that, there 
shouldn’t' be another election 
immediately and that the NDP
rble” in-’the new Parliament. 
But there was also strong 
agreement that the party not 
compromise on its stated posi­
tions.
This was also the position 
taken by the party’s federal 
council which met here Sunday.
Mr. Lewis told reporters that
WALL STREET 1,000
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
Dow Jones industrial average, 
the New York Stock Exchange’s 
bell-wether indicator, closed 
above 1000 for the first time in 
its 44-year history Tuesday.
The blue-chip indicator, an 
average of 30' Industrial stock 
prices finished the session up 
6.09 points at 1003.16. .
“That old magic 1000 is fi­
nally here," exclaimed Ralph 
Acampora, an analyst with Har­
ris, Upham and Co. "Tills is the 
greatest day in history.”
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Winter Hits Hard At Niagara Falls
TORONTO (CP)-—Niagara Falls motorists abandoned 
their, cars in snowdrifts and a few southwestern Ontario 
residents contemplated flooded basements today as the sea­
son's first winter storm hit the province.
Montreal Strike Results In Violence
MONTREAL (CP)—Two men were arrested in suburban 
St. Leonard and 12 trucks were damaged In the Montreal 
area as violence flared in the third day of n strike by more 
than 2,000 truckers.
Crashing Boulder Sends 20 To Deaths
TAIPEI (Heufer) — Twenty |M>rsons, mostly students, 
were killed and 17 others seriously injured when a huge 
Imulder crashed into a tour bus and sent it plunging 600 






ment.” As for the probable 
length of the next Parliament, 
“we have not set any deadline.’’
The party’s list of objectives 
would mean that “we will be 
taking the initiative rather than 
reacting.”
Sources said the role of the 
party in the next Parliament 
was one of the most difficult, 
and delicate, issues to face the 
caucus in years. In the last 
Parliament, with majority gov­
ernment, party votes did not in­
volve general elections.
Mr. Lewis told reporters * 'on- 
day night, that under pr.cnt 
circumstances, "when you dis­
cuss the political situation you 
discuss all sorts of anxieties.” 
But he said there were no divi­
sions on how the NDP should 
conduct itself in future.
And he also said it didn’t 
make any difference whether 
the Liberals or Conservatives 
formed the government, so long 
as “progressive” legislation 
was forthcoming.
"Mr. Stanfield is as hungry 
for power as Mr, Trudeau,” he 
said, “I couldn’t care less 
which one of them sits in that 
chair,”
The NDP wasn’t afraid of an­
other election any more than 
the Conservatives or Liberals, 




PARIS (AP) — Le Duc. Tho, 
North Vietnam's chief peace ne­
gotiator, headed for Paris today 
for what Radio Hanoi said was 
another meeting with the Amer­
icans on the Vietnam war.
Tho stopped over in Peking to 
confer with Chinese Premier 
Chou En-lai, the New China 
news agency reported. There 
was no hint as to how long Tho 
would stay in Peking.
Tho also is expected to stop in 
Moscow for discussions with So­
viet leaders before flying on to
plans to explode a hydrogen 
bomb of megaton strength next 
summer above Mururoa Atoll in 
Ilie South Pacific and major 
fallout is expected, well-in­
formed sources said today.
This will be France's second 
hydrogen bomb explosion in ef­
forts to achieve full nuclear 
capability. On July 3, 1970, the 
French detonated a one-mega­
ton hydrogen bomb, but the 
tests fell short of.expectations.
France has carried out six 
nuclear atmospheric tests in the 
Pacific since 1965, with a sus­
pension in 1969 owing to finan­
cial considerations.
This year's series was aimed 
at perfecting the atomic trigger 
for a French hydrogen bomb. 
The tests were carried out in 
utmost secrecy in the face of 
vehement protests from many 
countries.
the French capital.
There was speculation that 
the two main U.S. negotiators, 
Henry A. Kissinger and Gen. 
Alexander M. Haig Jr., were en 
route to Paris, but the White 
House said both were in Wash­
ington.
Kissinger and Haig flew to 
Andrews Air Force Base near 
Washington late Monday night 
after conferring with President 
Nixon at Camp David, Md.
South Vietnam, meanwhile, 
announced today It would agree 
to withdrawal of North Vietna­
mese troops from the South by 
stages instead of the total with­
drawal at once that It had de­
manded earlier.
The Radio Hanoi broadcast 
said today North Vietnam, ‘‘to 
show its goodwill and serious-
ness,” had agreed to "another 
private meeting between the 
United States and the Demo­
cratic Republic of Vietnam to 
solve the signing of the agree, 
ment on ending the war and re. 
storing peace in Vietnam.” 
PROPOSED BY U.S.
It said the meeting Was pro. 
posed by "the U.S. side.”
Tass, the official Russian 
news agency, \said Tho will "at­
tend a confidential meeting with 
the American side with the ob. 
ject of settling the issue of sign, 
ing an agreement to end the 
war and restore peace in Viet- 
nam.”
Kissinger and Haig ebnferred. 
with Nixon for 90 minutes at the 
president’s Camp David retreat 
Monday following Haig’s return 
from four days of talks with 
South Vietnamese President 
Nguyen Van Thieu in Saigon,
There was ho announcement 
on the details of the Camp Da­
vid discussions, but U.S, offi­
cials in Saigon said Haig, who 
is Kissinger’s,top aide, had nar­
rowed the differences In his 
talks with Thieu on the Amcrl. 
can and South Vietnamese posi­
tions on a ceasefire.
Ilnlg carried a personal nolo 
to Nixon from Thieu, but its 
contents were not disclosed.
COST OF JOBLESS
OTTAWA (CP) — Unemploy­
ment insurance benefit pay­
ments totalled $128.1 million in 
September, down 11 per cent 
from the unusually-high total of 
$143.8 million in August, Statis­
tics Canada reported Tuesday.
The September payments 
bring to more than $1.4 billion 
the total benefits paid out so far 
this year. The government an­
nounced during tho recent elec­
tion campaign It had obtained a 
governor-general’s warrant for 
nn additional $334 million to en­
sure plenty of cash to pay bene­




Baby Lenore Belongs To God
MIAMI ’ Al’ > ' I'ab.V Ig­
nore Iw'loni's tri God and wo in-
ilt’r after wmninp a wuli'lvpub-
S-ipi erne ।
Mot H iv af'Ci 
n (.> .< <1 (.> hear
tin
<
"We intend to provide her 
(Ix-norel with all the necessi­
ties, most impm tantly, love," 
• aid De Martino, who gave up a 
Uiooklyn law piactice to Hee to 
Miami with his family in Api >1, 
1971, after New York courts 
nilod they had t<> i cluin I/■not e 
to her natural mother.
The Snpienie Gomi ended the 
two-tale custody fight when it 
refused to hear an appeal by
Martinos lie overturned.
Miss Srarpelta went Io New 
York from Iiit native Colombia 
Io give birth to flic baby on 
May 19, 1970, She turned the 
child over to a public adoption 
agency four (lavs later, but 
chang'd her mind after a 
month and iuikc:l that M’nmc
ani Sc.iip tf.i. who li.' I iiskcd
i ,i) 1 hi, I Firn ui.i i iilmg gi .inlmg
After winning the ensuing 
com t battle in New York, Miss 
;;< .nj-It.i followed th- De M.ir-
Rut a
court ruled that more datnngr 
would be done if Lenore, then 2, 
w ere ret tu ned to iter natural 
mother.
The De Martinos, who have 
a n o t It e r adopted daughter, 
I.lnday, 6, said they won't tell 
Ixmore nlxnit Uto public con 
fioversy sun minding her cus­
tody until she’s old enough to 
Understand. And they said that 
would allow Lenore to visit 
Mi-.a Scaipella if the wanted to 
when older.
LONDON (Reuter) — A new 
submarine weapons-syntem, us- 
the Blowpipe short-range 
missile, has completed success­
ful firing trials, it.i developer, 
the Vickers Go., announced 
Tuesday.
It was claimed Hint the sys­
tem, submarine launched nir- 
fllght missile system (S.L.A.M.) 
could have considerable In­
fluence on submarine tactics, 
giving a new capability nt low 
cost. It would also provide an 
attack role against helicopters 
and light, surface craft.
S.L.A.M. consists of a battery 
of Blowpipe missiles mounted 
on a retractable mast and 
guided by the submarine’s nor­
mal periscope rind a special 
television control unit, 
llcpiescnlatlves <>f the Hrltlsh 
and foreign navies watehed Ilie 
firing fests conducted by the 
submarine Aeneas which re­
turned to poit Tuesday. It was 
rc|x>rte(| to have scored five di- 
reel hits out of nine.
H L.A.M. Is a privately-devel­
oped project and thr company 
hopes that the Ihltish defence 
ministry will order it for the 
Koyrd Navy’.'i Oberon-cJn.'.'i pa­
trol suliniai lnr<;.
The Blowpipe ml ;«,ilc was 
pnidiiced as a jxntablc, null air 
rrMl «(,i|M)ii for ill' T,iib h 
Aion .
HEADS TO FRANCE
Premier Diehard Hatfield, 
above, of New Brunswick ar­
il veil In Pai in today on a one. 
week visit aimed nt bticnglh- 
cnlng relations between the
Maritime province
France. Hatfield is to
and 
see
Frcnrli Prime Minister Picric 
Mo'ismer, oilier cabinet min- 
hdi-rii, French liniikem, Indus- 
frlallsls and businessmen and 
is accompanied by i» largo 
party Ini Itidlng hist finance 
minister, Jenn-Maurlcc Sim­
ard, and minister of economic 
development, Paul (Teaghnn. 
Hatfield will French in­
vestments in ills province .11 
well ns rtiwr riTMtons In the 
cultural field,
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NAMES IN NEWS I Body Of One Crewman Located
Family Of 5 Held In 22 Slayings
The five members of the Mc- 
. Crary family were in separate 
prisons Mnd jails in three differ­
ent states Monday awaiting the 
next step in a multi-state in­
vestigation of 22 slayings. Only 
tlie mother, Carolyn McCrary, 
remained in custody at Santa 
Barbara, where the family first 
was charged in connection with 
a holdup-shooting case. Since 
last week, when police from 
several states came to Santa 
Barbara to question the family 
on at least 11 murder cases, 
nanny McCrary was turned 
over to Dallas, Tex., authorities 
and Ginger McCrary Taylor was 
picked up by Lakewood, Colo., 
officials. The two others, family 
head Sherman McCrary, 47, and 
Ginger’s husband, Cari Ray­
mond Taylor, 38, are in north­
ern California prisons in the 
Santa Barbara holdup-shooting.
Gov. William A. Egan of 
Alaska threatened Monday to 
allow Alaskan fishermen to 
harvest the entire Bristol Bay 
• salmon run unless outside fish­
ing interests agree to reduce 
their take of western Alaska 
salmon. Egan, visibly upset 
over Japanese refusal to dim­
inish their fishery effort, said he 
would direct state agencies to 
dam up rivers in the Bristol 
Bay drainage, creating a land­
locked salmon resource “such 
as the world has never seen be­
fore.” Egan said it was mainly
WILLIAM A. EGAN 
... threatens
while recovering, would other­
wise have run as an independent 
taking a large bite out of the 
Republican vote which helped 
Nixon carry 49 states and poll 
61 per cent of the vote, Mc­
Govern said.
Former Argentine president 
Juan Peron left . Madrid by air 
today for Rome on his way to 
Buepos Aires. He boarded a 
French-built Mystere executive 
jet which took off from Madrid’s 
Barajas and started him on the 
first leg of a planned flight to 
his country after 17 years of 
exile.
threatened to “cripple and bleed 
to death” Bristol Bay salmon 
runs.
Senator George McGovern 
says the loss of Alabama Gov. 
George C. Wallace from the 
presidential campaign picture 
was one of the most significant 
factors in the South Dakotan’s 
crushing defeat, the Baltimore 
Sun reports. Wallace, who was 
wounded during Democratic
primary campaigning and with-
the Japanese fishing which drew from political activity
The Quebec Securities Com­
mission Monday refused in Mon­
treal to delay application of a 
$21,000 fine and 15-day suspen­
sion imposed on Alfred Lewis 
by the Canadian Stock Ex­
change. Mr. Lewis, president of 
Toronto-based ASTA Securities 
Corp. Ltd., pleaded guilty be­
fore the CSE board of manage­
ment to six charges involving 
violations of regulations govern­
ing the trading of stock. |
Vernon A. Mackie, a truck 
driver with a Burnaby com­
pany, has been charged in 
Abbotsford with driving with an 
escaping load. Mackie was 
charged in connection with a 
spill of nails along the Trans­
Canada Highway Oct. 17 which 
caused a rash of flat tires.
The World Famous Carcross 
parrot, reputedly the oldest, 
meanest, dirtiest bird north of 
the 60th parallel, has chomped 
his last cracked in Carcross, 
Y.T. Known most recently as 
Polly—for want of a better 
name—the Carcross parrot was 
found deceased, drumsticks up, 
Monday on the floor of his cage 
in the parlor of the Caribou 
Hotel, where he survived fero­
cious northern blizzards, fire 
and the dregs of the Klondike 
gold rush for more than half a 
century. No one was ever sure 
of his exact age—or sex, for 
that matter—but residents of 
this tiny Yukon settlement be­
lieve he was the oldest resident 
of the Canadian North, perhaps 
125.
Aboard Sunken Tug Haro Straits
VANCOUVER (CP) — Offi- 
rials clearing silt and debris 
from the salvage tug Harp 
Straits recovered the body Mun­
day of one of five crewmen pre­
sumed to have drowned when 
the tug sank last February in 
a storm off Point Roberts.
Low-hanging cloud and rain 
Monday hampered the search 
for a Richmond, B.C. pilot, 
Kenneth Thomas, who has been 
missing since Nov. 3 on a flight 
in a light plane from Princeton 
to Grand Forks. One plane 
searching for Mr. Thomas was 
forced to break off its search, 
while a helicopter searched 
about nine miles south of Pen­
ticton,
Wash., about 30 miles south of 
here.
The 61-foot vessel, raised on 
the weekend from a depth of 
400 feet, was towed here and 
cordoned off pending a ministry 
of transport inquiry.
Coroner Glen McDonald con­
firmed a body had been found 
aboard the tug and that mud and 
silt was being washed out of 
the vessel in a search for others.
“I may re-open the inquest 
for the purposes of identification 
but the reasons why the tug 
foundered will be dealt with by 
the formal marine inquiry,” Mr. 
McDonald said.
The inquest was adjourned in­
definitely in March after the
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
1654 Ellis St
• TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
• the Toronto stock market 
posted moderate advances in 
active mid-morning trading to­
day. ■
1 The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar- 
• ket trend, was up .35 to 209.15, 
golds .14 to 178.60 and western 
oils .41 to 258.74. Base metals 
were down .43 to 83.55.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 631,- 
000 shares compared with 617,- 
000 traded by'the same time 
Monday.
. Beverage, general manufac­
turing/ merchandising and trust 
and loan stocks were among 
sectors of the market with a 
majority of gains while chem- 
- ical, oil refining, steel and real 
estate issues were off slightly.
’ Advances held a slim lead 
. over declines, 112 to 104, while 
176 issues remained unchanged.
National Sea Products, A rose 
% to $9%. Harding Carpets % 
to $23, Bell Canada % to $44%,- 
Fraser Companies % to $16, 
Foodex % to $28% and Com­
putes % to $12%.
Greyhound Computer slipped 
10 cents to $1.20, NWL Finan­
cial 15 cents to $2.80, Imperial 
Oil % to $42%, Gulf Oil % to 
















Trans. Can. Pipe 47% 















































Asbestos Corp. 17% 18% 
(Bethlehem Copper 15 % 15%








































VANCOUVER (CP) — Office 
Assistance Ltd. said Monday it 
will appeal a B.C. Human Rights 
Commission order that it re­
instate two women who claimed 
they were fired for demanding 
the same pay as a man doing 
similar work. Spokesman Brian 
Carter said the women were 
dismissed, not for demanding 
equal pay, but for allegedly tak­
ing confidential documents from 
company files to substantiate 










Bermuda’s Harrington Sound 
is believed to have been an an­
cient cavern, the limestone roof 
of which coUapsed millenniums 
ago forming the almost land­
locked body of water. . 1
HATS NOT SHORTS
In the days before Bermuda 
shorts, the most celebrated 
local item of apparel in rtie 
mid-Atlantic colony of Bermuda 
was a hat made of plaited pal­
metto-tree fibres.
I VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were mixed in moderate trading 
on the Vancouver Stock Ex­
change today. First-hour volume 
Iwas 979,246 shares.
J, Most active trader in the 
, industrials was Thermo Plex, 
down .10 at $2.10 after a turn­
over of 2,000 shares.

















Gt. Cdn. Oil Sands S '"!
leum, unchanged at .31 on 
.volume of 6,700 shares.
TORONTO STOCK 
EXCHANGE 
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Bow Valley 































































Gulf Canada 36>/g 36%
Harding Carpets ’A’ 22% 23
Home Oil ‘A’ 38% 38%
Hudson Bay Co. 17% 17%
Husky Oil 17 17%
Imperial Oil 42% 42%
IAC 20% 20%
Inland Nat. Gas 11% 11%
Int’l. Nickri 30% 31
Int’l Utilities 22% 23
Interprov. Pipe 28 28'.'|
Inter. Steel A Pipe 15 15%
Kaiser Resources 2.15 2.25
Kaps Transport 10% 10%
f .a batts 30 30%
MacMillan Bloedd 23% 23n ।
Massey Ferguson 17% 17%
Molson *A’ 29% 30
Montreal Trust 19% 20
Moore Corp. 4Ri-j 49
Neonex 4 55 4.65
Noranda 39 39%
Nor, Central Gas 11% 12
Oshawa Wholesale 10% 10%
Pacific Pete 42% 42%
Petrofina Cda. 27'« 27%




• Logal Cremation 
Futilities
• Services from $90
1134 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
coroner recorded verdicts of 
death by drowning. The tug’s 
crew had been named as Cant. 
John Carstens of Ruskin, B.C.; 
George Ramsdin of Haney, 
B.C.; Tom Great of North Van­
couver; Ole Rysstad of Prince 
Rupert, B.C.; and Fred Pullen 
of Nanaimo, B.C.
It was expected the transport 
ministry inquiry will begin today 
to determine the cause of the 
sinking and make recommend­




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Ontario’s three largest cities 
were assured of mayoralty 
races Monday as nominations 
closed for Dec. 4 civic elections.
In Toronto, there are seven 
candidates for the mayor’s job 
to be vacated by William Denni­
son, and in Hamilton there are 
two after an llth-hour entry.
In Ottawa, three men are op­
posing incumbent Pierre Benoit.
In Metropolitan Toronto, an 
upsurge in interest in civic af­
fairs combined with increased 
salaries for elected representa­
tives saw a record 624 nomi­
nated for 189 seats on councils, 
school boacds and public utili­
ties commissions—160 more 
than in 1969. -
BONNIE CHARLIE 
DOES OWN FUNG
LONDON (AP) — Prince 
Charles, heir to the throne, 
was 24 today, moving London 
newspapers to much pur-ole 
nrose and in the case of The 
Daily. Mirror to a royal purple 
masthead.
The official b’rthdav nor­
trait, taken by the Earl of 
Lichfield, showed the prince 
romping in the Scottish high­
lands with his cousin Lady 
S a r ah Armstrong-Jones, 
eight-year-old daughter of 
Princess Margaret and Lord 
Snowdon.
The prince was wearing a 
kilt in a tartan designed by 
Prince Albert, husband of 
Queen Victoria.
“Here,” cooed The Daily 
Express, “is a bonnie Prince 
Charlie, doing a little high­
land jig in the heather with 
his cousin."
The Mirror gave its whole 
front page to the picture and 
bent the family tree a trifle to 
give it the headline “Bonnie 
Uncle Charlie.’’
“Doing his own fling,” was 




wishes to thank the following merchants for 





Treadgold Sporting Goods Long Super Drugs
Bennett’s Stores 
Fumerton’s















It before, so heV 
beck with more/
MTOcaat max ®
WARNING — Violence and coarse language.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director.
(Mature) Showa — 7 and 9 p.m.
ENDS TONIGHT — 7 and 9 P.M.
THE CANDIDATE (General)
WARNING — Some Swearing and coarse language. 
BUY BOOK TICKETS
5 FOR THE PRICE OF 4.
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — Every Day at 





























































































Athabaska Col. 3.00 3.10
Balco Forest Prod. 11% 11%
Bank of B.C. 22% 22%








Doman Ind. 13% 14
Field Stores 16%
Finning Tractor 12% 12%
Great Pacific Ind. 1.75 1.95
Grouse Mountain 2.60 2.65
Uys of Canada 3.30 3,45
Integrated Wood 3.00 3.15
Melton Realty 2.90 3.15
N. W. Sports 6.75
O.K. Helicopters 11 ',<1 12%
PWA 22% 22%
Saratoga Process. 4~45 4.50
PEANUTS •
Black Knight 5 Lions 2
Black Knight — Rob Deck- 
sheimer (2), Gerry Harder, 
David Drew, Brant Wenlnger. 
Lions — Kevin Wostrawdowski, 
Scott Ferguson.
Treadgolds 3 Kiwanis 2
Treagolds—David Risso, Cary 
Derkson, Dean Phelps. Kiwanis 
—Gary Weninger, Richard Gat- 
zke. " ■ , 
Kinsmen 3 Arena Motors 2
Kinsmen—Brent Meckling (2), 
Heimo Brandstatter. Arena 
Motors—Jeff Anheliger, Bill 
Butchar.
Rotary 2 CKOV 1
























































































M. Dukelow (0. Tire) 
R. Schulter (O.K) 
D. Nugent (People’s) 
J. Rintoul (C. Tire) 
D. McLelland (A&W) 
J. Armitage (Fintry)1 


























Four Season Travel 4 Olympia 
Pizza 3
Four Season—Greg Clagett, 
Bernard Nelson, Peter Dolman, 
Bob Angus. Olympia —r Robert 
Bennett, Derek Snider.
London Optical 4 Midvalley 
Vending 4
Lonlon , Optical—Mike Woods 
(2), Sid Popoff (2),^Midvalley
Vending—David Crowther, Kev­
in Siewert, Andre Blanleil, Rene 
Blanleil.
Collinson Realtors 6 Peerless 
Pipe 2
Collinson — Dan Kilburn (2), 
Allan Zoobkoff, Guy French, 
Eric Sorenson, Robert Foot, 

















































“The Lady of Burlesque”
Plus
WALLY ZAYONCE




S. Popoff (London Opt) 6
G. Walsh (Olympic) 6
G. Claggett (Four Sns) 4
M. Woods (London Opt) 3















275 Leon Ave. Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
Reservations May Be Made Now
OILS




Five Star .15 .18
Monterey .74 .75
Freehold .68 .70
Peace River Pete .18 .20
Rand Resources .78 .80
Stampede Int’l. .64 .67






















Inv. Growth 12.35 13.51








United Accum, 5.63 6.19
United American 2.20 2.42
United Horizon 3.35 3.68
United Venture 4,27 4.69
D. Corrado (Kins) 
K. Wostrawdowski (L) 
B. Butchar (A.M.) 
D. Rlsso (Tread) 
T. Ito (Kins) 
S. Ferguson (L) 



































Plus PLUS “J. W. COOP” & “SHOTGUN” hr v-t MW
Cavell Tire 3 Fintry Sharks 0
Cavell Tire — Mike Dukelow 
(2), Kevin VanHullebush.
Price and Markle 3 Orchard 
City Press 2
P & M — Gord Naka (2), 
Michael Bradley. Orchard City 
Press-Garth Wace, Curtis Ny- 
uli. 
Lakeland Realty 3 Cor Glass 0
Lakeland — Dawson Cardinal 
(2), Don Delowsky.
A & W 4 Pete’s Barber 2
A it W—Darren McCelland 
(2), Kelly Munoz, Todd Grons- 
dahl. Pete’s Barber—Tod Ed­
wards (2), 
People’s Food Market 5 O.K. 
Builders 3
People's — Ken Magel (2), 
Lloyd Welder, Danny Nugent, 
Owen Campbell. O.K. Building 
—Rod Schulter (2), Marty Hog- 
lin.
DR,VNN run THEATRE






Gates 7 p.m. — Show Time 7:30
BINGO! BINGO! BINGO!
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Legion Hall 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT - 8 P.M

















■ he name Mcrccdcs-Bcnz is known and respected by many people. 
But few know its founders share credit for Inventing the 
automobile, in 1886.
Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz were not financial geniuses or 
industrial tycoons. They were hard-headed mechanical engineers. Men 
who valued technical perfection and flawless workmanship above all else.
'loday. at Mercedes-Benz, such engineers still rule the roost. 
Design decisions arc made, by an engineer, not a cost accountant 
or a marketing expert.
As a result, even the least costly Mercedes-Benz sedan offers braking, 
steering and suspension systems that arc closer to a l.c Mans racing 
machine than to anv domestic luxury car.
I nconventional? Defiantly so.
But Mercedes-Benz does not build conventional cars, and never will.
Bos 909, Kelowna
PARK VALLEY MOTORS LTD 
NOW OPEN AT
Springfield & Kirschner Rds
Tel. 763-7339
Corner Leon & Ellis St.
When in Vancouver Stay at the
BILTMORE Motor Hotel
12th & Klngsway Vancouver, B.C.
For Reservations Telephone 872-5252
Telex 0154335
Owned and Operated by Charlie Bennett
JOO modem rooms 
Air conditioned
•TV in every room
-I rec parking
< OI FEI SHOP — DINING ROOM 
BANQUET ROOM — CYRANO’S GRILL
REASONABLE RATI S FOR ALL TYPES 
OF ROOM A< ( OMMOOA I ION
'i
'W,>
!>’ ,'i '’A*,, rtW
- ''Jbusinessmen’s
IPJO a.m. tot-30 p.m.




playing until Nov. 18
Bob Buckley, Terry Frewcr, Peter McKin­
non and (’al Hendricks are (barring per­
haps Chllliwnrk) the four most Interesting 
and imaginative musicians ciii'rcntly play­
ing the local scene. Vancouver.
recording:
“I Turn to Yon" London
“A Country Bov Named. Willy”
■ London M1740L
“As Feelings Co" Coasl-I-ondon CI07O
symphony work:





•'Come T )|'e|lici'' ('TV
’’Situ \ 
films:
'I hrnb I ( TV, Al’.t'
< i <i’A d”
fcntiiK •%:
' She i A W।>111.111’’
















COOL DIP MAY BE ELIMINATED
money for a
(Courier Photo)
Stewart Quitting CITY PAGE
Page 3Tuesday, November 14, 1972
area. From left to right are 
Warren Beal, 9; Holly Beal,7;
the children can’t swim year 
round or compete throughout 
the year. These swimmers 
have had to depend on local
residents and businessmen 
donating the use of their pri­
vate pools for the youngsters.







Ogopogo Swim Club mem­
bers are hoping to discard 
those cumbersome jackets 
permanently, as they plan a 
tag day Nov. 25 to raise
community .
ming pool. The canvassing Lee Beal, 10; Todd Edwards, 
will take place at Capri, Orch- 10; Trent Edwards, 7; and 




Faced with a new administra­
tion in Victoria and a hue and 
cry from taxpayers about rising 
education costs. School District 
23 trustees heading for re-elec­
tion Dec. 9, plus those newcom­
ers seeking a seat, should have 
plenty to debate.
As expected the trustees who 
will seek re-election see the 
board’s referendum on capital 
expenditure as the main issue. 
Two newcomers, though, felt 
the referendum was secondary 
to the board’s inability or un­
willingness to properly inform 
the public of its affairs. This 
point, both agreed, will be the 




After Four Years Chief Resigns From KADAC
t 
t
Aid. Richard Stewart has con­
firmed earlier reports that his 
name won’t be on the ballot in 
next month’s municipal elec­
tions.
The soft-spoken 46-year-old
“I feel at this point in my life,
i’ Westbank agriculturist and bus-
I »
inessman describes his reasons 
for riot seeking a third term on 
city council as “strictly per­
sonal.”
I have to devote more time to 
my family, so I’m through with 
local politics—for awhile, any­
way.”
Aid. Stewart, who was first 
elected in 1968, is no stranger 
to “community involvement.” 
He’s a past president of the Kel­
owna Gyro Club and the Kel- 
'owna Ski Club and has been
involved with the Kelowna Cubs 
high school football team and 
the Westbank cubs and scouts;
Professionally, he holds Bach-
» At Top Of The List
For Being Involved
When referring to persons 
who believe in getting involved 
with their community and its 
people, the name of Nancy
Gale should be near the top 
the list.
Armed with an honors BA 
English from the University 





Canada in 1925 and completed 
her teacher's training at UBC 
where she received an MA in 
English. z
Upon graduation she came 
to the Okanagan teaching for 
three years at St. Michael’s 
Girls’ School in Vernon before 
settling down to teach in Kel­
owna at Kelowna Secondary 
School (KSS).
In her 37 years of instructing 
at KSS before her retirement at 
the end of the school term in 
1967, Miss Gale gave much of 
her experience, talepts and en­
thusiasm to the school and its 
students.
At a banquet held In honor 
of her retirement, F. J. Orme, 
school superintendent, said Miss 
Gale had personally taught 
about 4,000 students during her 
teaching career. On the eve of 
her retirement she exchanged a 
classroom of pupils for an 
adopted Korean girl, Suh Yung 
Sook, through the Foster Par­
ents Plan in Montreal.
The education her students 
received was as varied as her 
own talents. Miss Gale taught 
English, French, Latin and 
sponsored a school radio pro-
elor of Comrrierce and Bachelor 
of Science in' agriculture de­
grees from the University of 
British Columbia and is a form­
er president of the Association 
of B.C. Grape Growers. He is 
a partner in Stewart Brothers 
Nurseries and is involved with 
the Cannery Group of Compan­
ies. ■' C
“I’ve discovered during my 
time as an aiderman that things 
don’t move as quickly as they 
do in private business,” says 
Aid. Stewart, who feels the re­
organization of senior city staff 
was a major accomplishment of 
council during his tenure.. .
“I don’t think the process can 
be speeded up too much be­
cause of the very nature of the 
thing, but I think the adminisr 
trative system we’ve embarked 
upon is working well and it 
will mean aidermen won’t have 
to devote as much of their time 
attending meetings.
“I would describe the new 
system as excellent, but I
Criticizes Conference Rules
Thwaite announced he will con- t 
test the trusteeship for his com- I 
munity now held by Ken Fulks, < 
who announced he will not seek 
re-election. The mayor said the 
present board has been “far fob 
remote” in their public rela­
tions.
Mrs. Shirley Staley, who will 
seek to upset board chairman 
T. R. Carter in the Okanagan 
Mission, South East Kelowna, 
BenvouUn and South Pandosy 
areas, said the board must start 
holding all of its regular meet­
ings in public, not just those 
parts dealing with the day to 
day administration of the school 
district.
Mayor Thwaite expressed con­
cern over the board’s “veil of 
secrecy” on certain matters.
“There must be more feed­
back from, taxpayers to the 
board and this is only accom­
plished when the board initiates 
it,” he said. /
Mrs. Staley said people in the 
। district were being confronted 
by a board with virtually no 
communication lines open to 
them.
“There is a lot of needless 
friction and misunderstanding 
within the community and the
school organization because of1
and
NANCY GALE 
... , colorful teaching
‘night shows” throughout
Increasing involvement with 
Indian organizations and af­
fairs has forced the resignation 
of Westbank Indian chief, Noll 
Derriksan, as ^director on the 
Kelowna' and District Arts 
Council.
Mr. Derriksan said his resig­
nation is effective immediately.
A trustee of School District 
23 (Central Okanagan), chief 
Derriksan is also a member of 
a cultural-grant committee of 
the provincial Department of 
Indian Affairs as well as serv­
ing on a provincial Indian 
Handicrafts Committee. •
The outspoken chief said he 
did not attend the Union of 
British Columbia Indian Chiefs 
annual conference at Prince
Rupert last week because of its 
practice of “doubling up” ac- 
corhmodations for delegates.
He also condemned confer­
ence organizers for the “de­
meaning” dictum which neces­
sitates a twice a day signing­
in of delegates. The ruling, he 
added, was an “insult to the 
integrity” of delegates whom, 
he felt, were conscientiously 
“doing their jobs” as confer­
ence representatives.
Chief Derriksan said his com­
plaints would be forwarded in 
a letter to the union. .
As an added piece of informa­
tion, , he said the first newsletter 
published by the band was re­
leased Nov. 1. -
IN COURT
this lack of two-way communi-1 "should conduct its meetings' in 
cation,” she said. Ian open public manner.
Incumbent for Rutland, C. D. Mayor Thwaite in . his deci- 
Buckland, said Monday he will sion to seek the Peachland seat 
try for another term on the Said that of 43 mills levied in 
board when his area will have Peachland, 33 mills went to edu- 
two seats up for grabs, an in-(cation and he wanted "to make 
crease from one in 1970. sure this was returned, through
Mr. Buckland said there was I good management, to the west 
no particular issue in the elec- sjde of the lake?’ 
tion.other than the responsibility He said he felt his experienc«
todect .someone L m and finance chairman 
with the time, and willingness in PeacWand would guarantee 
to^serve as a ^ustee. "good management.”
Mr. Buckland has been al “ .. . __
member of the board for 15 The mayor said h 
vonre thrpo nf thocp a<» chair- many as four people would con- S'H^telt toUt was extrem- tat the Peachland 
ely important to have the elec- w®s nbnn area*torate pass the capital expendi- warrant the attention of a great 
ture referendum because of the I many people.
burgeoning population in the “Besides,” he quipped, it 
district. carries a better stipend than
Echoing the words of board being mayor." 
secretary-treasurer Fred Mack- Mrs. Staley said if she. gets 
lin, Mr. Buckland said unless elected she would promote in- 
the referendum was passed elusion of kindergarten in all 
there would be doubling up of I schools, as well as a limit of 30 
schools and classes next year, (students in any Grade, 1 class.
Present board chairman T. R.| This election will be Mrs. 
Carter had not decided as of Staley's second attempt to un­
today whether he will make an- seat Mr. Carter. In 1970 she 
other bid for a trusteeship or (polled only 78 votes less than 
not. Mr. Carter said Monday he the incumbent Mr. Carter._ 
will be making a decision one A third newcomer to the Dec. 
way or the other this week. 9 election, Mrs. Birt Showier
He, along with Mr. Buckland will seek a seat representing 
and Mr. Fulks, is a veteran of Rutland on the board. She said 
the board with 16 years exper- that she has been a lifelong 
ience, the past year as chair-(resident of the area and felt 
man. He had also held the posi- she knew the problems associate 
tion of vice-chairman in his ed with education in the area, 
tenure. His opponent, if he “There is in this election a 
should decide to run, Mrs. Sta- new seat allocated, for Rutland 
ley, said part of her reasoning so I felt this was my chance to 
in contesting the seat was she get involved in the administra- 
felt closer to the school system tion of the school district as it 
herself because she could give] applies to Rutland,. she said., 
a fresh approach in an age Leader of the city polls m 
when education will face serious 1970, Mrs. Margaret G. McNair 
। problems. I announced Monday that she will
Mrs. Staley particularly at- again seek another term to coin 
: tacked the close knit attitude |tinue the programs she helped 
; of the present trustees. She develop in her tenure.
said any public body managing Mrs. McNair said ^although 
a budget in excess of $11 million the board had worked dil­
igently” to improve education 
। she felt there
was still some concern in spec­
ific areas which needed lookingSEEN and HEARD fiftCTa 
“An effective family life
w—, .........■—I.— education program is needed.
Before boarding a PWA flight p.m. In addition to ceramic I
from Vancouver Monday, pas- wares will be Christmas decora-1 nhiMren crow
sengers were told the flight tion items made by workshop ?t home, helping children grow 
mav have tn land in Penticton trainees. Orders for goods will mghe Taid through a Vancou- 
be taken in ample time for Ver Foundation grant the dis- 
Christmas delivery. With the trict had launched a pilot .pro­
exception of a small govern- ?(ram* Mrs.
1 “was anxious to see such a pro­
gram taught effectively in our 
schools.”
She expressed her conviction 
that voters must pass the re-
y o
and passengers driven to Kel­
owna. Or, if unable to land in 
Penticton, the flight would re-
turn to Vancouver. Suitably 
warned, at least one passenger 
was left wondering at the omi­
nous, well wishers of a Vancou­
ver airport official who yelled 
“good luck” as the door closed. 
She was , still woridering when 
the plane next touched down 
and a voice over the intercom 
welcomed passengers to “Vic­
toria airport.” The plane was in 
Kelowna, however, and the 
voice corrected itself apparently 
amid some sighs of relief.
ment grant, the workshop is de­
pendent on the sale of its work 
and support from the local 
Community Chest appeal. .
Dismal
ferendum on capital expenditure 
which she said will not increase 
the mill rate of the area.
The second city member on 
the board up for re-election this 
time, J. R. Wallace, announced 
today he will not seek a second 
term on the board. Mr. Wallace 
cited business pressure and the 
disappearance of one city seat 
on the board as the main rea­
sons behind his decision.
Mr. Wallace was first elected 
to the board in 1970 for a two 
year term. The city seat which 
had been designated to Kelowna 
was given to Rutland.
Members on the board who 
are not tip for re-election this 
year are Jack Brow and'Mrs. 
J. H. Harland representing Kel­
owna, Noll Derriksan represent­
ing Westbank and Lakeview 
Heights, and Gordon Johnson 
representing Winfield, Oyama 
and Okanagan Centre. All of 
these trustees were elected in 
1971 for two year terms.
The weatherman's forecast 
remains dismal as he predicts 
more clouds with early morning 
fog patches Wednesday. Highs 
will be 40 to 45 degrees. Temp­
eratures reached a high of 41 
degrees in the city Monday with 
an overnight low of 36 degrees. 
There was a trace of precipita­
tion recorded. At the airport the 
high was 40 degrees with an 
overnight reading of 35 degrees. 
There was a trace of precipita­
tion recorded for the airport. 
Overnight lows today will be 30 
to 35 degrees.
Joseph Alvin Reguidel of Kel­
owna reserved his plea on a 
charge of driving while having 
a blood alcohol count exceeding 
.08. The case was remanded for 
plea to Nov. 17.
Paula Nancy Bealle of Kel­
owna reserved her plea on a 
charge of forgery. The case 
was remanded for plea to Nov. 
20.
Central Okanagan Community 
Chest and United Way cam­
paign has reached $63,438, still 
far short of its $77,000 goal with 
the deadline set for the end of 
the month. Campaign publicity 
chairman Glen Carleton pointed 
out today that employees at 
Kelowna General Hospital ex­
ceeded by 300 per cent the 
amount of donations and 
pledges turned in last year.
don’t think all the wrinkles 1 
have been worked out yet.’’
Aid. Stewart points to at­
tempts by the city to make its 
utilities self-supporting as an­
other highlight of the past four • 
years and describes the joint 
city-industry trade waste treat­
ment plant in Kelowna’s north 
end as a "big step, although the 
project was to an extent forced 
on us by circumstance.”
The major task facing future 
councils, he feels, is finding a 
"common ground”'' where the 
city and Central Okanagan Re­
gional District can meet to re­
solve their differences.
“I feel the city should be al­
lowed to extend its boundaries 
at no cost to present taxpayers 
If this urban growth is going to 
continue. In my opinion, tjie re­
gional district was set up to tic 
up the loose ends in unorganized 
areas.
"Now it’s trying to deal with 
the urban problems of Rutland 
and Westbank and I just don’t 
think that’s what it was set up 
for.
"Hopefully, there will be more 
direction from the new minister 
of municipal affairs."
With less than a week to go 
before nomination day on Nov. 
20, those who would seek to fill 
Aid, Stewart’s chair or unseat 
incumbents Walter Green and 
’ Terry Cyr haven’t been making 
much noise. Even the rumors 
i arc scarce.
Aid. Green has decided to run 
! again and told the Courier sev- 
। oral weeks ago, "I feel I’ve 
I just about learned to be an
Thomas Desmond Shea of Rut­
land, charged with driving while 
under suspension, entered a not 
guilty plea and the case was 
remanded to Jan. 31 for trial.
Alfred Evans of Rutland 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
possession of liquor while under 
the age of 19. He was fined $75.
Brock Stuart Camsell of Van­
couver reserved his plea on a 
charge of break, enter and theft 
at Domestic Frozen Foods Ltd. 
in Kelowna. The case was re­
manded for plea to Nov. 20.
SAFETY BUSINESS
The Kelowna and District 
Safety Council will meet at noon 
Wednesday at the Colony rest-
Leroy Armbruster of Rutland, 
charged with carrying a weapon 
dangerous to the public had 
the case remanded without plea 
to Nov. 20.
The public is invited to the 
annual Sunnyvale workshop 
coffee party and handicraft sale,Timothy Thomas Gilbeau of 
Kelowna pleaded guilty to 10 
charges of forgery and three 
charges of false pretences with 
intent to defraud. The case was 
remanded for sentencing to Nov. 
17.
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 8 aurant.
the 1940s and 50s.
Former mayor Dick Parkin­
son said she was “hardworking 
and interested."
PARODIES
She is also well known for 
the toplcnl sough and parodies 
sho composed. Many may recall 
her song which was a parody 
on "Cross Over the Bridge,” 
exclaiming the need for a 
bridge across Okanagan I-ake.
She was active and served as 
secretary on the Women's Aux­
iliary to the Kelowna hospital. 
She wrote a booklet giving the 
story of the auxiliary from its 
start when it was called "Lad­
ies Aid."
Since 1967, she had been in­
volved with proofreading nt the 
Kelowna Courier; supervising 
real estate exnrns nt UBC; 
president of Kelowna Primrose 
Club and serving the church 
committee of St. Michael and
Danlel Andrew Harbison of 
Kelowna was given a suspended 
sentence and 30 months proba­
tion after he pleaded guilty to 









Joseph Miller of Kelowna was 
elected executive director of 
the Kelowna local of the British 
Columbia Motels, Resorts and 
Trailer Parks Association at its 
annual convention at New West­
minster last week.
The office assumed by Mr. 
Miller is a new post directly 
under Kelowna local president 
Syd Cook and the first time in 
an executive fiositlon with the 
association for Mr. Miller who 
operates a local resort.
Alxiut 20 local association 
delegates were among some 400 
attending the five-day sessions 
at the coast.
Voice of thegram ____ ______












But perhaps most Important, 
Miss Gale passed on to others 
the opportunity of developing 
literary skills. She sponsored 
the KSS annual entitled "The 
Golden Owl" since 1953 and 
•many prospective student edit- 
grs, writers and photographers 
■live matured their artistry 
Through the annual.
However, her involvement 
with the community was not 
limited to the school. Miss Gale 
became the first woman elected 
president of Kelowna’s Cana­
dian Club last year. Members
All Angels’ Church. She has 
been a member of the church 
since 1930.
Another characteristic is her 
sense of humor. A dose friend 
of hers related an Incident in­
volving Miss Galo and two of
nlderman during my first term 
and I’m ready to give it another
fry if the people will 
back.”






of the club remarked on 
“gracious manner" and 





Shc was also active in Lillie 
Theatre productions when* slie 
played one of the two women in 
"Arsenic and Old Lace." When
her friends returning by 
from the eoast in 1932 i 
holidays.
II was a hot ..hen 
women arrixed nt the U.S. 
der mid it appeared the 





heat. He told the women
the 
to
take ever,i thing out of their
the Little Theatre 
1919, Mi-.x G.ile «







explain their jmsition but








wisc tedious council sessions, is 
a ixipular administrator at Kel­
owna Senior Secondary and a 
past president of the Kelowna 
Citizens' Association.
Aid. C'yr, who replaced Aid. 
Green as the "rookie" on coun­
cil last June, has barely had 
time Io learn the ropes and has 
Indicated a willingness to try 
again. He defeated former 
alderman IL J. Wilkinson in a 
by-election held to fill the sent 
left vacant through the resigna­
tion Inst May of Ahl. Alan Moss,
.MUMU IL WEDNESDAY
'I he livelv musical "Carmen 
Jones" will |>e presented Wed-
Service Wednesday 
For John Kennedy
Funeral service will be held 
from Day’s Chapel of Remem-
brnnce Wednesday nt 1:30 
for John Kennedy, 72, of 







lemalked. "I ('I tienll e
In the Community 
at 7.30 pm, through
jMXt
M< - <; .1 
and ci ■ >\ <
oflo uiinrd up.Die continuing .•.cries of films 
e li'ii't'on lii'-l'.ind discu-• ton- of the Inter- 
sniilion.il Film Festiviil of the
i.d
The ptogi.im is co-spon- 
i>i Kilowim and District
h.i 1 Mb ..
11 ilm ! < . ictx, Kelowna and Dis- 
P.’J li ut AiP, Coum 11 and the,Adult
three sisters, Mrs. Fred (Anne) 
Baker of Brandon, Man., Mrs. 
W. M. (Jessie) Trrple of Van­
couver mid Mrs. David (Effie) 
Anderson of Petoskey, Mich.; 
several nieces, nephews, grand 
nieces and grand nephews. He 
was predeceased by two broth­
ers and two sisters,
Bev. John Davidson will offi­
ciate with burial in the Kelowna 
,...I
FLUORIDE BACK IN
City employee Harvey Sail 
makes a check of instruments 
lt*red to keep n continuous 
record of the amount of fluo­
ride introduced into Kelowna’s 
do,-io tie u.iter ,«.,i;n at the
ilty'is Poplar Point puiiiping 
illation. The illy had been 
without fluoride nine* a fue 
in the spring <>( 1(17) and last 
week the long aw.dtrd gear 
went inio opctailon For the
technically-minded, a metered 
amount <»f sodium silicofluo­
ride drops mto a disaolvcr, 
then into the wet well of the 
pump house, where it l» dis-
(diluted nt a ratio of one part 
per million through the sys- 
lem. Total cost, of the equip­
ment was about $5,500.
(Courier PhotM
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Prison Class Segregation 
In Canada Questionable
There can be no rational objection 
to the need for careful classification of 
inmates in our prisons with a view to 
giving those who are not habitual 
criminals the best possible chance for 
rehabilitation during their period of 
punishment (or is word “punishment”, 
unacceptable in this context these 
days?). But it is one thing to segregate 
prisoners for this purpose and quite • 
another to set up special prison units 
on class lines, notes the Galt Reporter.
It may come as a complete surprise 
to the average citizen to learn that such 
units exist. Tn the case of Harold Bal­
lard, recently imprisoned president of. 
Maple Leaf Gardens, it has been an­
nounced he will be transferred shortly 
from the “reception centre” at King­
ston Penitentiary to the “exclusive 
club” known as Beaver Creek Correc­
tional Centre. The quoted words were 
spoken by penitentiary officials dur­
ing a recent interview.
These officials are reported to have 
called Beaver Club the “exclusive club 
for the white-collar criminal type." 
They revealed that it is noted for such 
amenities as a reservoir-swimming 
pool, a miniature golf course and “al­
most a log-cabin effect for which some 
people pay money for a winter vaca­
tion.”
Mr. Ballard was sentenced for of­
fences involving about $205,000. Ac­
cording to James Phelps, director of 
the KP reception unit, Ballard will be 
classified here and “will then be sent
to another institution that we feel 
, would be best after all factors have 
been considered. He is not a young 
man.” John Moloney, Regional Direc­
tor of the Canadian Penitentiary Serv­
ice said Ballard may be transferred to 
a minimum-security institution in “the 
fairly near future” since he does not 
seem to be much of a security risk. 
He thought that Beaver Creek was the 
likely choice, rather than Joyceville or 
Collin’s Bay.
One of the reasons given for Bal­
lard’s special treatment apart from his 
age, is the condition of his heart. Mr. 
Phelps, in fact, claimed that Ballard 
was put in the KP hospital because 
“he has a heart condition.” However; 
Dr. William Amodeo, a penitentiary 
service doctor who examined Ballard, 
said that he “has the usual degree of 
arteroisclerotic heart disease for a man 
of that age, but he is not incapacitated 
in any way nor does he require any 
treatment.” As for his age, he is re­
ported to have given three ages at dif­
ferent times: 62, 65 and 69.
This case suggests that the classi­
fication of prisoners in federal prisons 
may diverge significantly from the 
mere need to provide segregation of 
inmates oh grounds of their being 
“hardcore” criminals or otherwise. It 
looks, in fact, decidedly like a kind of 
class segregation, based on criteria 









By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau 
of the Kelowna Courier
OTTAWA—One of the tough­
est jobs facing a new prime .
of the country’s foremost au-
(Victoria Colonist)
The managing director of the Can­
adian Petroleum Association. D. B. 
Furlong, has some harsh words for 
academic critics of the proposed Mac­
kenzie Valley pipelines to carry oil and 
gas out. of the Arctic.. He says the 
Canadian oil and gas industry has been 
subject .to some “almost incredible” 
attacks [by prophets of gloom and 
doom, and that “it doesn’t seem to 
matter to these supposedly well edu-. 
cated people that these assumptions on 
which their supposedly scholarly opin­
ions are based are almost entirely
Canada for a much longer period. In 
other words, he suggests Canada 
should keep its petroleum resources
thorities on Borden.
19 AVAILABLE
He likens the 1911 situation to 
“a mad scramble for place and 
position by men who had weath­
ered 15 lean and hungry years
minister who follows an oppos­
ing party into office is the for- . _ ....
mation of his cabinet. Mr. Stan- of political adversity.” He notes
field has not yet been faced 
with that task, although he may
Rightist Swing
Now Widespread
By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Is there a conservative tide 
running in the world which sup­
ports authoritarian right-wing 
rulers in Spain, Greece, Turkey, 
the Philippines and, small “c” 
conservative leaders like Pomp- 
dou in France, Heath in Britain, 
Nixon in the U.S. and even, 
Stanfield in Canada?
Conservatism as a political id­
eology differs widely from coun­
try to country. In the U.S., a 
conservative is a good deal 
more to the right than a con­
servative in Canada. In some of
Europe’s classically conserva­
tive Mediterranean societies—
Portugal, Spain, Greece and 
Turkey—conservative values 
are more deep-set, and truly re­
actionary.
Prime Minister Trudeau and re-, 
place him with conventional; 
Bob Stanfield, the man whoi 
says the “work ethic” is still a; 
good thing.
But the tide is there, running 
strong, perhaps strong enough 
in Canada to topple Trudeau if 
he calls another election in the 
next few months) If so, Stanfield 
is the man, the image of small 
“c” conservatives, not ouick on 
the dyaw like Trudeau. Men like 
him avoid, possibly even dislike, 
the new language of the techno* 
c r a t and behavi.oralist, the 
brave new world of technology, 
communications and self-styled 
gurus, ready'to load 'the masses
In Britain, the U.S., France 
and Canada, millions who have 
gained a small materialistic 
foothold from postwar afflu­
ence, want to cling to it for dear 
life. ■ ,
Any threats to it, old or new' 
—w e 1 f a r i s m being the old 
enemy, Canadian-style handouts 
bkc the Opportunities for Youth 
Program or Local Initiative 
Projects being the new—are at­
tacked bitterly.
TOSSED OUT OF OFFICE
And when election time comes 
around again, the instigators of 
more so-called state “give-a-.
ways” which the hard , working 
middle class does not share, are 
cast out of office, or rejected 
for leadership,
In Canada, if there is a small 
“c” conservative tide, the trend 
didn’t quite go far enough to 
eject the charismatic leader
through the jungle of social
political change. iH
The small "c" conserva'tH| 
doesn’t like the guru and'WB 
deenlv suspicious of intellectual- 
ized language about change.
There is enough institutional 
change going on already which 
“middle America” or “middle
Canada” or the intensely con­
servative rural man of France, 
Greece or Spain, cannot under­
stand and does not like.
Resentment against a prime 
minister using four letter words 
in. public and Mediterranean so- 
c i e t i e s’ hang-ups' against 
youngsters with long hair and
guitars wandering around the 
world have a common psychol­
ogical base. This is a failure 
and an unwillingness to compre­
hend that the old values have 
decayed substantially and that 
the so-called “new world” is im­
patient to change the system.
If so, Stanfield's growing pop­
ularity here and Nixon's record 
majority in. the United States 
have to represent a negative re­
sponse to complex events.
wrong.”
Unfortunately Mr. Furlong does not 
identify the critics, although he. docs 
say that some of the research being 
done is financed by the federal gov­
ernment directly or indirectly; he ob­
jects to the use of “our own money to 
support people who seem to wish only 
to destroy us.” One wonders then if 
.he has in mind such a scholar as Dr. 
J. Tuzo Wilson, principal of Erindale 
College of the Univcrsily of Toronto 
and professor of geophysics. Dr. Wil­
son recently presented u paper to a 
government - sponsored Seminar on 
Guidelines for Scientific Activities in 
Northern Canada, which received con­
siderable attention in the east. And it 
was not calculated to make qil men 
joyful. Nor, Dr. Wilson indicated, was 
it likely to be appreciated by most 
politicians, economists, developers or 
bankers.
Dr. Wilson’s idea is that the de­
mands for gas and oil are so insatiable 
and rising so rapidly that the Arctic 
resources would meet United States 
requirements for only “a very few 
years," but that if they were carefully 
husbanded they might provide a source 
of energy and petrochemicals within
One Down And Five To Go Count 
On Canada's Northern Airfields
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Nov. 14, 1972 . . ,
New York World reporter 
Nellie Bly left New York 83 
years ago today—in 1889—in 
an attempt to better the 
world record established by 
Jules Verne’s hero in 
Around the World in 80 
Days. She turned the trick 
with time to spare—72 days, 
six hours and 11 minutes.
1948—Prince Charles was 
born to Princess Elizabeth 
—now Queen Elizabeth—and 
her husband Prince Philip.
1935—President Roosevelt 
of the U.S. declared the 
Philippines a free Common­
wealth.
OTTAWA (CP) — One down 
and'five to go.
That’s the count on the gov­
ernment’s program of building 
and improving airfields in the 
Canadian North.
Canadian Forces field engi­
neers completed a new gravel
During, the last three sum­
mers, a: crew of 15 engineers, 
mechanics and cooks worked 12 
hours a day at the Pangnirtung 
site. The result was a 3,000-foot 
runway, a parking ramp, fuel 
storage facilities and a mainte­
nance building.
airstrip at Pangnirtung, about >p[le isolated community of 700 
200 miles north of Trobisher ^ill henceforth have year-round 
Bay on Baffin Island, nr Sep- air links with the outside world, 
tember, the defence department
said in a news release today. Next summer, work will be
Five more such landing strips 
will be. constructed or length- ■ 
ened by the end of 1975 under a 
six-year project that began
there is much that may be re­
vealed of the leadership quali­
ties of the party chieftain in his 
cabinet selections. Of interest is 
the fact Borden did not appoint
and not export them; should indulge in . ... , -
a slow, planned development for the f^come111 the weeks or months 
long-term-benefit of Canadians, rather For one thing there is the ________ ____ _ _____ ..
question of. cabinet size; Al- Alberta’s lone Conservative MP,- 
though the membership of the R. B. Bennett, a man who later 
Commons has remained fairly went on to become prime minis- 
static—it actually dropped one ter. This time, Alberta returned 
nothing but Conservatives and
than a splurge which would see the
end of the petroleum age in a short 
. time; and should use the extended time 
to do the research required to find 
practical new sources of energy to rc-
place the used-up or prohibitively ex­
pensive fossil fuels.
to 264 in 1968—the number, of 
ministers has been ■ increasing. 
The Liberal government has 
been criticized for this as there 
are now 30 ministers, including
In support of this - proposal, Dr. 
Wilson quotes Canada’s deputy mini­
ster of energy, mines and resources as urban affairs, science and tech! 
saying that the increasing Canadian nology, consumer and corporate 
demand for petroleum “when cumu “ 
latcd over the 30 years will exceed by Plus„ ministers of state have
• -c- . • swelled the. ranks. With soa significant margin existing proven
Mr. Stanfield : would have, to 
choose two or three ministers 
from 19 potential aspirants.
“For 15 years in the wilder-
the government leader in the ness of opposition the devoted 
Senate, Paul Martini' Additions ^service of the party faithful had
of ministers of communications
affairs and supply and services,
gone unrewarded. Now that 
they had entered the promised 





ing; Canadian co-discoverer 
of insulin, was born.' ;.
1606—The first stage per­
formance in Canada was 
held in the harbor of Port 
Royal.
throe summers ago. ■ /
- . - - many claims for cabinet repre-
reserves of conventional petroleum - sentation it seems doubtful if 
even before any addition is made for Mr. Stanfield could, or would
exports of oil and natural gas. Just to 
meet Canadian requirements, we can 
expect to need additional reserves ap­
proximately equal to all proven re­
serves to date. In addition, if we want 
to maintain, say, 15 years petroleum 
reserves on hand, these additional re­
serves should be identified over the 
next 10 years. Even with a fairly satis­
factory tar sands development, most 
of the additional reserves arc likely 
to come from the new frontier areas— 
the Arctic mainland and islands, and 
possibly offshore on the East Coast.”
Mr. Furlong suggests that opponents 
of the Mackenzie Valley lines will have 
■ their chance to argue when hearings 
arc held by the National Energy 
Board; that in the meantime they 
should make up their minds whether 
they are serious-minded university 
people or half-baked politicians. That 
judgment is also open to the public.
want to, reduce the total..
Cabinet-making is a fine art 
requiring a delicate balance of 
geographical considerations and
ants for the rich fruits of of­
fice,” Mr. Macquarrie recalls. . 
Borden himself wrote to a 
friend: “Until one actually en­
ters upon the undertaking it is 
almost impossible to realize the 
difficulties and perplexities 
which, confront any man en­
trusted with the task of forming 
■a new cabinet.”
interests, sex and even religion. Mr. Macquarrie’s observa­
tions of Borden cabinet-making
BYGONE DAYS
If Mr. Stanfield is called upon 
to form a government he will 
face the problem of having only 
two MPs from the second most 
populous province, Quebec. 
Only one woman, Flora Mac­
Donald, was elected for the To­
ries, so he does not have to 
make a choice there. But the 
claims of elected Conservatives, 
both veterans and promising 
newcomers from the other prov­
inces will keep him awake at 
nights.
Mr, Stanfield would not be the 
first nor the last party leader to 
face the dilemma. There was a 
similar situation after the sur­
prising Conservative win in 1957 
and before that R. B. Bennett 
and Robert Borden both faced 
the selection problem when the 
Conservatives unseated the Lib­
erals. The return of the Con­
servatives to power under Bor­
den in 1911 and the problems of 
cabinet selection have been doc­
umented by Heath Macquarrie, 
the political seientist-MP from 
Prince Edward Island and one
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
November 1062
At least 100 ex-airmen from most Oka­
nagan jxUnts are expected to attend a 
special Commonwealth Air Forces din­
ner on Saturday in the Kelowna Legion. 
William Cleaver, president, said all for­
mer aliment from meclmnies to air |>o-
any longer. An application lias been for­
CANADA'S STORY
warded for adoption of a Korean child.
completed on a runway of simi­
lar size at Whale Cover, popula­
tion 200, located 250 miles north 
of Churchill, Man.
In addition to the money
_ They are, at P°nd Inlet and being spent by northern affairs, 
Cane Dorset on Baffin Island, at ,, , , . j , L
. Iglbolik, Whale Cove and a site the defcncc. department Will
as yet unnamed on the west spend $650,000 to extend the run­
shore of Hudson Bay. ways at Whale Cove, Cape Dor­
set, Pond Inlet and the un­
named site to .4,000 feet. This 
will enable them to handle 
huge, pot-bellied Herculcs'irans- 
ports.as well as search and res­
cue ah-craft.
The S2.1 million program is 
being financed and co-ordinated 
by the northern affairs depart­
ment, with the defence depart­
ment. providing labor and equip­
ment.
lice are invited to the 






The Kelowna Women's Institute plans 
to adopt a Korean child. A letter was 
received from the adopted girl in Eng­
land, who has now vouched her ihtii 
birthday and Is not eligible for adoption
years ago
November 1912
Don Fillmore wa,s elected president al 
the annual meeting of the Kelowna Club. 
L. A. Panton will serve as vice- presi­
dent. Ketiring president, Don Whilham, 
reviewed the activities of the club dur­
ing the past year. In spite of the loss of 
17 members to the armed services and 
other causes, the club membership show­
ed a small increase,
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10 YEARS AGO 
November 1932
A delightful interpretive was the piano 
and violin recital given by Mrs. A. .1. 
Pritchard and Miss Isobel Murray in 
the Junior High .School Auditorium, when 
lovers of good music filled the hall al­
most to capacity to hear the Valley’s out­




50 YEARS AGO 
November 1022 
Noles The fit st meeting of
municipal was
school on Saturday last. A
••oiiiicd iii tlie afternoon, and work on 
tour of, the district was made by the




credited to it or th''
«'r Ill-liter in tins
fluiil \\ <•«. to Kelmwil craft
paper and nhn the Inr.-il nrw. pul'ti*!ir! 
therein, AU nghit rry^ibltfntwn of 
xjxVIAl »||5|>.-Il, hp( lin-iti aL.I
had to get his
river in small boats taken from
thetle alxint
and Montreal
OTHER NOV. It EVENTS
ton made (ui amazing escape 
from Montreal down Ilie SI, 
l.awrenec Itlvcr, and managed 
to defend Quebec until linils of 
the Royal Nnv.v arrived to May.
Monlirnl,
If QiicIhc li.id fallen, ('anaila
the
who were a:i lip.’i- 
Ihe invasion as 
l> I I a n t s around
Wolfe’:; In some respect, 
not have any shl|)s mid
are interesting, especially as 
the P.E.L member is one of 
those who would be considered 
for a post in a Stanfield govern­
ment. He has been the party’s 
critic on external affairs, has a 
wide experience in the field and 
has many friends and contacts 
among Ottawa’s diplomatic 
corps. He would be a logical 
choice as secretary of state for 
external affairs.
But what of the Hon. J. Angus 
MacLean, former fisheries min­
ister in the Diefenbaker admin­
istration and one of the three 
MPs elected from P.E.L? Mr. 
MacLean would qualify either 
as environment and fisheries 
minister or as minister of vet­
erans’ affairs, But could Mr. 
Stanfield appoint two ministers 
from three elected Conserva­
tives representing a four-seat, 
province when he has so many 
others to consider from other 
provinces? It’s the kind of prob­






Although the American 
lutionary War began in
Revo- 
April
1775, Canada had almost been 
captured by Nov. 14. Montreal 
was occupied on Nov. 13 while 
miollicr American army led by 
Benedict Arnold was on the 
Plains of Abraham.
Montreal had fallen without 
any fighting. The U.S. army led 
by General Montgomery had 
travelled by kike Champlain 
down the Richelieu River to the 
St. Lawrence. It took two 
month;; to capture Fori St. John 
but then the wav to Montreal 
was dear.
There was a good deal of pro- 
American .sentiment in Mont­
real, o r g iitilz e d by former 
American businessmen Thomas 
Walker, Jiiiims Brown, and a 
F i e n <■ h Canadian. Valentine
Some of them supplied food 
for the Invader:; for 30 pennies a 
day and a promise that they 
could loot the British shops in 
Montreal.
Benedict Arnold's feat in gel- 
ting his troops onio the I'lnimi 
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shop
Dick Jaffe and staff at The Stag Shop wish to extend a warm THANK 
YOU to the people of Kelowna, for an extremely successful 1st Year. 
In appreciation, we at The Stag Shop, are having an Anniversary 
Sale, featuring a selected grouping of outstanding values.
fc 
s* -
575 Bernard Ave. 763-2101
150 SLACKS FALL JACKETS
Sport SHIRTS300 TIES







Double Knits. Iph OO
Reg. to 32.50. IW @ J >
Reg. 29.95 ^fl Ol OO 
to 40.00. IW • # #
Sale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ Jr
45 SUITS 
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HITHER and YON
Christine Quemby, Pat Le­
mire and Jean Day spent the 
weekend in Vancouver where 
they attended several functions 
with friends at the University 
of British Columbia. They also 
attended the 20th birthday party 
for Mark ’ at a Gas town 
nightclub. They returned via air 
Sunday night.
Members of Club 17 are busy 
making plans for their annual 
Christmas dinner scheduled for 
Dec. 17, not Dec. 14 as previous­
ly published.
Members of the Ladies’ Golf 
Club at the Kelowna Golf and
Country Club are looking for­
ward to the annual meeting, 
dinner and entertainment on 
Thursday.
Another night on the Novem­
ber calendar at- the Kelowna 
Golf and Country Club is Nov. 
25, featuring a European smor­
gasbord, as part of the Inter­
national night theme. Dancing 
follows at 9:30 p.m.
Hawaiian Honeymoon
Kelowna Newlyweds
Marriage vows were exchang­
ed in a double-ring ceremony by 
Mrs. Marjorie Glover and Jack 
Raymond Hemmett at the for­
mer’s home on Thacker Drive, 
Lakeview Heights. Rev. J. Alan 
Jackson conducted the cere­
mony on Nov. 3 amidst a setting 
enhanced with several beautiful 
arrangements of flowers and 
candles.
Given in marriage by her son- 
in-law, Kenneth D. Rieger the 
bride was radiant in a long 
gown of royal purple completed 
with corsage of orchids. Keep­
ing the traditional sentiment 
she wore a blue garter.
Maid of honor was Annette
William A. Hemmett who 
served as best man read many 
telegrams of good wishes from 
Calgary, and England during 
the reception which followed. 
Fred Smith toasted the bride 
and Ken Rieger served as em­
cee.
A cold buffet supper was serv­
ed to the guests. A two-tiered 
wedding cake decorated with 
fresh autumn flowers formed 
the centerpiece and was flanked 
with two yellow candles.
After a honeymoon at Hono­
lulu the couple will reside at the 
Thacker Drive home. For her
going-away ensemble the bride 
chose a brown and beige coat 
and dress ensemble with brown 
leather accessories. An orchid 














Wood Buffalo National Park flowers.in Alberta and N.W.T. is a wil- The bride's son John B. Glo-
derness area of 17,300 square Ver of Lakeview Heights was
ring-bearer.miles.
REMEMBER WHEN?
coming a rarity. Other stalls —(Courier Photo)
FIREMEN'S BALL
found in old basements and day at the parish hall on 
some of the tinware, fast be- Sutherland Avenue.
from an old home and Mrs. 
Percy Tinker holds one of the 
many lovely bowls, used in 
pioneer days for everything 
from fruit to vegetables. Also
DEMONSTRATION 
• FREE DELIVERY 
• DEALERS NEEDED 
(For Appointment Phone 
766-2533 — Winfield)
One of the maihy attractions theme in a room. Here, Mrs. 
at the annual parish bazaar Gordon Hansen on the left, 
of St. Michael and AU Angels’ holds up a chandelier donated
seen here are some samples _______________ —
of the bottles and' sealers starts at 1:30 p.m. Wednes-
Glover, the bride’s daughter 
who chose a long floral gown in 
shades of mauve and purple and 
k I carried a bouquet of autumn
park is Banff in Alberta, which 







WEDNESDAY What's new pussycat? Salt, cuddly pant coats to curl up in,know what




guests attended the re­
nt the home of the 
parents. For her daugh-
favorite ‘halter top* very much 
in evidence. Among this group
of the bride, was
that’s what! These little ’purr-sonalitics’ really 
winter’s all about. They're made of leather-look poly-
1‘rrhonal Shopping: Women'* coat* Slmp*nn«Se«r*: Kelowna 
Advertiied Pricci in Effect 'til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 18th. 
Park Free While You Shop Simpiont-Sean: 
Orchard Park, Kelowna.
 Roberts, whose A-line skirt was 
were Mrs. Gene Fisher, Mrs. I nipped in with a wide belted
0n< HOUR
'mmnmc:
TMI MOtT IM Dfiy ClIAMIM®
Anglican Church will be a 
stall of pioneer artifacts—bot­
tles, canisters, old tinware 
■ and other eany Canadiana— 
all collectors* treasures. While 
many are not in the rare vin- 
■ ta'ge category, all are inter­
esting and within reach of the 
ordinary collector, who may 
i want to develop a certain
The 46th annual firemen’s ball 
<vas as usual a smash hit with 
nothing but enthusiastic reports 
from those attending. The 
music, a combination of west­
ern-modern had all dancers 
both the young and the ‘ma­
ture ' eager to trip the light 
fantastic.
Ladies attending were gallant­
ly escorted, by the firemen into 
the Legion hall decorated all in 
authentic firemen’s regalia and 
the evening emceed by Victor 
Haddad included a sumptuous 
dinner served by the Legion 
Ladies’ Auxiliary.
As in previous years, the 
ladies in attendance, mostly in 
full gowns, were a parade of 
fashions, similar to any large 
style centre, with the fashion
Len Moodie and Mrs. Jack 
Snowsell.
Metallic trims were aiso popu­
lar and petite Mrs. Charles Pett- 
man, wife of fire chief Pettman, 
chose a teal blue with silver 
trim. The bodice featured the 
deep V neckline so feminine 
looking this year.
Another favorite this year, the 
chiffon over peau de soie was 
Mrs. Hilbert Roth’s choice in a 
turquoise, with sheer chiffon 
sleeves.
Gold trimmed the deep tur­
quoise gown worn by Mrs. Wal­
ter Green, wife of Aiderman 
Green/ The slim skirt featured 
a slit to the knee, provocative 
and swingy.
Another halter top noticed 
during the evening was the pur­
ple crepe worn by Mrs. Jack
nlzed in St. Mary’s Anglican 
Church, Oyama, Nov. 4, united 
in marriage Nancy Joan Gray 
and Andrejs Edward Rosts. 
White and yellow chrysanthe­
mums decorated the altar for 
the candle light ceremony con­
ducted by Rev, Ralph Bastedo.
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Gray of 
Oyama and the groom is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs, Edward 
Rosts of Beamsville, Ont.
Organist was Mrs. Marguerite 
Byrne. For the processional she 
sang “Amazing Grace" accom­
panied by her husband, Brian 
Byrne. During the signing of 
the register Mr. Byrne sang 
"Because’’ and as the church 
was being vacated the organist 
played "Greenslceves".
Given in marriage by her 
father the bride wore a self- 
designed ethnic gown of white 
polyester georgette with a pale 
blue polyester lining. Ilie bride 
hand-embroidered her gown 
with a brightly colored flo­
ral design on neckline and 
sleeves. Her matching head­
dress had embroidery on the 
cap, with a shoulder length 
veil. She carried a spray of 
red roses,
A gold bracelet belonging to 
her great-grandmother was the 
“something old", Completing 
the traditional sentiment she 
wore a new locket, a gift from 
the gronm. “Sonicthing borrow­
ed" was a white knitted lave 
shawl.




In 1970 more than 13 million 
people visited Canada’s national 
parks.
OLDEST PARK
The oldest Canadian national
include the usual home bak­
ing, novelties, handicrafts and 
fancy work, as well as the 
Christmas puddings. In addi­
tion there will be a special- 
children’s corner, where they 
may shop. Baby sitting serv­
ices will also be available and 
tea will be served. The bazaar Great Leather Fakery 
iust heaped with real lambfur
ed dress of yellow organza ac­
cented with blue and pink flock 
flowers was worn by the maid 
of honor, Norma Fidler of Oy­
ama. She carried a spray of 
yellow and pink roses.
The groom wore a black vel­
vet suit, made by the bride, ac­
cented by a pale blue ruffled 
shirt.
Charles Evenson of Vancouver 







waist accented with large rhine­
stone buckle.
The happy combo of black 
plus multi colors was dramatic , 
on Mrs. Lyle Hubbard, whose 
multi-colored skirt matched the 
cape sleeves of the plain black ! 
bodice. I
Hot pink, still a fashion favor­
ite was lovely on Mrs. Peter 
Newton who chose a polyester 
crepe in floral design. The long 
sleeved gown was completed 
with a full skirt.
Plaids, riding high on the 
fashion crest this year, never 
looked nicer than the high waist- 
ed plaid taffeta skirt worn by 
Mrs. Barry Rose, .who chose a 
plain white bodice with full 
chiffon sleeves for the top. '
Soft blended tones of pinks | 
and mauves made the full skirt- j 
ed gown worn by Mrs. Bob Wil­
son a dreamy dance gown. AI 
deep V neckline added eye in-1 
terest to the long sleeved gown.
A high fitted waistline was 
the feature point of Mrs. John 
Johnson’s white fortrel gown 
and Mrs. Eric Chapman’s deep 
mauve satin gown trimmed with 
silver braid was most attractive, j
Another attention catcher was i 
Mrs. Cal Smiley who chose a 
navy long sleeved gown with 
mandarin neckline. White braid 
accented the oriental lines of the 
gown which also featured a knee' 
high slit.
Another version of the slit 
was a long colorful fortrel 
sheath worn by Mrs. George 
Turner. Slits on both sides made 
dancing an easy effort.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson, 
who have celebrated their wed­
ding anniversaries for many I 
years at the firemen's ball, this!
tor's wedding Mrs, Gray wore 
a full length fortrel dress of 
autumn shades enhanced by a 
yellow rose corsage.
Silver candle sticks with blue 
candles flanked the three tiered 
wedding cake which centred the 
lace covered bride's table.
Arnold Trcwhitt acted as 
master of ceremonies, David 
Ix>y, the bride's godfather, pro­
posed the toast to the bride to 
which the groom ably responded 
and the best man proposed the 
toast to the maid of honor. After 
n buffet supper the bride chang­
ed into a pink mini-dress with 
pink accessories and joined the 
guests. In attendance were the 
bride’s paternal grandmother, 
Mrs. E. M. Gray of Kelowna 
and uncle* and aunt Mr. nnd 
Mrs. D. L. Amos of Cnsttogar. 
Other guests travelled from 
Vancouver, Cnsflcgar, Osoyoos, 
Enderby and Salmon Ann.
The newly weds will reside in 
Oyama.
year made it a happy 21st wed­
ding anniversary. Mrs. Wilson! 
was charming in a long sleeved I 
mauve satin blouse which top-, 




announces the return of 
Eniel Reed and the addition 
of Elsie Roussel to its staff. 
Bea Parkes is now available 
on Monday - Thursday and 
Friday only.
The rest of our staff: Liz 
Cameron, Shirley Yamaoka, 
EInn Biceum, Vivian Schnei­
der and Fran Yeast. Make 
your Christmas npiwint- 












urethane-coated cot toi l outside. Inside, they have lamb-look 
pile body linings of DuPont* Orlon acrylic. As if that’s not 
enough, they're absolutely laden with real long hair lamb 
fur! One has bright braid trim front and bock. Dry clean 
Beige or Tan, Sizes 9 to I').
•Rcg'd (an, T M.








under no obligation to do so
1461 Sutherland Avenue
Phone 763-2124





Even in the bird kingdom the


































EVER THOUGHT OF THEM AS GIFTS?
Sale Ends Saturday, 
Nov. 18tb, 6:00 p.m,
EXCITEMENT REIGNED 
orior to the regular meeting 
of Bethel No. 25 of Job’s 
Daughters, when Grand Guar- 
ian, Mrs. Micki Allan of 
urnaby made her official visi-
tation to the Kelowna group. Ormiston; Honored Queen
Prior to the opening cere­
mony executive members and , _
their guardians pose with their Grand Guardian, Mrs. Allan; 
special guest. Front row, left Marshal, Margot Newton; As- 
to right, Senior Princess, Terri
sociate Bethel Guardian, Char­
les Henry; Guide, DarleneJane Ford and Junior Prin­




Grand G u a rd i a n V i si ts Here




Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Belt of 
Kelowna are pleased to an­
nounce the forthcoming mar­
riage of their youngest daugh­
Bethel No. 25 of Job’s Daugh­
ters started the official visit of
the Grand Guardian, Mrs. 
Micki Allan with a mothers 
pot luck supper. The Grand 
Guardian spoke, at the meeting 
which followed and shared a
good deal of pertinent informat­
ion regarding the Bethel pro-
ANN LANDERS
grams with those in attendance 
Marjorie Somerton reported
on the successful Okanagan se­
Jane also reported on the 
candy sale and Darlene Mann
ter, Lydia Ann Marie to Roy
David Cooper, eldest son of Mr. 
ahi Mrs. Roy D. Cooper of
minar hosted by the Kelowna
reported on the travelling bas­ Ladysmith, B.C. The wedding
Bethel and Honored Queen Jane 
Ford reported on ticket sales 
for the Sunshine Special, a 1973 
Chrysler. All tickets must be 
turned in by Nov. 22, she said.
ket. A cheque was presented to
Bethel U. D. Coquitlam as they
are a new group starting and
can use assistance.
A cheque was also sent to
will take place at First United
Church in Kelowna on Nov. 25
at 5 p.m.
Don't Class A Bird
Bethel 19 in Vancouver to help 
pay the expenses of a Jobie who 
is having eye surgery in Japan
The girts discussed the up­
coming bake sale on Nov. 25
The fundamental object of the
International Order of Job’s
OVPS Teachers
Meet Wednesday
The November meeting of the
Okanagan Valley Pre-School
By His Feathers
young man was arrested re­
cently because he'was sitting in 
the park, minding his own busi­
ness. It so happens he was
wearing women’s clothing and 
somebody started a fight with 
him and he flattened the guy.
As a fashion historian I can
tell you that everything women 
wear today was once worn by 
males. Even corsets. During the
crusades when men donned
suits of armor they had to wear
asked my
mail. She
mother if I had any
’Yes, therereplied
was a letter. Here it is.” Then 
she handed me an envelope 
which had been opened. I said
‘It looks as if you’ve read it
Her answer was, “I didn’t think
you’d mind. I couldn’t imagine
anything in it that you wouldn’t 
want me to know about.’
I got ticked off and told her
she had no business reading my
heavy undergarments to protect 
their bodies against the chafing
of the metal. Columbus wore
bloomers and long stockings.
George Washington wore lace 
blouses and carried his silk
handkerchief in his sleeve. He
also wore a ribbon in his hail
Men's high heels are not new
They go back to the French rev­
male’s plumage is fancier than 
the female’s. The peacock is the
best example. So please, Ann, 
tell your readers that before
they classify a person as pccul
iar they should stop and think
correspondence and if I had to 
receive my mail at a friend's
house to get privacy I’d do it.
that maybe he’s ahead of his
time.—A Vote For Fancy Dan
Dear I-ancy: OK so that guy
sitting on the park bench wear
Daughters is to band together 
young women between the ages
of 12 and 20 years for spiritual
Sire yelled for half an hour, said 
it would be an insult to her, and
grounded me for three days.
Teachers’ Association will be
held, at St. Paul’s
Church, Kelowna on Wednesday
ing women’s clothes is ahead of
his time. Until now I was under
the impression that he was a
and moral upbuilding, to inspire 
the desire for knowledge and to
teach love of country and flag,
love of home and respect for
parents and elders and rever
ence for the holy scriptures 
the principle for which Free
Masonry stands. Job’s Daugh­
ters is democratic and Christ
lan in purpose and prepares
girls for domestic, civic, patri 
otic, business, fraternal and so 
cial activities
For more information contact, 
Mrs. Frank Beagle, Guardian at
at 8 p.m. when preliminary
plans for a conference and the
hosting of tlie B.C. Pre-School
BAY FASHION SHOW
Teachers’ Association annual
general meeting in Kelowna
next May 11th and 12th will be
Friday, Nqv. 17 at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 18, at 3 p.m.
Ladies’ Wear Dept.
A pot-pourri of Fashions to 
take you from '72 to ’73
What dad can resist sinking into their easy comfort? 
Rocking, reclining... just relaxing. How can you re
sist their luxurious designs? And the way they last 
and last? We know you couldn't, so we've priced 
them right down for your Christmas budget
I've learned a lot from your 
column and I know adults p/iy 
attention to what you say, too.
Is Mom right, or am I?—Moni­
Dear Mon: Any person who is
old enough to read doesn’t need
Momma to open her mail. You
have every right to ask your
mother to keep her pea-pickin'
hands off your letters. If you
wish to share a sentence or two,
or the entire letter, or none of
it, it’s up to you. But you arc
little peculiar. Thanks for set­
ting me straight—-if you’ll par­
don the expression.





addressed by Al Larson, the
probation interviewer with the
Kelowna Division Family Court,
Mr. iuirson took as his subject
"Interpretation of the New Fa­
mily Relations Act" which camel
effective on July 1,
dealt si>eeificially with that |»or-| 
tion of the Act dealing with the■
maintenance and obllgiition of I
particularly children.
Many questions were answer- !
rd by Mr. Larson who was in
trtxiuced to the assembly by 
Dave Camplx-ll of the probation
service and thanked by
A.RC.T.)
Piano Teacher






Largest selection of fabrics
in the valley. Custom made










Contact Montreal Trust, before the responsi­
bilities of the executor turn into the headaches
ot the executor. Wc can help you Imu your
way through the laws concerning succession,
transfer of ownership and help you understand
the complexities of tax legislation.
Montreal 1 rust can take many of the worries
of being ancxccutoi from your .shoulders
while still leaving you in complete control.
You make the decisions. Wc carry them out.
Quick!}' and efficiently—because wc have years
of experience in settling estates with minimum
delay and minimum taxation.
For full details of our services and an under- ’
standing approach to your problem,
Montreal Trust PHONE ORDERS 762-5322
Here still finding new ways to help you
The fabulous Cat Nopper has hardwood frame, roll 
arms, loose seat cushion and three way action. Strik 
ing black vinyl with diamond button back and super 
padded footrest.
$159
Modern style, three way aclion recliner is also in evei 
strong vinyl. And there's a heating pad and vibrator 
with control box.
$129
Ideal has a recliner in chestnut or avocado vinyl. 
Hardwood frame, roll arms, loose cushion and foot­
rest. Everything odds up to ultra comfort.
Also by Ideal., Three way recliner in black or gold 
vinyl presented in a hardwood frame. Complete with 
roll arms, tight seat and diamond button back.
1 09
victoriaville s recliner packs three way action, pad- 
ded footrest, flat arms and tight cushion seat into a 
super modern design. Vinyl in black, avocado, chest­
nut or gold.
$79
Three way action recliner by Ideal in black or chest­
nut vinyl. Hardwood frame, roll arm, tight seat with
piping simulating a loose cushion. Smooth rocker ac­
tion sends you to sleep.
Upholstered Furniture, Kelownn
Use your Boy Account.
Enjoy those new things now!
I he New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours: Open Dally





Citizen Of The Year
Names Are Requested
ib 59c





other districts if 
teams of the same





Clover mites are smaller than 
a pinhead.
Includes:
5 courses, salad and din­
ner soup, coffee or a nr 
tea. ........ Only
79c
ib. 89c without permission of the 
BCASA, district supervisor, 
coach and manager. Birth cer­
tificates will have to be pro­
duced for players in provincial
! EGGS Grade




Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m
RUTLAND PAGE 
Including Ellison and Belgo Areas





CANADA RED BRAND BEEF




PERFEX BLEACH 64 ox.
RISE & SHINE 4 ~ 79c
1.79
7 1.00






GARDEN FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BANANAS . 1 iiv 1.00 7w, 1.00
POTATOESORANGES 7«... 1.00 ISlb. bog LOO
8 lb 1.00
We Rctcrve The Right To Limit Quantities
199
ib 73c FRONTS OF BEEF
ICE CREAM GoI 1.99
RIB STEAK T
lb 89c
PORK STEAK Fresh and Lean
SIDES OF BEEF Red B




GROUND BEEF E -
TEA BAGS Salado. 120s
Each 49C
COOKIES Peek Frooa
BOLOGNA By the Piece
BACON By ihe Piece. End cuts..
COTTAGE ROLLS ^1^. ru.
APPLES Spartans or Macs ....
20 ox. 4-89c
ROVER DOG FOOD „...
SUNLIGHT SOAP POWDER,..
HINDS OF BEEF Red bra„d
PEANUT BUTTER 4B ox. 1.49
CHEESE Armstrong Cheddar Mild
Frying CHICKEN ,47cs,K53t
RIB ROAST .. A M.09
CROSS RIB RO AST A1 99c
AQ- 3 lbs. 1.99 
U7L 5 lbs. 3.29
ALL FREEZER BEEF CUT FROM ALBERTA RED BRAND CAN. A-1 BEEF BY EXPERT MEAT CUTTERS
Red Brand . . .... lb. 62C
PEAS OR CORN ^Fo.^ 
DETERGENT Liquid 




Pay Yout Power and Telephone Bills at Dion's 
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. - 7 Days A Week
RUTLAND (Staff) - For the 
fifth time, citizens of this com­
munity are being asked to 
name the citizen of the year. 
The contest is sponsored by the 
park society.
People at least 19 years of 
age can vote. Letters naming 
candidates and reasons for 
these suggestions must be sent 
to 154 Asher Rd., or P.O. Box 
2037.
The winner will be announced 
at the annual Banquet of Cham­
pions. During this event, to be 
held early next year, winners of 
awards are honored.
For the last two years couples 
have been honored for their 
contributions to the community. 
Before that it was individuals.
Last year Mr. and Mrs. Ben 
Lee were honored. He is vice- 
chairman of the park society, 
was chairman of the centennial 
committee last year, helps with 
the United Church and other 
groups.
In 1970 the honor went to Mr. 
and Mrs. Clarence Mallach. 
Both have been associated with 
the park society for many years. 
Mr. Mallach is president.
In 1969 the award went to 
John Wilson, blind violinist and 
craftsman, for his connections 
with several groups.
The first award in 1968 went 
posthumously to Dr. A. W. N. 
Druitt, also connected with 
many organizations.
Banquet Of Champions 
Plans Being Readied
RUTLAND (Staff) — An epi­
sode of violence during the 
meeting of South Okanagan 
Teen Associated has been blam­
ed on lack of parental super­
vision.
A parent who did not wish to 
be identified said youths not in­
volved with the organization 
tried to “crash” a dance. When 
a member asked them to leave, 
he was struck over the head 
with a bottle, and required 
reatment at Kelowna General 
Hospital.
"It is too bad that, when a 
group of young’people worked 
hard to plan the weekend, other 
youths tried to spoil it,” she 
added. “If there had been more 
parents at the dance, this 
trouble could have been avoid­
ed.”.
The same parent also lashed 
out at other parents of Rutland 
Teen Town members for not 
providing billets and helping 
with transportation.
“We billeted eight members 
because other people did riot 
make beds available,” she ex­
plained. “I spent/all day Satur­
day driving them to various 
places.”
She disagreed with the often- 
made statement “There’s no-
here” by stating that “My chil- I 
dren find enough to do to keep I 
them busy.” I
This women's family has had ' |
its share of trouble. Her hus- I 
band is in a wheelchair, so she ’ |
has to work. A son died in 1969. • |
A daughter nearly lost her sight ' |
after being hit by an egg during , |
a Halloween display of violence , |
that year. . I
“For 22 years I looked after 
orphan children and unmarried ■>. 
mothers,” she added. “Then I J 
felt I should take things a little i 
easier. But my door is still' - 
open."
When a reporter suggested 
the possibility of a feature ; 
story, the woman said that was ■ 
“all right as long as you don’t ' |
mention my name. I’m no glory ’ 
seeker." f \
If she was, she would be | /
first class candidate for Citizen 
of the Year.
Lack of concern by parents • 
and teen-agers has almost ruin- . 
ed the Teen Town movement, 
not only in Rutland but in Kel­
owna and communities larger 
and smaller. According to finan­
cial statements presented when 
the meeting closed, Rutland is 
doing better than other “towns” 
in the area. But here are only
RUTLAND (Staff) — To en­
sure that ail individuals and 
groups who have won first 
prizes are honored at the an­
nual Banquet of Champions, it 
has been requested that names 
be turned in.
The fifth annual banquet, to­
gether with announcement of
the citizen of the year, will be 
held early next year. It is spon­
sored by Rutland Park Society.
Rudy Runzer will again be in 
charge, and has requested win­
ners of first prizes to contact 
him. At the last banquet more 
than 100 winners in sports, 
horse shows, hiusic and other 
events were honored, as were 
people who have, given more 
than 20 pints of blood.
Names have also been re­
quested of outstanding citizens. 
Last year this award went to 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben. Lee. These 
should be left at 154 Asher Rd., 









Four members of the execu­
tive of Kelowna and District 
Softball Association. attended 
the 40th annual convention of 
the B.C. Amateur Softball As­
sociation in Vancouver during 
the weekend. Vince Lutz, Al 
Buchanan, Russ Cordeceda and 
Rudy Runzer were accompan­
ied by their wives. The latter 
is ■ district supervisor.
For the first time at the Can­
ada Games, junior softball will 
be played next August in New 
Westminster. Each of the 12 dis­
tricts voted to pay $50 to defray 
expenses for junior and senior 
i players.
Several changes in the minor 
program were approved. Senioi’ 
teams cannot take players aged 
■up to 17. from minor leagues
RUTLAND (Staff) - Not as 
many boys registered for hoc­
key Monday as was expected. 
Apparently there was a mis­
understanding, and people 
thought boys already playing 
did not have to register. Ice 
time is being arranged-at'the 
slab in Centennial Park for boys 
that wish to play, as well as 
extra time for those already 
playing.
. There will be another registra­
tion Saturday at Shoppers’ 
Village. Age limits are eight to 
18.
of Victoria succeeded Bill Gib­
son of Port Alberni as president. 
Earl Parson of New Westmin- ; 
ster is vice-president. Pop Sim­
ons of Richmond is treasurer; ' 
Ted Charlesworth of Port Al­




RUTLAND (Staff) — Anothei 
reminder has been issued to 
residents missed in the Central 
Okanagan Community Chest 
drive to mail or bring donations 
in.
Because of a shortage of can­
vassers in the area, some parts 
have not been canvassed. Dona­
tions may be left at the Bank 
of Nova Scotia here or mailed 
to chest headquarters, 8-1564 
Pandosy St., Kelowna. _____
home districts will be enforced.
Players can play with unreg­
istered teams in sanctioned 
tournaments. Grand Forks has. 
been included with the Okana­
gan Valley.
Dick Chan of Kamloops was 
named commissioner-at-large. 
Shirley Randall was returned as 
minor co-ordinator, Al Beasley
CHURCH SUPPER
RUTLAND (Staff) — A large 
crowd attended the chicken sup­
per held by St. Theresa’s Catho­
lic Church Saturday afternoon 
in the Centennial Hall. ■
Also on the program was a 
tea in the church basement, and 
bingo following the supper. 
Chairman Bill Wostradowski 
was unable- to say how much 
was raised for parish funds.
A
I
Half Of Oct. 30 Candidates TaSJSBs I lull w. Ybrk South and Real Caouette
Now Designated Kibitzers
OTTAWA (CP) — By the 1 
workings of electoral law, more 
’ than half the candidates in the । 
Oct. 30 federal election have in 
effect, been designated kibitzers. 
Their $200 nomination deposits 
have been forfeited.
The list includes a candidate 
supported by almost 17,000 vot­
ers and 113 members of the two 
biggest parties.
In all, 591 of the record 1,117 
> candidates lost the $200 deposit 
that each would-be MP must 
hand over upon nomination ds a 
sign of seriousness.
The deposit, cash or certified 
cheque, is returned to winners 
and to a loser who polls at least 
half as many votes as the win­
ner in a constituency. Other­
wise, it goes “to Her Majesty 
•the public uses of Canada” 
federal treasury).
le failure of 591 hopefuls to 
at least half as many votes
three Prairie provinces.
—AU but three of the 173 can­
didates who ran for smaUer 
parties or as independents lost 
their deposits. The exceptions 
were Lucien Lamoureux, win­
ner in Stormont-Dundas, Ont.; 
independent Roch LaSalle, win­
ner in Jolietet, Que., and Frank 
Hanley, former independent 
member of the Quebec National 
Assembly, who finished second 
in the Montreal-St. Henri.
Among deposits lost was that 
of Raymond Rock, who won 
Montreal-Lachine as a Liberal 
in 1968 with almost 26,000 of the 
40,000-odd votes in that riding. 
This time, as a Conservative, 
he was cut to 11,357 of more
than 46,000 votes in Lachhe, 
losing to Liberal Roc Blaker’s 
26,904.
Most votes collected by any 
candidate were the 39,202 by 
Mr. Stanbury in 93,000-vote 
York-Scarborough; But at that 
he won by fewer than 2,000 over 
Conservative Winnett Boyd, 
whose 37,325 gave him the title 
of the loser with the greatest 
number of votes.
Biggest individual winner was 
Pierre Trudeau, with a plurality 
of almost 32,500 votes over the 
closest of his five opponents in 
Montreal-Mount Royal. All five 
lost their deposits.
Other party leaders won 
handily in' their ridings, but
by about 8,700 in Temisca-' 
mingue.
Big loser was Maoist Lorette 
Glasheen, who was credited 
election night with just 35 votes 
in a total poll of more than 48,- 
000 in Burnaby-Seymour, B.C. 
That was the smallest number 
for any candidate. i
Women fared better else-1 
where. I
Five women in Louis-Hebert, i 
Que., together collected almost 
52,000 of 53,000 votes cast, leav­
ing the rest to a man. Liberal 
Albanie Morin cornered more 
than 30,000 of them.
And among the Social Credit 
Hamlins—three brothers in 
Hamilton ridings, sister Pris­
cilla in Ottawa West—Priscilla 
was tops in the family with 243 
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By Cheech and Chong
By the Carpenters, By Cat Stevens
as those who beat them means 
the federal treasury is richer by 
$118,200—a small contribution 
towards the estimated $16 mil­
lion cost of running the election.
The 264 winners, and 262 run­
ners-up who polled enough 
votes, get their $200 back— 
$105,200 in all.
But New Democrat David 
Warner, for example, loses his 
$200 even though he collected 
almost 17,000 votes—enough to 
win in more than half the con­
stituencies'of Canada, but suf­
ficient only for third place in 
the huge Toronto-area riding of 
York-Scarborough. Winner Rob­
ert Stanbury, communications 
minister, polled more than 39,- 
000 votes there.
By contrast; Liberal Don 
Branigan gets his $200 back al­
though he gathered only 2,626 
votes in the Yukon, Con- 
servative winner Erik Nielsen 
got 4,326 in that small-popu- > 
lation constituency.
Other tidbits turned up in a 
study of results:
—Seven out of 10 New Demo­
crats lost their deposits—-175 of 
the party's 251 candidates. The 
$35,000 forfeited included the de­
posits of all NDP candidates in 
Alberta, Quebec, New Bruns­
wick, Newfoundland and Prince 
. Edward Island.
—Social Credit, trying to es­
tablish itself nationally with 
candidates in every province, 
was out of the serious running 
everywhere but in 33 Quebec i 
ridings. In all, 133 of 166 Social 
• Credit candidates lost their de­
posits, retaining them only in 
the 15 ridings won and in 18 
other Quebec seats.
—Eighty-four Progressive 
Conservatives lost their depos­
its—three in 10 of the 264 candi­
dates. Sixty-five of the party’s 
74 candidates, in Quebec lost' 
their money, 11 of the 88 in On­
tario.
I —Liberals suffered the smal- 
I lest losses—29 of 263 candidates 
I lost deposits, 18 of them in the
In British Columbia
mixed Hoots required 3 or 
more engine oils.
CHEVRON'S CHANGING ALL THAT.
New CHEVRON DELO 400 Motor Oil is lbw temperature and rust protection
needs of gasoline service.
DELO 400 meets and exceeds all the
the one oil for all engines. It meets the 
manufacturers’ warranty requirements for 
all major automotive diesels built — Mn"iwCaterpillar, Cummins, Detroit Diesel, following. Military Specifications MIL-L-
Mack and International Harvester. Plus 
the warranty requirements for Ford, GMC 
and Chrysler gasoline engines.
So even if you operate a diversified fleet 
of transportation and construction equip­
ment, you can now reduce all your engine 
oils to one.
New DELO 400 is formulated to meet 
an exceptionally wide range of require­
ments — from the low ash/high temper­
ature demands of diesel service to the 
Standard Oil Company 
of British Columbia Limited
2104B, MIL-L-2104C, MIL-L-46152, MIL­
L-451998; API Service Classifications CC, 
CD, SD, and SE; Ford, GMC, Caterpillar 
Series3and Detroit Diesel requirements.
If you're stocking 
more than one 
engine oil, 
call your Chevron 
Standard Man.













lGH PERFORMAN# High Performance Shocks
for a super firm ride!^ockabsorb^




If your car has gone 20,000 miles or more, you 
may need new shock absorbers. Allstate High 
Performance shocks give your car a safer, super­
firm ride and precise cornering and stability 
under all driving conditions. You also get the 











bounce each corner of 
ear. If body riaes and 
fulh more than once— 
you need new ohocki.
Portable 8-Track Tape Player
Complete with built-in AC/DC adapter AQ ATI 
for use in your car or home.............. ca. Vviv I
8-Track Tape Player
Solid state circuits for dependability. ATF A"f 
Lasy Io install. Speakers exha. ca. Ulavl
AM Portable Radio
Can be used in or out of your car. Has it's QA A“f 
own power supply. Batteries included, ca. Uv«vl
Oil Saver
Stops p.l bu 
Mixes with
ea 97C
Gas line Anti Freeze
Absorbs moisture in fuel system 
to prevent freezing ....................
Prestone Anti Freeze

















“TEASER AND THE 
FIRECAT”. By «| T|(| 
Cat Stevens, ea. Vilv
Mft.




“TAPESTRY”. By fl) «W|' 








“DON’T GET HOOKED 
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“SIMON AND GARFUNK­
EL’S GREATEST 3.83HITS” ea.
Santana I Caravanserai
“SANTANA AND BUDDY








Advertised prices In effect *til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, 
November 18.
Siinp<mns-Sean: Automotive Station* (28).
1’bmie Enipdriea: Kelowna 763-5811
Park Free While You Shop Simptoni-Scart, Orchard Pork, Kelowna
.....  .......... .  ........ .............____________ I
“LISTEN TO A COUN­
TRY SONG”. By 9 O-" 
Lynn Anderson, ea.tou^'il
‘V
ROOF”. Sound- g* 
track. ca,
“10th ANNIVERSARY”. 
Ferrante and Al ftft 
















Choose from rock, 
Country and Western, 











“RANGERS WALTZ” By 
the Moms and flt 
Dads. ______ ca. Wa Iw
“REMINISCING". 1
Moms anil c















ing," "We'll Be Toge­





I i-ilr.oir. Xi-i ■■; Rrcordl (5S). Kd««IU 761 5*<ll
Free V/lul.- You Shop Simpsons-Sears, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
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DESPITE GRUMBLINGS FROM PLAYERS
Stasiuk's Job Safe—Poile
this season, both got plenty of 
ice time. i
WON'T REGRET IT 
SAYS BRUNDAGE
IN THE NFL
VANCOUVER (CP) — Play­
ers with Vancouver Canucks of 
the National Hockey League 
have voiced their discontent 
with the. coaching methods of 
Vic Stasiuk but general man­
ager Bud Poile says Stasiuk is 
not in the slightest danger of 
losing his job. •
The Canucks have been losing 
with awesome regularity this 
season and Stasiuk, the team’s 
freshman coach, and, a tough 
disciplinarian, has been crack­
ing down on his players .in a 
number of ways.
One of his methods of improv­
ing the team’s play has been to 
hold some early-morning prac­
tices and the players have made 
no secret that they don’t care 
for practicing by dawn’s early 
' light. They also complained 
about Stasiuk’s practice meth-
That situation seems to have out the’
cooled, with Boudrias, who tied 
for the club scoring lead last 
season with team captain Or­
land Kurtenbach, seeing more 
ice time in recent games.
The smoldering discontent 
rose to the surface Friday 
morning, at a 7:30 a.m. prac­
tice at Pittsburgh, where the 
Canucks played Saturday even­
ing.
Players had voiced discontent 
to reporters accompanying the 
team, but asked that their 
names be withheld, according to 
reports published here Monday. 
FELT LIKE ’TRAITOR’
Stasiuk said that when the 
players showed for practice 
“Orland Kurtenbach headed for
ods.
: Another problem, this one not 
necessarily traceable to Sta­
siuk, has been that the Canucks 
have been carrying more than 
the NHL limit of 19 players 
with the result that someone has 
to sit out games.
Earlier in the year Andre 
Boudrias, a veteran, was seeing 
little action and he voiced his 
anger, at one point coming out 
with a “play-me-or-trade-me” 
ultimatum.
'or the rest of the
practice.” ■ * I
Stasiux later admitted that 
he “blew his cool” during the
the ice before 7:30 and those 
other guys made him feel like 
a traitor and he came back.
“None of them went on the 
ice until 7:30 on the dot. I had 
planned to have them all take 
long shots and then have a bit 
of a scrimmage so badly I de­
cided to get tough.
“Don Lever was really flying 
on his skates, but the other 
guys got on him and laughed at 
him so he quit. You couldn’t 
blame the kid, he wants to be 
part of the team. I made them 
put their sticks on the bench 
and then had them skate with­
practice and said: “I told a 
couple of those guys they didn’t 
have a gut in their body.
“Maybe that was wrong,” he 
said Sunday.
Stasiuk and Poile held a long 
meeting Saturday and the re­
sult of their discussion became 
apparent in Saturday’s game, a 
4-3 win over the Penguins.
ONLY THREE LINES
Stasiuk used only three for­
ward lines and four defencemen 
throughout the game, instead of 
the four lines and six defence­
men he has been using.
He also used mainly veteran 
players, with rookies Jim Har­
greaves and John Wright seeing 
little action and rookie Larry 
Bolonchuk not dressed.
Boudrias and Dave Baton,
MONTREAL (CP) — Avery 
Brundage, past-president of 
the International Olympic 
’ Committee, said Monday
The message seemed clear:! 
if the veterans are unhappy, 
let’s put the ball in their court 
and see how they produce.
It seemed a strange situation 
and a marked change from last 
yeasr, when many players were 
heard to complain that then- 
coach Hal Laycoe was too easy­
going..
Laycoe was moved upstairs to 
a vice-president’s position fol­
lowing the season and Stasiuk 
was hired.
Poile said Sunday he’s satis­
fied the situation is in hand and 
was never .as bad as reported.
Meanwhile, Vancouver hockey 
fans, who have watched their 
club in some poor performances 
this season, were waiting to see 
how the Canucks fared Tuesday 
night against the visiting De­
who have been idle much of troit Red Wings.
Soviet-NHL Negotiations 
Have Reached Stalemate
NEW YORK (AP) — Presi­
dent Clarence Campbell’s an­
nouncement that the proposed 
series between a touring Rus­
sian team and four National 
Hockey League clubs has, for 
the moment at least, fallen 
through is the latest twist in 
hockey’s cold ' war with the 
Communist world.
Campbell said Monday that 
current negotiations between 
the NHL and the Soviets have 
been suspended and that he has 
cancelled a scheduled trip to 
Moscow next weekend that was 
to wrap up final details.
“I think some obstacles have 
been placed in their way,” said 
Campbell. “Negotiations have 
been halted and as of now, 
there is a stalemate.”
Campbell did not rule out a 
resumption of negotiations.
“We’ll expect some ex­
planation and verification from
them if they desire to continue, 
negotiations," Campbell said.
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR
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night . that Montreal “will 
never regret,” playing host 
for the 19J6 Summer Games.
He said the city will be "re- ’ 
paid 10 times” for anything । 
it must pay to hold the 
Games.
Brundage, 85-ycar-old hon­
orary life president of the 
IOC, said he was impressed 
with the progress being made 
here in preparation for the 
Games. •
Brundage spoke at a civic । 
dinner held in his honor to 
wind up a two-day visit here. I 
here.
He said the Olympics, when 
awarded to Melbourne, Aus­
tralia, for 1956, had brought 
“a great outcry” of protest 
from people opposed to the 
cost of the Games.
“But for Australia it devel­
oped immigration through 
four years of world publicity 
and in effect brought the 
whole South Seas back into 
the world.”
CITED OPPOSITION
He cited similar opposition 
when Japan spent S3 billion 
on the 1964 Tokyo Games, 
but said the Japanese had vir­
tually ripped the old city to 
shreds, arid the re-develop­
ment had made Tokyo “a 




SAN DIEGO (AP) — Mike 
Phipps threw a 38-yard touch­
down pass to Frank Pitts with 
41. seconds left and Cleveland 
Browns stunned San Diego 
Chargers 21-17 Monday night in 
a National Football League 
game.
The winning pass came just 
20 seconds after Mike Garrett 
ran three yards for a San Diego 
touchdown, giving the Chargers 
r 17-14 lead.
' But Phipps brought the 
Browns right back into the 
game with his three-play 64- 
yard drive that resulted in 
Cleveland registering its fourth 
straight victory. The triumph
kept the Browns’ playoff hopes 
alive.
Cleveland, 6-3, now trails 
Pittsburgh Steelers by one 
game in the American Football 
Conference Central Division. 
The Chargers dropped to 2-6-1 
with their fifth straight loss.
Phipps, who did not complete 
a pass until the final minute of 
the first half, hit for three 
straight in the winning drive.
He threw seven yards to Bo 
Scott at the Cleveland 43/ then 
tossed a swing pass to reserve 
Ken Brown, who raced 19 yards 
to the Charger 38.
On the next play, Phipps 
dropped back and spotted the 
veteran Pitts five yards behind
San Diego defensive back Ray* 
Jones in the right corner of the^ 
end zone. Phipps fired the ball,* 
to Pitts and the Browns had 
their victory.
PITTS RALLIES BROWNS’ ‘
Earlier, Pitts had rallied the 
Cleveland offence with 13-yard 
flanker reverse play in the first 
half. He then caught two key 
passes in a second-half touch­
down drive.
The 67-yard march ended in a 
two-yard plunge by Brown that





to-Charger running attack 
over and San Diego marched
Look-See By Ais' Boss 
May Result In Overhaul
bling block—unidentified by 
Campbell—that appears to have 
scuttled the plans.
Campbell did not name the 
problem but hinted that it in­
volved the International Ice 
Hockey Federation. Russia is a 
member of the Federation 
which requires consent of the 
countries involved before sanc­
tioning an international com­
petition.
“The NHL won’t ask for con­
sent on behalf of another 
party," Campbell said. From 
that, it would seem that the 
Russians had asked the NHL to 
intercede in their behalf with 
the IIHF.
FRANCIS DISAPPOINTED
That leaves the proposed 
series up in the air. At least one 
NHL general manager is sorry 
that the negotiations seem at a 
dead end.
Door Is Still Open
For Denver Games
TOUCHY SUBJECT
The NHL’s relations with the 
Russians have been extremely 
sensitive ever since Septem­
ber’s series between Team Can­
ada and the Soviet national 
squad. That eight-game set was 
replete with problems but in the 
midst of it, the Russians ex­
pressed interest in a possible 
return series against several 
NHL clubs.
Campbell pursued the idea 
and it seemed set for January, 
Then, suddenly came a stum-
“I thought we might get an 
opportunity to play them,” said 
Emile Francis, general man­
ager-coach of New York 
Rangers. “I was looking for­
ward to it.”
Francis was asked if he didn’t 
think scheduling a mid-season 
exhibition game might not hurt
LAUSANNE, Switzerland 
(AP) — Despite a recent red 
light from the citizens of Colo­
rado, the International Olympic 
Committee has nbt ruled out 
Denver as a site for the 1976 
Olympic Games.
“At this time we have not re­
ceived any resignation from the 
U.S. Olympic Committee for 
Denver,” says Lord Killanin, 
preaident of the IOC.” 
’ Killanin, in a statement Mon­
day, added that his organization 
would release no further infor­
mation “until we have firm 
news.”
The IOC chief later huddled 
with his committeemen, but it 
was expected that a decision on 
the 1976 Olympic site might 
have to wait several months.
The issue was brought to 
light Monday when a spokes­
man for the Colorado Citizens 
Committee To Retain The Win- 
• ter Games went before the IOC
his team. ,
“No, I don’t think so," he 
said. “I think if we had the op­
portunity to play them, we 
would owe it to our fans to do 
it.
“If the dates and scheduling 
were reasonable, why not?”
Scoring Rampage 
For Local Reps
The long weekend was a mem­
orable one for rep teams from 
Kelowna's minor hockey sys­
tem, as the pup, bantam and 
midget rep teams went on scor­
ing rampages against Valley 
competition.
Monday in Summerland, Kel­
owna's Tastce Frccz pups 
bombed the peewee reps from 
Summerland 13-6, with Rick 
Bigler and Quinn Wenlnger 
wricking up hat tricks. Greg 
Wilson and George Curran not­
ched two apiece, while singles 
went to Bobby Butcher, Jay 
Corrado and Lee Beal,
The Kelowna line of Bigler, 
Wilson, Curran, Corrado and 
Danny Pellegrini compiled eight 
goals between them and had 
none scored against them.
The locals fired a total of 54 
shots at the Armstrong net, 
while Kelowna ncfmindcr Brad 
Armitage was called upon to 
handle 32 drives from the los­
ers.
Armstrong’s Clay Pearson 
also picked up three goals in 
the contest.
Meanwhile, the bantam reps 
won three straight games, one 
league contest and two exhibi­
tion tilts.
Saturday in Pentigton, they 
trounced the Peach City squad 
9-2 in league play, led by a four- 
goal performance by Bruce 
Naka. Barry O'Brien had two, 
while singles came from Hay 
Moore, Shawn Clarke and Frank 
Thorburn.
Kelowna goalie Paul Welder 
picked up an assist on one of 
O'Brien’s goals.
The locals then travelled to 
Grand Forks and handily de­
feated their Kootenay hosts 
14-2 Sunday and 9-1 in a game 
played Monday. In the first 
Kunii', right winger Lynwood 
Nelson paced Kelowna with four 
goals and defenceman Hob Mc­
Grady picked tip a hat lilek.
Hany O'Brien, Bruce Naka 
and Hilly Oslioine tired two 
apiece and a single marker 
was scoird by Mike Maric).
In Monday's game, Naka got 
n hat Hick, while Thorburn and 
<ih n Gai vln turned m two go.il 
pel form.'Hires. McGrady and 
Nelson louiided out the kerning 
with one each.
The bantams see league ar- 
(Ion again Safurdni, when they 
ti.nel tn Vernon.
.‘'.Umii.i.i in oiiic., Keim*i.a s 
’...... >.* ’• ina < loi'i।then
L !' 1" ■>. v uh I < i'.i h. < h- In
each. Singles came from 
O’Reilly, Nyull, Johnson and 
Connatty.
The midgets play their next 
league game Thursday at 8 p.m. 




BOSTON (AP) — New Eng­
land Whalers spotted Houston 
Aeros four goals and rallied for 
a 4-4 World Hockey Association 
overtime tie. Monday night de­
spite a fantastic pro debut by 
Aeros’ goalie Bill Hughes.
The Whalers, who had won 
four previous starts, swarmed 
all around Hughes in the third 
period and the 10-minute over­
time, but could manage only a 
standoff. Hughes had 14 saves 
in the sudden-death extra ses­
sion, finishing with 46 for the 
game.
Houston, which had 39 shots 
on New England goalie Bruce 
Landon, jumped to a 3-0 first 
period lead on tallies by Duke 
Harris, Murray Hall and Gordie 
Labosslcrc. Hall and Labosslcre 
scored nt 18:55 and 19:57 re­
spectively.
The Aeros Increased the count 
to 4-0 on Brian MacDonald's 15- 
foot shot nt 6:52 of the second 
period. The Whalers got back 
mto the game ns Tom Webster 
connected at 0:29, and Tim 
Sheehy slapped home a 30. 
footer at 18:25.
John French scored a goal nl 
15:16 of the third period, and 
Sheehy tied the count by bat­
ting in a rebound from close up 
with just one minute left In re­
gulation.
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Pats Hire
New Coach
to plead for a second chance.
At last week’s general elec­
tion, Colorado citizens turned 
down a proposal to use state 
funds for the Games.
Harry Arkin, a Denver law­
yer representing the Colorado 
citizens group, said that the vot­
ers were misled by the proposal 
on the ballot.
“The people in Colorado were 
not asked to vote on holding the 
Olympics,” Arkin told reporters 
after his meeting with Killanin. 
“They were given to vote on an 
ambiguously-worded question 
whether state funds should be 
taken to pay for the Games.
“The wording was so that 
half the people who voted ‘no’ 
really meant ‘yes.’ "
Arkin has already obtained a 
temporary court -order pre­
venting Denver from officially 
notifying the IOC that it has re­
jected the Games.
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) — 
Phil Bengston, who helped build 
Green Bay Packers into a Na­
tional Football League dynasty 
in the 1960s, was named interim
head coach of New England 
Patriots. Monday night.
Bengston, head coach of the 
Packers for three years after 
Vince Lombardi left to take
MONTREAL (CP) — Sam 
Berger, owner of Montreal 
Alouettes, has started to eval­
uate the performance of his Ca­
nadian Football League dub 
over the past season with an 
eye to rebuilding for next year.
The Ais won only four of their 
14 regular-season games this 
year. They were eliminated 
from the Eastern Football Con­
ference playoffs in Ottawa Sat­
urday when they dropped a 14- 
11 decision to the Rough Riders.
The Riders now meet Ham­
ilton Tiger-Cats in the EFC .fi­
nal. ,
Berger said Monday his eval­
uation is under way, but he did 
not know when any changes will 
be forthcoming. .
He also said he is assessing 
the job done by Sam Etche- 
verry, coach the last three
Dbfensive coach Bob Ward 
left the pre-season camp, labell­
ing Etcheverry an “in­
competent coach.”
Berger replaced general man­
ager Red O’Quinn with the lat­
ter’s assistant, J. I. Albrecht.
Reports of dissension between 
the players and the coaching 
staff erupted, with Etcheverry 
vowing to get “rid of the rats” 
reportedly set to undermine 
him and the team. However, he 
mentioned no names.
Wide receiver Terry Evan- 
shen threatened to hold a news 
conference to explain the play­
ers’ side, but was talked out of 
it by Berger after the Ais lost 
29-3 to. Saskatchewan Rough- 
riders in Regina, Oct. 29.
Evanshen said Monday he 
still is considering the news
over Washington Redskins in 
1968,. was named by the Pa­
triots’ board of directors a few 
hours after John Mazur resign­
ed as head coach.
Bengston joined Lombardi 
with the Packers in 1959 and 
was- credited with developing 
Green Bay’s mighty defence. 
He left Green Bay after the. 
1970 season, and Dan Devine 
became head coach. Bengston 
joined the San Diego Chargers 
as defensive co-ordinator last 
year, and became the club’s 
director of pro scouting this 
season.
years.
There has been speculation 
that Etcheverry will be let go.
The Alouettes won the Grey 
Cup in 1970 in Etchev.erry’s first 
year as coach.
MOVED THE TEAM
Prior to the start of the 1972 
season, Berger moved the club 
from the 33,000-seat Autostade 
at the site of Expo 67 to mid­
town Molson Stadium in the 
hope of jacking up flagging at­
tendance.
But the move to the 26,000- 
seat facility at McGill Univer­
sity failed to pay off. The Ais 
played most of their home 
games before 11,000 fans.
The team appeared wracked 
by dissension.
conference.
yards for a touchdown. Of eh* 
plays, all but one were runs’! 
Garrett and Cid Edwards. John 
Hadi also completed a 15-yard 
pass to Gary Garrison in the 
drive, which was culminated by 
Garrett’s scoring run.
The Browns had a 7-3 half­
time margin after Phipps had 
sneaked one yard 15 seconds be­
fore the intermission gun.
. The Chargers, who had an 
early 3-0 lead on Dennis Par­
tee’s 26-yard field goal, went 
ahead in the third quarter on an 
86-yard march. Hadi, after a 
slick fake, threw four yards to 
Edwards for the touchdown. ,
This scoring drive included a 
15-yard pass to Garrison, an 18- 
yard Hadl-to-Edwards pass plus 
an 18-yard gallop by Edwards 
on a draw play.
On the following Cleveland 
drive, Pitts picked up 18 and 
nine yards on screen passes 
from Hadi. Phipps also com­
pleted an 18-yard pass to Milt 
Morin as the Browns drove 67 
yards for a touchdown and sei 
up the wild finish.
The opening quarter was 
: scoreless. San Diego dominated 
> the first half, but left the field
trailing.





Staplers - Nailers - Tackers
MAINLINE
RENT-ALL LTD.
Rentals — Sales — Service
2000 Spall Rd. 7634471
NOT EVERYONE 
WANTS TO BE A PARENT.
It’s just as healthy and natural not 
to want children, as it is to want them.
Avoiding, postponing, or spacing . 
children should be a free, personal decision 
between two people. Contraception gives 
you that freedom of choice. If you know 
all the methods, and how to use them.
If you don’t know the 8 methods of 
contraception, and want to, consult your 
doctor or local health unit or contact 
the organization below. We’ll keep your 
call confidential.
FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL OKANAGAN
Kelowna Clinks Every Monday 8 to 9 p.m. 
nt the llenlth Unit — 390 Oiiecnsony.
FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATION OF HRIIISII COLUMBIA
8 East Bronilwny, Vancouver 10, B.C. 
I cl.: 684-3515
FAMILY PLANNING FEDERATION OF CANADA.
90 Eglinlon Ave. E., Room 201, Toronto 31b
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MORE HOCKEY
ON-COURT ACTION PLEA - by Alan Mover CFL FINALS SET TO GO
Clarence Is Evasive
CHICAGO (AP) — A United 
States circuit court judge re­
fused Monday to issue a tem­
porary restraining order bar­
ring .Bobby Hull, former Chi­
cago Black Hawk star, from 
playing in the new World 
Hockey Association.
The Black Hawks of the.Na-| Higginbotham ordered the WHA 
tional Hockey League asked to post the bond to ensure 
Judge Francis Delaney to grant against damage to the 16-team
the order until the WriA posts a 
S2.5-million bond as ordered by 
a federal court judge in Phila­
delphia.
District Court Judge A. Leon
NHL “if my ruling is wrong or
Lemaire Holds Slim lead 
In NHL Scoring Parade
MONTREAL (CP) — Centre 
^^facques Lemaire of Montreal 
fflHBnadiens holds a slim one- 
■Ht lead in the National 
^•^Fiockey League’s individual 
scoring race today.
And just how precarious Le­
maire’s position is at the top 
can be seen in the fact that only 
five points separate the top 15 
players.
Lemaire, who recently signed 
a new two-year contract with 
the Canadiens, has 26 points 
and is the league’s top goal-get­
ter with 14.
Right winger Rod Gilbert of 
New York Rangers and centre 
Gilbert Perreault of Buffalo Sa-' 
bres are tied for second place 
In the scoring race with 25 
points each, one fewer than Le­
maire.
Perreault is the current assist 
leader with 18.
Centre Stan Mikita of Chicago 
Black Hawks and left winger
John Bucyk of Boston 
share fourth spot with 24 points
Bruins
each, one more than Dennis 
Hull of Chicago and Brad Park, 
defenceman with New York 
Rangers.
And this year’s goaltending 
race has its own surprises.
Buffalo Sabres, usually weak 
defensively in previous seasons, 
received strong goaltending 
from veteran Roger Crozier last 
week. Crozier posted two shut­
outs to give him three ■ for the 
season and a share of the lead 
with Ken Dryden of Montreal in 
that department.
The Sabres have the second- 
best goals-against average- 
213—behind Montreal’s 1.82.
Montreal’s Dryden and Gilles 
Villemure of the Rangers share 
the individual lead among regu­
lar netminders, each showing a 
1.75 goals-against average.
is reversed by an appellate 
court.”
Higginbotham’s ruling last 
Wednesday would break down 
the reserve clause in player 
contracts. The reserve clause is 
the structure of all major sports 
in the United States. 1 ■
Higginbotham’s preliminary 
injunction against the NHL re­
serve clause was to become ef­
fective upon the posting of the 
bond by the WHA, expected 
sometime next week.
Hull is playing for Winnipeg 
Jets of the WHA under a multi­
million-dollar contract.
NEW YORK (AP) — Clar­
ence Campbell, president of the 
National Hockey League, deftly 
stickhandled around the con­
troversial subject of the rival 
World Hockey Association Mon­
day.
Asked his reaction to the re­
cent court decision freeing. ' 
least temporarily. Bobb/ Hua 
and other ex-NHL players to 
perform in the WHA, Campbell, 
reserved comment.
“There is nothing I would en­
joy more than to be able to dis­
cuss the current state of litiga­
tion/’ Campbell said. “But, un­
happily for me, I shall be 
speechless.
“I am prohibited from mak-
S™* SILAS,
WAOSE REPEAT TRAPS.
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Here's How They Compare
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
This coming weekend is when 
things begin to shape up for the 
Grey Cup encounter Dec. 3 in 
Hamilton and it’s time to look 
at the record.
Hamilton Tiger-Cats go 
against Ottawa Rough Riders in 
the capital on Saturday in the 
first of a"two-game, total-point 
series to decide the Eastern 
representative.
On Sunday, so far as the West 
is concerned, it’s all over,' with
their Grey Cup contender 1298 points and 21.3. Hamilton 
emerging from sudden-death has allowed 18.7 points a game’, 
action between Winnipeg Blue but Ottawa has given away only 
Bombers and Saskatchewan ] 16.3. *
Over the year, Hamilton’s to­
tal yards rushing has been 
greater than that of Ottawa—2,- 
132 to 1,734 and, while the mar-
Roughriders in Winnipeg.
Here’s how the teams com­
pare: \
Hamilton-Ottawa—The Tiger- 
Cats have won all three games 
with the Riders this season, but 
not by much—25-20, 30-22, 17-16. 
Hamilton has scored 372 points 
this year, W average of 26.6 
per game, with Ottawa’s record
Hello, Front Office... 
Anybody There Play Goal!
BOSTON (AP)
about every pro team has a 
bench or farm team to turn to 
in the event of an emergency, 
but how many can dip into 
the front office for help?
That’s what Houston .Aeros 
have done in activating goalie 
Bill Hughes, a former Mich­
igan Tech star, for duty in the 
World Hockey Association.
Just concentrating on club promo-
• Hughes turned in a spec, 
tacular job in his pro debut 
Monday night as the Aeros
tion and-ticket sales. How­
ever, coach Bil Dineen knew 
Hughes was around.
With Don McLeod missing 
because of the death of his fa­
ther in an auto accident and 
Wayne Rutledge injured, Di­
neen called upon Hughes ’to 
face the Whalers, who are in 
the thick of the East Division 
race.
“He did a great job, just
held on for a 4-4 tie with New 
England Whalers. About a 
week ago, Hughes was work­
ing in the Aeros’ front office.
outstanding,” Dineen said 
after Hughes stopped 46 shots, 
including 14 in the 10-minute 
sudden death overtime fea­
tured by the WHA. “He’ll see 
a lot more action with us.”
gin is closer in passing yard­
age, the advantage still is that 
of the Tiger-Cats—2,952 to 2,718.
The EFC plays only 14 games 
compared with the 16 regular- 
season battles engaged in by 
WFC teams. Yet it was Gerry 
Organ of Ottawa, with 131 
points, who led all the Canadian 
Football League scorers on one 
touchdown, 28 converts, 29 field 
goals and 10 singles.
But who’s that right behind 
him in the EFC standings? It’s 
Ian Sunter of Hamilton who 
didn’t have any touchdowns, but 
he hammered through 44 con­
verts, 14 field goals and seven 
singles for 93 points. .
Winnipeg-Saskatchewan—It 
was Winnipeg over the Rough- 
riders 2-1 but, again, not» by 
much. Saskatchewan took Win­
nipeg by 11 points when they 
won 32-21. But in the other two 
games, Winnipeg triumphed 18- 
16 and 28-25 for a total margin 
of five points. Bombers’ 401 to­
tal points scored is the highest 
in the country, 71 points better 
than Saskatchewan’s regular­
season mark. But the Riders 




SPOKANE, Wash. (AP)-Spo- 
kane Jets scored six third- 
period goals to bury Trail 
Smoke Eaters 10-2 Sunday in a 
Western International Hockey 
League game;
Bob Trembecky scored two 
goals within 11 seconds in the 
third period and Don Scherza 
and Ken Gustafson also had 
two goals each. Brian Strimb- 
biski had four assists.
Spokane’s other goals came 
from defenceman John Thomp­
son and Dwight Carruthers and 
Charlie Goodwin. Trail averted 
a shutout with third-period goals 
by Wayne Florko and Jimmy 
Stewart.
22 10

































ing any observation of 
kind.”
When the subject was 
sued, Campbell remained 
ment.
any
ONLY ATLAS BRINGS YOU
A DEAL LIKE THIS
Put your purchase on your Esso 
Credit Card. Thon choose the pay­
ment plan that suits your budget. 
Or, at many Esso stations, you can 
use your Chargox card.
GET YOUR FREE ESSO 
GASOLINE WITH ATLAS 
TIRES
OFFER GOOD AT ALL 
PARTICIPATING ESSO 
DEALERS WHILE STOCKS 




( TORONTO (CP) — Hockey 
'Canada announced today that 
jCharles Hay, 70, president since 
. Ihe inception of the organization 
Jn 1969, has resigned.
t No reason was given beyond 
May’s statement that it was 
(time to ‘/lessen my responsibili­
ties within the organization,” 
{but the former president of Gulf 
(Oil Canada is known to have 
been ailing and recently spent 
•a short period in hospital.
Lemaire, Mtl 






















































































“This is a literal prohibition 
due to the risks our side might 
be exposed to,” he said. At the 
same time, the NHL issued a 
formal statement on the deci­
sion by federal Judge A. Leon 
Higginbotham Jr.
“The court’s decision is a 
complex, detailed opinion cov­
ering 124 pages,” the statement 
said, “and is being studied by 
our counsel to determine 
whether, in their judgment, any 
appeals or other action by the 
NHL or any of its member 
clubs are required at this time.
“Until counsel completes its 
review and decisions are 
reached, no further comment on 
the court’s decision would be 
appropriate.”
OLYMPIQUE1973.300,340,400,440. Family choice
Olympique gives you choice —
Choice of models up to the big new 440.
Choice of single or twin cylinder.
Choice of electric or manual start.
Choice of slide suspension or bogie...
And the best value for your money — for your family.
Choose the 'quiet' Olympique at your Ski-Doo dealer today.
SKIDOO
the machine that changed winter 
...has changed
HI-PERFORMANCE SPORTS LTD
MH R Al 1 HORI/l I) SKI 1)00 |)| Al l R
V)57 UatHY ,\u., Hus. 07. Kdmwa 762 2220
Buy 2 Atlas tires from 
your Esso dealer and get 
a coupon for 20 gallons 
of any Esso gas. Free.
Any Esso gasoline— 
Esso, Esso Extra or Esso 2000.
Need more than 2 tires?
You get more than 20 gallons. 
3 Atlas tiros will got you 30 gallons. 
4 will got you 40 and 5 will get you 
50.
And you can got tho froo gas with 
any combination of snow and sum- 
mor tires included in this offer.
After you'vo bought your Atlas tires, 
you’ll receive a free gas coupon in 
tho mail. Each coupon is redeemable 
at any time in units of 5 gallons by 
tho dealer who sold you the tires. In 
total, you will receive 20, 30, 40, or 
50 gallons of any Esso gas froo, 
depending on tho number of Atlas 
tiros you purchased.
SURPRISE! New lower prices 
on many Atlas tire lines.
Esso doalors have actually reduced 
prices on many Atlas snow tiro linos. 
Just ask for details.
: Theso are the ATLAS Snow 
Tires to look for:
ATLAS Woathorgard "S"— 
for import/compact cars; 4 ply nylon 
/XTIAS Woathorgard MK.I- 
our best bias dnow tiro; 4 ply polyester 
/XTIAS Snowshoe Belted- 
fl bolted snow tiro nt a low prico 
/THAS Woathorgard MK.II—and 
/XTIAS All Woather-gard Bolted— 
our best quality bolted snow tiros 
/TT1AS All Wonthor-gard Radial— 
our very host snow tiro
''Also ATLAS Summer Tiros: 
ATLAS Imp—for import/compact cars 
/XTIAS MK. I—our host bias tiro 
ATIASMIC.II—popular priced bolted 
tiro
ATLAS MK.IV—our ultimata stool 
belted tiro
ATLAS MK.V Radial—our finest tiro.
Noia: The following Adan liras ara not included 
in lids olfnr: AdatWinlaf Grlptsfa, Atlas Gland- 
aid. Allan Gnpsnfn, Adas Rig Daddy 
I acli Adas lira tarries die Irnperiel Oil guaraniee.
Esso
RAY PARTON'S - KELOWNA ESSO SERVICE
1506 Ilnrvcy Arc. Phone 763-4525
RUTLAND ESSO SERVICE
340 IlivInMtY >3 W. -- Rutland. B.C. Phone 765-5153
I 1
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Non-stick, 12 inch model- com 
pletely immersible, detachable con- 
trol, 1 year guarantee. Harvest Gold, « I A B 
Avocado and Poppy Red ..... Special w I • ■ B
Shops Capri — Open to 9 Thurs. & Fri. 763-5900
Phon* 763-2809 KELOWNA, B.C»
LET PFAFF SOLVE
Your sewing problems . • . lifetime 
quality guarantee — jam proof.
Priced $179 to $499 
Trades Welcome.





OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
TAPE RECORDERS 
20% OFF LIST
Bf|TC CAIV>ERAS •' 










YOU could be the lucky entrant in KELOWNA
A to Win the Grand Prize
of a Personalized 14-Day
HOLIDAY TRIP fr2 
in London, England 
with AIR CANADA and BOAC
Also two $5 prizes awarded each week by participating stores on this page




Return air fare Toronto/Montreal to 
London for 2 persons
Return air fare or other transportation 
where necessary to Toronto or Montreal 
Transfer from London Airport to 
hotel on arrival 
13 nights first class hotel 
accommodation
• Full English breakfast every'morning
• 6 theatre tickets per person
• A get-together party in London
• Membership tn a London casino
• Avis Rent-A-Car for 2 days on arrival 
(you pay only the mileage charge)
o $100 Dinner and Spending Money
Here's All You Have To Do To Enter:
CONTEST RULES:
Visit any one of the stores advertising on this page, fill out and deposit an entry blank 
in the ballot box. No purchase is necessary.
Contest is open to anyone, except employees and their immediate families of partici­
pating retailers, the newspaper, Air Canada and BOAC. -
Contest closes January 13, 1973. Grand Prize winners will be announced prior to Janu­
ary 31, 1973. Trip for Grand Prize winners has been arranged for departure during 
March, 1973. Decision of the judges is final.
Prizes are as described above — no cash equivalent or substitutions available.
Complete list of Grand Prize winners will be published 
this newspaper at conclusion of contest.
You accept these rules when you enter this contest.
Enter Now... Enter Often!
At Any of These 
PARTICIPATING STORES
THE ULTIMATE IN BATHING LUXURY
Vitabath (Badedas) is the famous dramatic bath and 
shower discovery that brings the benefits of a ‘Spa 
Holiday' and more to your home; Vitabath deep ■ cleans 
and. silkens skin . . . without soap, deodorizes, and helps 
impart a feeling of relaxation and glorious vitality! 
Vitabath contains ultra mild soapless agents. Make Vita- 
bath cleansing .a daily habit. Ultra mild Vitabath is en­
joyed by Men and Women alike. Vitabath foams even in 
hard water. Leaves no bathtub ring.
If you wish you can try' the 10c introductory size . . . 
Available now at
lUloWna January
297 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-3131
Open Mon. thru Fri. — 8:30 n.m. to 9 p.m. 





Wc have the quality 
you waul.
COME LISTEN







Do You Find Such Variety
Example most lootl stores sell black and while 
.pepper. At Super-Valu we sell at least 20 diflereitl 
kinds of pepper.
















Some at....... ............... ...... ....... Off
Family Record Bibles. Black and White
Reg. 29.95. ....___ -----.....Now 21.95
•fc Advent Calendars, wide selection now 
available. '
Reserve now! Christmas Film Bookings.
★ Free — Your Name Engraved on any 
Bible bought.











® School Lamps 
Black lights













OPEN EVERY NITE TILL 10:30
Special this week
SPAGHETTI




From Mexico ............. 4.95 to 9.95
BAMBOO 




Orchard Park Shopping Centre Phone: 763-7220
DRY
CLEANING

















Your Downtown Furniture Headquarters




BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS 
COMB-OUT AND FACIAL TODAY 
AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT
Sec om line of IS1I I I.AUDI R, SANS SOIK IS, 
MARY QI IAN I COSMI ll(S
2nd LoOK
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE- Here’s how to work H 
AX YDLB A A X R
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are diSerent
CRYPTOQUOTES
ZXQKPWFD




























Woodall steered right instead of 
left
mg error.
Woman, 73, Jailed I Big F;3sh Haul 
forShoplifting
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. <AP» —
Rsiorteil In N.Y,
A 73-year-old womin was san-!. NEW YORK


























TO YOUR GOOO HEALTH
Low Blood Sugar
Can Upset Nerves
By Georec C. Tbosteson. M.D.
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YOUR HOROSCOPE
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 15 Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Aries (March 21-April 19):
For once, the direct approach
is not best. While you work out
something better, listen and
learn something you've balked
Something you’ve said in the
past cames up for redemption.
The less you complicate mat
ters. the better.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-J an. 19)
0..0EH ____







uisa [90s] Baa 
an® flwa isaa 
ras0 ran® raaa
years ago I suffered what the 
doctors called a nervous break­
down. They said I would, be well 
in a couple of years.
Now my doctor tells me l am
suffering from low blood sugar. 
Is there any cure for this? Are 
the two sicknesses related? If








Slow down,. And don’t over­
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One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 




WA ZXQK KXXT, FQKAH »SCK ZXQK
cently talking to a friend about
sleeping habits and mentioned
that I sleep on my stomach. She
got very excited and said that 
sleeping on the stomach de 
creases the bust line. I am 17
and find it comfortable sleeping
on my stomach but I don’t want
to lose any inches. Could you
help me?—A.P
Your friend has fallen" for
some folklore that has no basis
in truth. Sleep whichever side
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Of­
ficial or formal acts and declar­
ations are favored. Bring tech­
nical consultants and friends
into any ceremonies.
Gemini (May 21-June 21): Re­
sponsibilities beset you. Get an
early start. Have a long eve­
granted that any mistake was up you choose; it won’t changethe size of your breasts.
Nervous breakdown” is a
term that can be applied to any
condition involving emotional
reactions that get beyond a per­
son’s control. It may be because 
the patient is neurotic, or out
right psychotic, or merely col­
lapsing emotionally under too
Low blood sugar is a nhysical 
condition. It means that the
amount of sugar in the blood
falls at times to too low a level. 
It can cause temoorary weak 
ness. spells of feeling faint,
blackouts or near-blackouts,
Dear Dr. Thosteson: In your
article on histoplasmosis, you
did not state whether histoplas­
mosis or fungus of the lung is
contagious.—L.J.M.
Not contagious in the sense of 
catching a disease by picking
up the germs from someone
with the disease. Histo develops 
from inhaling the fungus^
and similar symptoms, includ­
Skip's Claim
ing visual aberrations.
It is true that in some in­
stances patients suffering from 
undiagnosed low blood sugar 
have been regarded as “nerv 
and been told that their
Denied
“all in their
But that does not, mean 
that one cannot have, a “nerv-
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) - The 
helmsman of the African Nep­
tune has denied his skipper’s 
charge that the crew member
was to blame for the freighter's
ous breakdown” without having
low blood sugar—nor does it 
mean that a person cannot have 
the two kinds of trouble, not
necessarily at the same time
Since I have no idea of the
type of “nervous breakdown”
you had, I cannot comment on
Dear Doctor: I am a firm be
liever in the Pap smear, I tried
to get the Pap smear every six 
months but was discouraged by 
the doctor.
So I went elsewhere. T asked
the receptionist if I could come
at six-month intervals. She told
Nov. 7 collision with a Bruns
wick River drawbridge.
The accusation was made
Monday, at a coast guard board 
of inquiry hearing by Frank
Stanejko, 49, of Bridgeport 
Conn. Ten persons were killed 
when the ship knocked part of 
the bridge and several cars into 
the swift tidal waters of the
Helmsman Darling Caroil
Woodall of Martinsville, Va.,
made his rebuttal in a written
deposition submitted during the
opening session of the three-day
me people generally make it evidently misunderstood a river
RXDNAA MNHVNK UNSNFCK
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: NOTHING MAKES YOUR TIME





HQW TP WRITE DOWN THE
FELLOWS LICENSE NUMBER,
'I^W MRS' dithers
SORE HUNG A BEAUTY
near Osaka, japan. 
THE OLDEST BUDDHISTSANCTUARY
IM TH£ COUNTRY, HAS NEVER BEEN 
RAlNTmyET ns WOOD HAS REMAINED 
HWCRYfWWMD HX1300 WXS
ning of special consideraUon
once a year. What say you 
about that? I am almost 40
pilot’s order and made a steer 
ing error that sent the ship into
a span of the bridge. He said
An annual Pap test is the
usual practice, say I.
If symptoms, such as abnor
mal bleeding, occur, or a report 
shows a Grade 2 rating, the test
is repeated at more frequent 
intervals. However, if you re 
quest a test every six months 
you should be able to get it 
whether the doctor thinks it is
too often or not. Many I know 









The captain’s testimony was
supported by river pilot Edwin 
Fendig of St. Simons Island. 
The pilot, who navigates vessels 
into open Water, said everything 
was going well until the ship’s 
rudder indicator suddenly 
pointed to the right instead of 
the left.
Neither the pilot nor the .cap 
tain, however, could testify that
they saw Woodall make a steer
NO, WAIT, MR. DANIEL'S. THIS IS A 
GREAT OCCASION FOR US. MAMA,
GET 3 GLASSES AMP YOUR
WE WERE CHATTIMe, 





KING CHARLES H FOUND WITH BONEEYELETS AND HOBNAILS, 
CONFIRMS THAT
BUTLER’S WK ’HUDiffiAi' ^THEREmiS’0
THAT FROM THE TIME OF ©J"
RS PUBLICATION IN 1662 EXIffR) A FRIENp
WITH HIM EVEK/MIMUTHOFTHeDAY CALLED
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Patience with delay draws fu­
ture co-operation. Show it in 
deeds rather than words. Ordin
ary chores have extra sections.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18):.
Unexpected information isn’t
what you’d like. Conservative
deployment of available re­
sources is be >> done by your
own expertise
ed and concentrate on solitary 
chores wherever you can. Peo­
ple let alone eventually come
back to their original starting
points,
Leo (July 23-Aug. 2?): Estab­
lished habits carry you along.
Routine tasks, petty concerns 
are a breeze or a burden accord­
ing to your attitude, 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
explicit, give yourself time for 
choice of moves, allow others 
the space and time to respond 
Launch ventures with enthusi
Continue search for particulars,
the completely stated truth. If 
things come to a standstill, usa 




Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Old 
questions offer no surprises. Go
one more cycle of routine in as
good grace as possible. Older 
people are sensitive.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Sur
j||[LU/ MOW SWCET/ 1
I WHY WOULD SME 
GET MAD
PUT Tlll(IG') AKT. GOING IO
(4 1 A LOT WOKSF.--ANP THAT'S
WHY 1. THINK YOU MIGHT PI AN
,W'W
more closely, you observe that 
there is a really excellen’ 
chance of bringing the contract 
home by means of an elimin
ation play.
Accordingly, you win the club 
with the ace, draw three rounds
of trumps, and cash the A-K-Q 
of hearts. Cashing the hearts 
conforms to the strategy of re 
moving all the cards that the
opponents can later safely exit 
with. (Clearly, if you parted
with the lead before removing 
the hearts, the opponents could
exit With one.)
Then, in line with the same 
strategy, you make the key play 
of leading the king of spades
You cash the spade in order to 
extract East’s probable single- 
ton from his hand. Having at
tended to these preliminaries
Opening lead—king of 
The aim of an elimination
play is to create a situation 
Where, when you put one of the 
opponents on lead, any return 
will cost his side a trick.
Here is a typical case. As­
LONDON (Reuter) A man 
whose mother opposed his plans 
to marry was sentenced Mon­
day to six years in prison for 
strangling her just before his
prises dismay but set you into 
position for major self-improve­
ment. Practicality is a rare vir­
tue on days like this.
QUEENIE
wedding. Richard Wilde, 22 
was convicted of manslaughter.
The court was told that on the
morning of his marriage Wilde 
argued with his 61-year-old
mother, hit her on the head 
with a frying pan, strangled her 
with a necktie, then put her 
body in a spare room and went 
off for the wedding.
By Phil liiterlandi
you lead a club from dummy at 
trick nine, unconcerned over 
which opponent wins the trick
In the actual case, if East 
wins the club, he is bound to
sume you get to six diamonds 
on the bidding shown and West
leads the king of clubs.
At first blush, making the
slam seems to depend on a suc­
cessful spade finesse, which is 
far from a healthy prospect 
considering West’s spade over­
call.
But when you study the hand
return a heart or a club, allow 
ing' you to discard the jack of
spades as you ruff the return in
dummy. '
The outcome- is , the same if 
West wins the club lead frorii
dummy. In that case, he will 
either yield a ruff and discard 
by returning a club or lead a 
spade into your A-J. Either way, 
the elimination play succeeds
and. the slam comes marching
home.
SHIPWRECK COLONY
The island chain of Bermuda
was colonized by the survivors 
of a shipwreck .in 1609.
'/OU AN OZELLY MAE
• Wf (g) Kfej Feature* Syudleata, Ine., 1072. WorW rijliti ntuned,
“I’ll tell you why I’m returning this book. Not only was 




ACME OIL GOING BANKRUPT/
I'LL BID FIVE CENTS ON THE 





CWHAT PIP YOU 
>------------ - GET7?
BUT SHE FOUNP 
A LOT OF THINGS
MONEY- (’LL BUY
PRACTICAL
CH/ARI.Ifrj. Hf'AR WHEN XX/ RRST / 
MCT MY AAOTI H'R-IN-LAW AT THE I
GOLDEN AGE (TL1113, YOU TOI D HI R ' 
YOU WERE AN AIRUNE PILOT.
( TT4AT VVAC ONIY AFD I
SAID 6HB WA9 A15UNNY GIRL!
min
tage 14 Kelowna datlt coupler, tuea., nov. k, im»
HAPPINESS IS FAST RESULTS FROM A LOW COST COURIER WANT AD
GET WITH IT PHONE 763-3228
1. BIRTHS
A WONDERFUL DAY! YOUR CHILD'S 
birth date U a (pedal day in *0B* 
life tad vou will want to (bare the 
“good oewi" with friend*. Tell them 
quickly with a Kelwwn* Daily Courier 
Birth Notice for a* low a* *2J0. A 
trained ad-writer will assist you in 
wording a Birth Notice. Telephone 763- 
yw* , • . . ■
2. DEATHS
HAWLEY — Mr. Oscar Albert Hawley, 
passed away on November 11, 1972. « 
the age of 60 year*. Mr. Hawley ri 
survived by his loving wife. Anne and 
ene son, James. Funeral services for 
the late Mr. Hawley will be held from 
The Kingdom HaU, Revelstoke, on 
Wednesday. November 15tb, at -:00 
p.m, with Mr. Vern Hebener officiating. 
Interment win follow at the Mountain 
View cemetery- THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted 
with the funeral arrangements. Crete 
phone 762-3040. 88
KENNEDY — Passed away at hishorae 
on Lakeshore Road. Hiawatha Trailer 
Court, on Saturday. November 11th, 
Mr. John Kennedy, aged 72 years; Sur­
viving Mr. Kennedy are three sisters, 
Anne (Mrs. Fred Baker) Brandon, 
Manitoba, Jessie (Mrs. W. M. Teeple) 
in Vancouver, B.C., Effie (Mr*. David 
Anderson) in Petoskey. Michigan. 
Several niece* and nephews, also grand 
nieces and nephews, great grand nieces 
and nephew*. He was predeceased by 
two brothers. Hugh Alexander in 1965. 
and Lachlan in Vancouver some time
Also two sisters, Mrs. Flora 
.Gamble in Brandon, Manitoba, and Mrs. 
Belle McRae in Roblin. Manitoba. Fune­
ral service for the late Mr. Kennedy 
will be held from Day’s Chapel of Re­
membrance on Wednesday. November 
15th at 1:30 p.m. Rev. John Davidson 
will conduct the service, interment in 
the Kelowna cemetery. Day’s Funeral 
Home is in charge of the arrangements.
88
"CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C. 
• Heart Foundation, Box 186, Kelowna will 
■■ greatly appreciated and gratefully 
acknowledged.” . K
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOURPLEX UNIT IN RUTLAND, 
only six month* old. Over 1100 square 
feet of- living accommodation offering 
two large bedrooms, IVa baths, patio 
door* to sundeck, air conditioned, car­
pet throughout. Can Harry Maddocks, 
Collinson Realty. 765-5155 or 765-6218.
U
BUCKLAND AVENUE. FOUR MINUTES 
walk downtown, close to everything. 
Two young children welcome. Two big 
bedrooms, dining room, laundry room, 
etc. Large, bright and comfortable. 
References please. No pet*. $150 per 
month. Available December 1. Tele- 
phone 763-7538. ' »
THREE BEDROOM. BASEMENT 
home with rec room. Two years old. 
$225 per month. Require first and last 
month’s rent in advance. Available 
October 30. Lower rental to party agree­
able to lease. To view, 740 Ace Road.
Rutland. U
THREE BEDROOMS — GLENMORE. 
Available for immediate occupancy — 
new three bedroom fourplex unit with 
basement and carport. Country atmo­
sphere—large play area—children wel­
come. $170 per month. Telephone 763- 
3303 or 762-3713.  ■ tf
WALKING DISTANCE TO DOWNTOWN 
and Capri, on a quiet street, near new. 
spacious, two bedroom duplex with 
carpet throughout. Patio doors leading 
to concrete patio. Call Harry Mad­
docks. Collinson Realty. - 765-5155 or
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
NEW TRI-PLEX SUITE IN RUTLAND. 
IVi baths, two bedroom*, large living 
room, all carpeted. Available fmmedia- 
tely. Telephone 765^(88. T. Th,, S, tf
LARGE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, 
fuU basement, carport. $180 monthly, 
on Highland Drive South. Telephone 764- 
4726 after 5 p.m. 90
THREE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
$125 per month, utilities paid. Telephone 
769-4729. ■____________   92
THREE BEDROOM- HOUSE, PARTLY 
furnished. Shops Capri area. Telephone 
763-5396 or 73-2036. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO 
hospital Middle aged or older couple 
preferred. Available 763-4800. tf 
TWO ROOM CABIN ON CORONAT- 
ion Avenue. Suitable for elderly people. 
Apply 1317 Richter Street. 89
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX; FULL 
basement and carport No pets. Tele­
phone 765-8815. ■ U
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR HOS- 
pital. No objection to one chUd. $150 
per month. Telephone 762-7988. tf 
TWO HOUSES FOR RENT IN RUT- 
land. Also duplex in Kelowna. Tele­
phone 762-2127 during business hours, tf
U. APTS. FOR RENT | 
ONE BEDROOM SUITE. CLOSE IN. 
available December 1. Intercom, ele­
vator and all modern conveniences. 
Bermuda House. 1779 Pandosy Street. 
Telephone 762-3911. tf
SINGLE. FURNISHED MOTEL UNIT 
located close to Orchard Park. $90 per 
month including all utilities. Suitable 
for one or two persons. Telephone 763- 
2920 before 6:00; or 763-2203 after 6:00.
, ,__________ ,88
TWO BEDROOM SUITE LN COLONY 
Park Apartments, 1255 Bernard Avenue. 
AvaUable December 1st. Stove and re­
frigerator included, one child welcome.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
763-6218. tf
Telephone 763-4294. tf
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, CAR; 
peted throughout, colored appliances, 
cable television, hot water and heat, 
laundry, parking, garbage collection. 
Telephone 765-8262.  tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
meat, in fourplex located in Rutland. 
Wall to waU carpet and balcony. Im­
mediate occupancy. Telephone 765-8529.
' tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland, available December 1st. Re­
frigerator. stove, heat, water included. 
Only $145 per month. Telephone 765-
8467 or 764-7129. tf
3. MARRIAGES
‘ BELT - COOPER — Mr. and Mrs. Gor­
don Belt of Kelowna are pleased to 
announce the forthcoming marriage of 
’their youngest daughter, Lydia Ann 
Marie to Roy David Cooper, eldest son
' of Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Cooper of 
. Ladysmith. Wedding to take place at 
First United Church in Kelowna. No- 
vember 25th at 5:00 p.m. 88
TWO HOMES: ONE TWO BEDROOM 
house, one block from Southgate Shop­
ping Centre and one two bedroom older 
duplex, two blocks north of Bernard 
Avenqe. One two bedroom basement 
suite one block from Knox School. Tele- 
phone 763-3025. ________ M
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at Mackenzie Manor fiyeplex, Mac­
kenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths, 2’Zi 
bedrooms, spacious living. Some child­
ren welcome. Water , and garbage col­
lection free. $135 per month. No pets. 
Telephone 763-3472 or 769-4546. tf
FOUR BEDROOM, VIEW HOME, IN 
Lakeview Heights. Rec. room, double 
garage. Available immediately. $175 
per month. Erik Lund 762-3486 or Lund 
and Warren Realty, 446 Bernard Ave., 
763-4932. , U
SOMETHING SPECIAL! DELUXE 
three bedroom duplex, gas heat, double 
windows, refrigerator and stove. FuU 
basement, landscaped. AvaUable Dec­
ember 1st $165 per month. Telephone
765-6686. tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: ■ 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
’ (end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
8. COMING EVENTS
THE OKANAGAN SYMPHONY OR- 
chestra presents Variety Concert. Con­
ductor: Leonard Camplin; Kelowna 
Community Theatre, Sunday, November
519. 2:00 p.m. Tickets: Music Box, at 
' door. Adults $2; Students 75c; Family 
$5. A variation of all types of classical 
music. 92
LOOK-IN — ALL INVITED TO Dis­
play and program about Brazil, India, 
Japan, Africa and North America — 
' mission families at work in these coun­
tries. Nov. 16-18. Admission free. First 
United Church Hall, Bernard Ave. at
EXCLUSIVE, FULLY FURNISHED RE- 
tirement home In Okanagan Mission, 
about December 13 to April 1st to 15tb. 
No children or pets. Excellent references 
must be supplied. Telephone 764-4827.
T, Th, F, 91
‘ Richter. - 88
THE 1973 OKANAGAN VALLEY MUSIC 
Festival Syllabus is now available at 
Wentworth House of Music, Paramount
■ Music and The Music Box. 88
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls. flower 
planters and (tonework. Call Sebastian.
: ,62-7782- '
, “BROTHER.” PENTICTON’S TOP CAB- 
aret group, rock and country rock music 
for all occasions. $145 for four hours. 
$125 for three' hours. Telephone Pentlc- 
ton 496-5486 or 492-2542. 91
FOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING, 




16. APTS. FOR RENT
BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units. Cable tele­
vision, telephone (direct dial) carpeted. 
No children, no pets. Canamara Beach
20 UNIT MOTEL
Located in fast expanding Okanagan area, Owner operated, well maintained quality 
built 20 unit motel and gift shop plus attractive 6 Bdrm, living quarters. Ideal family 
or partnership operation. Cash flow, §25,000 p.u„ $60,000 down. For details ph. Ernie 
Zeron 2-5232. MLS.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION!
On this 2 Bdrm home in Winfield. Nice level lot on paved road. Well landscaped yard. 
220 wiring, domestic water. Full price only $14,500.00. Art MacKenzie 9-4264.
ASKING ONLY $16,900
For this exceptionally well kept 2 Bedroom, home — large kitchen with dining area, 
; good size, well landscaped lot and so close to school and shopping, it’s an easy walk.
Call now, George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
John Goertzen 8-5055; Art Day 8-5089
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
1451 PANDOSY ST. • * * SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ♦ * • Office Ph. 34144
NOW RENTING 
MONTE CARLO 
591 ROWCLIFFE AVE. 
Reserve your suite in this quiet 
spacious apartment, nearing 
completion.
* Studio, one and two bedrooms 






♦ Close to downtown
FOR INFORMATION 
AND VIEWING, CALL, 
762-0718
tf
Motel. Telephone 763-4717. tf
COMFORTABLE ONE BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV, stove and refri­
gerator. Heat supplied, close to down 
town. Telephone 762-0359 after 3:30 p.m. 
' tf
WINFIELD: WITH A VIEW. UNFUR- 
nished two bedroom apartment, carpet 
throughout. No pets. $100 plus utiUties. 
Telephone 766-2569 (Winfield) or 763-
2127. 91
BROCKTON MANOR, CLOSE IN, DE- 
luxe one bedroom suite. Adults only. 
1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone 763-
3683. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- 
keeping units. Close to shopping and 
Vocational School. Golden Sands Resort. 
3356 Watt Road. Telephone 762-5272. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM. DE- 
luxe housekeeping units. Television. 
Close to Vocational School and shopping
centre. Telephone 762-3567. tf
TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT 
Glenmore duplex. $140 per Inonth. Large 
fireplace, carport, masonary firewall, 
large lot. Telephone 763-6586 or 763-2409.
SMALL TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
McCurdy Road, carpeting throughout, 
large yard, $110 per month to reliable 
couple with good references. Telephone 
765-5578.  tf
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
available immediately. Full basement, 
carport, shag carpeting, located in 
Rutland. $175 per month. Telephone 768- 
5039. tf
Sutherland Manor
Spacious one bedroom suites. 






CARMAN MANOR, 1946 PANDOSY 
Street. One and two bedroom suites. 
Drapes, stove, refrigerator, cable TV. 
Adults only. Telephone 763-2819. tf
FULLY FURNISHED -JNITS WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to all facilities, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon's 
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
SHERWOOD MANOR, CORNER. OF EL- 
lis and Rosemead Avenue, one and two 
bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet, 
adults only. Telephone 762-0861. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, chUdren and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly.
Telephone now 769-4511. tf
tf
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, TWO 
storey unit with shag, in Rutland six- 
plex. . Stove and refrigerator included. 
Telephone 765-9566. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex, Rutland. Immediate possession. 
$125 per month. Telephone 765-5506 after
‘ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE 
medically approved method. Highly- 
quallHcd operator with many years ex­
perience. For further information, tele­
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. ; tf
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587. Kelowna, B.C. Telephone
: 765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923, in Winfield 
. 766-2107. Is there • drinking problem
in your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala-
Teen at 762-8615 or 765-6766. tf
KELOWNA SPCA WILL HOLD A GEN- 
eral meeting in the Health Centre An­
nex. Queensway. Tuesday, November 
14th, 7:30 p.m. All members are urged
to' attend. 88
HI-LITE TRAVEL CLUB 762-6173. 
Reno eight day specials. $75 up! Leav­
ing Kelowna January 13th, 27th, Feb­




Now offered for the first time. Owner’s side has four bed­
roams, large living room with fireplace, full basement t 
with rec. room. Tenant’s side is 3 bedrooms, large living 
room with fireplace, also a full basement. Most desirable 
rental area near Capri. Only §44,900.00 with excellent 
7Vg% financing. Excl.
COUNTRY HOME IN ORCHARD
Ideal split level family home on Paret Road in Okanagan 
Mission. Surrounded with apple and cherry trees. Three 
bedrooms, 2 baths, dining room, large living room With 
fireplace and a recreation room. Roomy guest cottage, 
additional land available. §28,900.00.
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN AND REVENUE 
A lovely buy at §27,000.00. This almost new home can pay 
for itself while you enjpy the comforts of 2 large bed­
rooms, well lighted kitchen and dining room, Cosy living 
room and dose to downtown. Basement is all finished 
with a one bedroom Legal suite. So hurry on this one.
From Out Of Town? 
Compare This Buy
2062 Doryan St. which runs 
South off Park Ave. between 
Pandosy and Abbott. Be sure 
to see this beautiful 5 bed­
room, 3 bathroom, family 
home close to beach, park 
and downtown. Compare the 
price, only §33,500. Immedi­
ate possession. For more de­
tails please call Eric Hughes 
at the office or evenings and 
weekends please phone 768- 
5953. \




262 Bernard Avenue 762-5038 ’p-
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West —- Rutland Phone 765/7704
REVENUE PROPERTY. Only; a few steps from the 
Catholic Church on Sutherland Ave. Lovely 1000 sq. ft. 
home with fireplace and covered patio. Two basement 
suites rent for: §105 a month. You can own this home for 
§24,200 with monthly investments of only §160.73. To see 
this call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
15.55 ACRE, YOUNG PRODUCTIVE ORCHARD, 
plete with home, guest houses and full equipment, 










§95,000. Call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704.
HOLDING ON WALLACE ROAD. Includes 2 
houses one of which could be used for revenue purposes. :
Main house has 1134 sq. ft., 3 large bedrooms, a full base­
ment and air conditioning. A good investment situation 
at. $64,900. Phone Midvalley Realty-Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
VIEW PROPERTY, in vicinity of Joe Riche Plateau. 27 
acres in all and most of land gently slopes. Priced at 
§67,500. For more information on this call Midvalley 





Otto Graf______  765-5513
Richard Gentille . 765-7955 
Al Horning—765-5090 
____  764-4212
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; CARPET- 
ed throughout, fuU basepaent ana car­
port. Near shopping centre in Rutland. 
Immediate occupancy. No pets. Tele- 
phone 762-6715. / , tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO 
bedroom, duplex with full basement and 
carport in Spring* Valley subdivision, 
Rutland. $145 per month. No pets, Tele- 
phone 765-5337. U
FULLY MODERN THREE BEDROOM 
family unit in Rutland fourplex. FuU 
basement, clean and quiet. Immediate 
possession. Telephone 765-7814 after- 
noons and evenings. . tf 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, SPAN- 
ish style fourplex in Rutland. Two bed­
rooms; 1$4 baths, shag carpet. No 
dogs please. References required. Tele- 
phone 763-6241. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, 
available immediately. One and a 
half baths, sundeck with view. In West­
bank. $140 per month. Telephone 765-
THE SQUIRE
1760 ELLIS ST.
Now renting, spacious 1, 2 and 
3 bedroom suites. Ready for 
occupancy Dec. 1st. For in­
formation:
Phone 763-2029 or 763-2305 
. ■ tf
5 p.tn. tf
DELUXE BACHELOR SUITE, CLOSE I 
in. December 1st possession. Brockton I. 
Manor, 1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone I 
763-3685. tf ||
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT. SUITE, I 
fully furnished, close to downtown Rut- I 
land, avaUable immediately. Telephone I
Carruthers & Meikle
“LIST WITH US AND PREPARE TO MOVE”
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
765-6087. tf
5721, 548-3807 (Oyama). tf
ATTRACTIVE THREE BEDROOM Du­
plex* full basement* on Highland Drive 
South. Close, to schools. No pets. $180 
per month, available, immediately.
Franklyn Manor
New and spacious two bedroom 
suites, free cable TV and laun­
dry facilities. All shag, electric 
heat, air conditioning. Babies 
welcome, no pets. Quiet loca­
tion, one block off Hwy. 33.
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED: 
room units by week or month. Cable 
television. No chUdren. No pets. Beacon 
Beach Motel, 762-4225. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex for rent in Rutland. AvaUable im­
mediately and December, 1st. Telephone
765-8733. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE; NEW APART- 
ment building, all facilities avaUable. 
Rutland area. $155 per month. Tele-
phone 763-5122 or 762-4896. 91
THREE ROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
light housekeeping, one mile from town 
in good district. Available December





Bob Graves—— 764-7606 
Darrol Tarves — 763-2488
PHONE 762-2127
Ken Stevenson 763-6636
John Bilyk ... 
George Martin _ 763-7766
.. 763-3666
R, “ALWAYS 0PEN SATURDAYS!
SMALL SUITE FOR RENT, PARTLY 
furnished* centre of downtown* $90 per 
month, includes utilities. Telephone 763-
243 Bernard Ave. — Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
ONE ACRE HOLDING — with modern 6 room home, 
just. % mile to everything; 24 fruit trees, % acre/of 
grapes. An immaculate 3 B.R. home, all carpeted. Double 
windows, underground sprinklers, garage, paved drive­
way. A new listing, hurry and call Stella Gunderson for 
details. 3-2887 or 5-5111. Exclusive.
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, HAR- 
die Road. Rutland. FuU basement, car­
peted throughout. Children welcome. 
Available now. Telephone 763-6139 any-
time. $155 monthly. tf
TWO BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, refrigerator and range included. 
Available immediately, $150 per month. 
Telephone 763-6126 after 3 p.m. One or
two children welcome. tf
13. LOST AND FOUND
। LOST - FRIDAY, "TASHKA". PART 
Lab and Springer Spaniel female pup, 
■ black with white markings on neck, 
wearing red leather collar, vicinity 
Barkley Road, Telephone 764-4493 after
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE, FULLY 
furnished, on bke frontage., AvaUable 
December 10 until June 22. $250 monthly. 
References please. Telephone 768-5754. 
tf
CORONATION VILLAGE
HIGH RD., KELOWNA '
Spacious deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apartments in gar­
den-like setting. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, colored 
appliances. Available now.
7564 after 5 p.m.
NEW TWO BEDROOM 
location. Only $140. 455 
Telephone 765-8866 or 
mediate occupancy.
. 9O.| 





Well built concrete block building with five rental units, 
all rented. Situated on North Glenmore Street in centre 
of busy commercial area. §25,000 will handle. Please call 
Jack Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. 
MLS.
6:00 p.m. 92
THREE BEDROOMS UP, ONE BED- 
room down, recreation room. In a nice 
area. $190.00 per month. Call Johnston 





TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE 
for rent. Near hospital and Vocational 
School. Stove and refrigerator. Telephone
766-2252. Winfield. 90
LARGE TWO BEDROOM, NEW APART- 
ment, over 1600 square feet floor area. 
$160 per month. Children welcome. 
Telephone 765-6670. 89
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOURPLEX 
at 305 Cambio Road, Rutland, $115 per 
month includes water and garbage. Tele-
phono 762-7021. 80
LOST: FEMALE BLACK CAT WITH 
diver under-fur, giving her a mlnk-llke 
appearance. Vicinity of 500 block 
Harvey Avenue, answers to "Mlnkle".'
FOR RENT WITH OPTION TO BUY! I 
Three bedroom modern home on Lacy 
Hoad. Full basement, on sewer and 
.water. Rent $170 per month, telephone
543 Rowcliffe Ave.
ROWCLIFFE MANOR: DELUXE ONE 
bedroom suite. Adults only. 575 Row­
cliffe Avenue. Telephone 762-8068. tf
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pets. Telephono 763-7231. tf
Telephone 762-3026, 89 763-3330. 90
POUND FRIDAY - WHITE SAMOYED 
puppy. Injured on Main Street, West­
bank. Will ba destroyed If unclaimed 
at once. Contact Dr. Parmenter at 764-
WESTBANK, TWO BEDROOM DUP- 
lex, third In full basement. Close to 
schools and shopping. $170 per month. 
Available December 15. Telephone 768-
Spacious 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites on quiet street, close to 
downtown. Mature adults. Re­
duction to tenants 65 and over.
SUITE FOR RENT, BROOKSIDE 
Manor, close to Shops Capri. Telephone
763-6224. tf
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM SUITER 
available December 1. Adults only. No
4177 or SPCA. 88 5603. 03
pets. Telephone 763-2203. tf
LUST _ BROWN, T-B1BD HUBCAP, 
Kelowna or Cain Loma. Reward. Tcle- 
, phone 763-7518. ti9
IsniOUSErFOFTRENT “
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1ST. OLDER 
two bedroom home, Lakeshore Road. 
$130 per month Including refrigerator, 
stove and deep freeze. Prefer married
couple. Telephone 765-7433. tf





1283 Bernard Avenue 
Kelowna




\yt bathrooms each unit 









TO V1I.W CALI. 
703-4855 or 765-6790
If





TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND 
area, full basement, wall to wall car­
pet throughout. Close to school. Avail­
able Immediately. Telephone 765-7366 or
763-4434. 92
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex with carport, stave and refrig­
erator on Morgan Hoad, Rutland. Im­
mediate possession. Children welcome.
Telephone 765-0010. 91
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, city location. Bent 8180. Avail­
able December 1, Post office Box No.
43, Okanagan Mission. if
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CENTRAL 
Rutland. $145 per month. Available De­
cember 1st. Two children accepted, no 
pels, Telephone 7t>5-00-lll tf
MODl.HN TllltlCE Bl’.DIIOtlM HOMI''. 
In Joe Itlch Valley, HHct-n miles from 
Holland on paved toad. Telephone 7o5- 
5660. tf
SPACIOUS, TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plcx unit] cnrpeU, sumleck and carpoit. 
Near schools. $H0 per month. Telephone
Si) fltiCM





LOOK! 1480 SQ. »FT. FOR ONLY $21,800
If this is not value, then you will have to look far and 
wide for anything that will compare with this spacious, 
well kept 3 bdrm, home near school, shopping and bus. 
Unbelievably low taxes. For full details call Harry Rist 
at 762-3146, evgs.. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
HOTEL — 15 ROOMS!
Selling 700 kegs — 2600 Doz. — Over §5,000 room trade. 
Living quarters for owner plus 2 other suites. Hotel in 
nice condition. Full price §122,000. Terms available. Tre- 
mendeous man and wife operation. Call Mel Russell at 
762-3146, evgs.' and wknds. 769-4409; MLS.
“OK.MISSON!”
3 bdrm, home with lull basement. There are 2 fireplaces 
and sliding glass doors from D.R. to large (26 x 14) 
covered sundeck over the carport. Kitchen has lots of 
cupboards and an eating area. Shag carpet throughout. 
Large lot (81 x 185) with assorted fruit trees. This home 
is only 1 yr. old and In immaculate condition. Must be 
SEEN to be APPRECIATED! Full asking price $28,200 
— can be handled with $5,000 down to responsible party. 




Enjoy quiet, luxurious living in 
a completely fire resistant, con­
crete and steel apartment. De­
luxe suites, beautiful views.
763-3641
TWO BEDHOOM SUITE IN HlirLAND.
Telephone 765«G793 after 6:00 p.m. tf
M^rrMENT^
November 15. Telephone 763*5338. 68
Ed Scholl — 762-0719
tf
NOW RENTING
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
LARGE, HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOK 
rent. Cooking facilities. Linens supplied. 
Abstainers. Working gentleman. Pri­










units in new 4 plcx. 
units In new duplex, 
carpeted and roomy.
765-9080 
M, W, S, tf
FURNISHED BED-SITTING ROOM 
for rent with kitchen fncllltlen, Apply 







Downtown, with or without kit­
chens. Weekly winter rates, 
Sorry, no children or pets. 
Apply - ■
INN TOWNER MOTEL 
762-2333
WELL FURNISHED BOOM. SEPARATE 
euhnnce, linens supplied, For employed 
gciillcmim, day worker. Tdcpbonn 7o:i- 
2136. _ tf
TWO FURNISHED - LIGHT 1IOUSE-
keeping roonix. ITIvntc enliniKe. 
children or pc Im, Cull nl webl 
1660 Ethel Street, 











walk' KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND —- 765-5155
home. CiipHef!, newly drrorah'd, Hut- 
l«iul arrn. $115 per month, children 
accepted, no pet«. Telephone 7l.» 5/41. If
AVAILARLI-: IMMEDIATELY. TWO 
brill 04:10 louiplcx in Wealbauk, One 
tnonlh free rent with Mix mnnlhe lease, 
(hlhhrn wrh'ome, Trlrphnnn 7t»* tib.lh. It
HI HEE III DHOOM DUPLEX WI11I 
two Hicplacrs and hill tiulll ln MclhUm. 
,lo > l<-w nr (or (uilhri infoi malton tele-
phone 2150 <>r 7oll 5M7.
IWO liniHOOM 1(11'1 
eblo November n (Joe
phone ;r.ibm
in i v\i: iiihi 
HiillMihl lentir 












Anura. Heat, laundiy HulllHr*). intercom 
and elctftlor, Many extrnit. Ilruhonahlc 




room In hiifn-inrnt lor quiet gcullcmtui. 
( lone Io hoM’Itnl Telephone 7l>a-7l<!»(). till
18. ROOM AND BOARD
GOOD BOOM AND BOARD, PRIVATE 
tnlittinn mnl hath. Working pcthon <>r 
Mihirnt. |l 10 per month < losr to lahc
CAPRI AREA LOT — This 
large 130x120 foot lot loca­
ted nt corner of Wilkinson









HEASONABI.E BENI. ONK AND TWO 
bedroom Kaiikn apaitrnriit’i in West* 
brink. Quirt urta with view of Inkc. Hr 
frhterntor anil petbui through'
out. rloie In uchooh hik! 
|H’I*i. Trlrphon* 76H 5875.
IJMIIM, I.OUA'IloN
MiHte in "Qunilia Court'* tom pl 
hex sion limned I Ale Hefei rncra 






home, do*ic Io voeotlomtl school, Trie, 
phone 71.2-74110. ml
$!)2(K) for quick gale. Contact 
Andy Iluiizcr al 764-4027 ev­
enings. MI.S.
CHARMING HOME—PRES­
TIGE AREA and VIEW — 
Well appointed living and) 
dining rooms. Dream kitchen 











VALUE PLUS - Large fully 
completed and well land­
scaped family home 2 bed 
roonik up 2 iknvii, Fully com­
pleted rec room with fire­
place and bar. Completed 
.•.torage mid utility room 
large living room with fire­
place and electric drape rods.
1% x Inis
double
include sundeck, Im gr 
swimming pool nod 
carport with storage, 







bedrooms. Fully dcvel- 
on 2 floors. French 
to exquisite covered 
Prime city location.
Bill Campbell nt 763- 
MI.S,
ONLY A FEW MH’S LEFT 
In Ute Okanagan Valley's 
most desirnble subdivision in 
Carainillo Heights, Buy one 
now . Phono Boh (’leinentn at.
7ti-M7'.!(i evenings. Ml.S.
122 ft. of LAK ESI If MIE
$10,(MX)   (Filly one mile 
from city centre on Okana­
gan Lake, For information 
mid to view c.ill Ernie Don­
nelly at 7t>? cvciiiiigi. 
Ml.S
Ki’lowii.i, s.l l.auiencc Avenue, 7<»2 .17
Rutland: Shoppcix’ Village, 76S SI $5
OKANAGAN MISSION AREA — A well constructed 
attractive home in the preferred area. Two B.R.s up and 
2 down in full basement. Covered sundeck, 13 x 20 rec 
room. A family type home. Call 3-2887 or 5-5111 for ’ 
. particulars. MLS.
LOW, LOW DOWN PAYMENTS. Immediate possession 
on this brand new home. If you qualify for B.C. Gov’t 
mortgage, down payment is really low! Has 2 spacious 
B.R.’s, third in full bsmt. Sundeck, 18 x 24 rec room. 
Close to everything, Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111 to view. 
MLS.
AN EXCELLENT INVESTMENT — Two acres, close in, 
good area. Fine for subdividing, domestic water avail­
able. JUST $11,300.00 for this small acreage. $5,000.00 
will handle. Bill Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111 for particulars. 
MLS.
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
WE CO-OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
DELUXE 3-BDRM.
Full bsmt., triple garage, ]/z 
acre lot or 10 acres prime or­
chard available. 1500 sq. ft. 
Double fireplace, hardwood 
floors throughout. To view 
this lovely home call Eric 
Friesen 762-8730 or 763-7900, 
Block Bros Realty. MLS.
LOOK HERE!
You can't afford to miss this 
top buy. 2 bedroom full bsmt, 
s-s duplex fully landscaped*, 
good revenue and only $29,950 
F.P, Try your trade or D.P. 




Only 1% years old — 12 
units plus 2-bedroom pent­
house and manager’s accom- 
Aproval for 8 mobile home 
pads and room for dining 
roam. Artistically decorated 
Must be seen —- year round 




From $39,000 and) up. Try 




536 Bernard Avc. Phone 763-7900
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
2-ACRE VIEW PARCEL 
ABERDEEN RD., WESTBANK
LOCATION? Overlooking Powers Creek mid the lake 
in (Henrosn Highlands. (Fronting on the (,Teclu.
THE PAHCEl.? 2 tdfle-by-slde treed view sites, (with n
privacy easement running down to the (Tecki, To be rold 
ns a parcel or Individually.






I'aMinc*, muinnl sheds, pond, be mill fill gar- 
mid 13 fruit tiers, 1,000 sq. fl., 3 bedi<><<m 
< <•11,111 < oiKlItmn, double gm,ige, loot cdlur, 
U ni, (•eiiK iil swiniinnig pool, fenceil and
View now.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 121. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE





three bedroom home featuring a double
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT I29. ARTICLES FOR SALE kelowxa bailt cotjbibb. TCE8.
—. . SKATES B0VSt SIZE 2, $6. MAVS OR ~ . . . _ _ _ .
c«rr *t, fenced and landscaped. Ui 
baths, double fireplace, broadloom in 
living room, ball and master bedroom,, 
double windows. One block to school ( 
and country dub. Terms can be ar-: 
ranged to suit buyer. Please call Crest-I 
view Homes. 763-3737: or Don Wallinder. I
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
j iJUl O* oL*
! boy'a, aize 9, $10. Kenmore vacuum
. NOV. 14. im PAOB IB
WHAT A GIFT!!
Christmas is coming and you can be the Santa of the 
century. Imagine the excitement your family will have 
in this lovely home, while you calmly warm your tooties 
by a Roman brick fireside. Located in the beauteous 
golf course area, this 3 bedroom, 2 bath, house may be 
purchased with as low’ of a down payment as $3,000, to 
a large C.U. Mtge. Call me on this one, Gerri
Krisa'. days', 3-4932 or evenings, 3-4387. MLS.
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS- 
RUTLAND
Where we have the largest 
selection of new homes in 
the Valley.
3 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces.
Down Payments as low as 





SUMMER COTTAGE, WOOD LAKE
Austin Warren 2-4838
Start planning for an enjoyable summer, for next 
Terrific little cottage with 2 bedrooms, living 
kitchen and bathroom. On a well treed lot with 
safe, sandy beach. Offered at $20,000.09. Terms consider­








COMPLETELY DIFFERENT — Home with character!!! 
— Vacant Dec. 1, 1972, 3 bdrm. Tudor-style family home, 
situated along Mill Creek, close to everything! Beamed 
14' x 20’ L.R., formal D.R., den, sun-room, curved stair­
case in foyer, finished rec. room. An attached 4 room 
attractive home to rent out, PLUS a^ 16’ x 32' heated., 
swimming pool. Beautifully treed and shrubbed, includ­
ing a mountain. MUST BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY! For 
details, please phone me Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or 
evgs. at 2-3895. MLS.
NEAR CAPRI — VACANT 2 bdrm, home conveniently 
located to shops, Fireplace iri 13’ x 20^’ L.R. Utility room 
off attractive Crestwood kitchen, garage and a neat yard! 
To view, please phone me Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or 
evgs. at 2-3895. MLS.
THRIVING HIGHWAY DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT — In­
cludes building, equipment on ‘/g acre. Ideal trucker 
stop—(MrL;S9. Phone Jean Acres at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
3-2927.
H OO VE R. “ %rXo™’ue
V.L.A. VIEW LOTS Two excellent lots offering an
excellent lake view. Located on Carrall Road. They are 
serviced and are only yards from a good beach. Asking 
$4,750 and $5,350. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 
or 2-4872 evenings. MLS.
BUILT TO ENJOY — Situated in the Mission this new 
home features bungalow styling, 3 bedrooms, old brick 
fireplace, double carport and sundeck, all on a large 
roomy lot. Asking price $28,900 with 9% first mortgage. 
To view call Frank Buckland at 3-4343 or 5-7203 evenings.
Jim Barton 4-4878 Murray Wilson 4-4047
Dennis Denney 4-7581
Lakeland R^y
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
LOVELY TWO-LEVEL HOME — potential duplex. All 
but kitchen on ground level completedJSeparate entrances, 
large '/j acre lot, 40’ of sundeck, 
bdrms, all in excellent condition, 
with large Credit Union Mortgage.
3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
The top level has 3 
asking price $31,900 
Call Jack Sasseville
OWNER TRANSFERRED — Must sell 4 bdrm family
home in Lakeview Heights. Over 14 acre on a quiet street.
Carport and large sundeck make this an excellent buy, 
Call John Walker 2-5544 days. Exclusive,
551 Bernard Ave. LTD 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3989; George Silvester 2-3516;
Betty Elian 9-4397; Ruth Young 3-6758;
John Driedgcr 2-8939; Mike Chepsuik 4-7264
RANCHETTES-$1000 PER ACRE
We have only 2 parcels left at this price. Now is the 
time for you to buy your own piece of recreational real 
estate. Beautiful view from each parcel of Okanagan 
Lake. Financing available.
DUPLEX FOR RENT
3 bedrooms, large kitchen, living room. Carpets through­
out, Full basement. Cabinets galore.
To view call
McKinnon realty ltd
To view call office 765-7711 Residence 765-7451
HIGHWAY 33. RUTLAND
88
EXECUTIVE HOME - This 5 yr. home only !•• block 
from lake. Cl tse to shopping, 3 bathrooms, appliances 
mill many other features included in price. Conlact 
Bill Woods office 2-2739 or eve. 3-4931. MES.
Herl lladkr 3-0197 Al Pedersen -1-4716
270 Hernard Ave. Phone 762-3739
Lakeview Heights
fine lot Full basement. Wali 

















2 P.M. to 5:30 P.M- 
except Sundays. 











— Five 3 bedroom houses 
under construction. - 
— Buy now and choose 
your carpeting and 
lighting fixtures.
— Also view lots and 
VLA size lots for sale.
DOWNTOWN 
KELOWNA
- 3 bedroom NHA houses 
available now. W/w 
carpet, 1% baths, car­
port, patio, fireplace 
and many other extras.
BRAEMAR. WE HAVE TWO NHA ■ 
houses in final production, ready for 
owners to select their interior finishing. 
One a two bedroom and one three bed­
room. Both can be purchased with low 
down payment to one bank mortgage. 
Priced from $20,990. Braemar Construc­
tion Ltd. Builders in Kelowna since 1962. 
Office, 154 Stetson Motel, telephons 762- 
0520; evenings 762-0956 or 763-2810. tf
REVENUE HOME — THIS NEEDS 
repair, but open to a good offer. 1.330 
square feet. Basement. Upstairs suite 
rents at $95. Main floor at $130. Ask­
ing $6,900 down, but Open to all offers. 
Call Orlando Ungaro at 762-5030 or 763- 
4320. MLS. »»
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Two and three bedroom 
homes. WaU to waU carpeting, custom 
kitchen, fireplace, carport. NHA mort­
gage. Telephone Schaefer Builders. 769-
4(05 or 762-8998, T. F. S, tf
TWO BEDROOM HOME. WALL TO 
waU carpet in living room and dining 
room. New Crestwood kitchen. South­
gate area, nicely landscaped; carport 
and storage shed. Asking 318,500 full
price. Telephone 763-4836. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. N.H.A. 
841% financing. Located in Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet in 
Living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full basement. Asking price 
$22,500.00. Telephone 764-4768. tf
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY SIDE 
duplex. One year old. This duplex is in 
a good location and is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price S3?.-
500.00. Telephone 764-4768.
88
' cleaner. $30. Viking floor poliiher, $8. 
Electric wall heater, like new Si2.
; Proctor toaster. $4. DeVilbiss vapu.uer. 
(new) $6. .303 rifle, $45. 12 gauge shot-
l gun. $20. Expensive guitar. $35. Diamond 
> engagement ring and wedding rings, 
' over 3< carat t'Xal. less than half retail 
I price. $375. Antique Edison record play- 
j er. with cylindrical records, S200. Pana-




ALSO CUSTOM BUILDING 










NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areas available. Rents from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd., Northgate Plaza or telephone
763-2732. «
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA, MAIN FLOOR 
office space for rent, ?.’<00 or 1,000 
square feet, includes private parking 
space. Newly renovated and air con­
ditioned, Pandosy Street. Telephone R.
G. Phelps, 762-5434. tf
NEW', AIR CONDITIONED. SECOND 
storey office space available. $3 a square 
foot. Contact A Salloum at 762-5544. 88
OFFICE SPACE AT WINOKA TER- 
race on Highway 97. Winfield. Telephone
766-2790. T. Th, tf
2421 HARVEY AVENUE, SUITABLE 





NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME, FULLY 
chrpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck. $17,900. No Saturday 
calls please. Telephone 765-6514 or 765- 
6018.  tf
ROOMING HOUSE, DOWNTOWN, RE- 
venue $145 plus owner’s five room suite. 
New wiring, plumbing, gas furnace. 
Moving, must sell. $3,000. down. Tele-
phone 762-4449 after 6 p.m. 92
PANORAMIC VIEW OF WOOD LAKE, 
new two bedroom home, double fire­
place, carpeted, large sundeck, on 
large orchard lot. Telephone 763-4068.
■ ■ ■__________Th, F, S, 88
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
Oyama area, with lake view, double 
fireplace, carpets throughout. $22,900 
firm. 9(4 % mortgage. Owner, 766-2971.
tf
1,266 SQUARE FEET, THREE BED- 
room home on 75’xl50’ lot. Fireplace, 
spacious cupboards, full basement. Close 
to schools, churches, busline. Fully 
landscaped. Telephone 765-7051. tf
$15,000 Will Handle







extractor, $80. Telescope 
$70. 15 cubic fool deep
■WANTED
freeze, S140. Telephone 765-8157. 89
ASSORTED STUDENT DESKS AND 
chests of drawers. We also rent baby 
cribs and rollaway cots by the week. 
Whitehead's New and Used. Telephone
765-5450.
BABY CRIB” AND MATTRESS.
changing table, $10 












To build a number of fireplaces 
in Quesnel.
Telephone: 992?2600 (Quesnel) 
days; 992-5879 (Quesnel' even­
ings; or write Post Office Box
RUTLAND
—Taylor Rd., Woods Rd. 
and Ziprick Rd.
SANYO WASHER SPIN-DRYER, $11’0; 
electric stove, table and chairs, couch 
and chair. 1958 Vauxhall, telephone 762-1 
0160, 91'
oneTpersian LAMB 3* COAT WITH I 
silver mink collar, size 14 - 16, worn but 
a few times. Willing to take a lair
No. 2171, Quesnel. B.C. 89
loss. Telephone 762-6378. 88
TWO 50 FOOT REELS SAW CHAIN.
404 pitch; miscellaneous' guide bars,; 












21 INCH RCA CABINET DELUXE 
television and matching coffee table, 
mahogany in color. $35 for the pair.
Telephone 763-3251 or 763-3815. 89
22 CUBIC FOOT CHEST TYPE AD- 
miral deep freeze. Never been used. 
Asking $250. Telephone 548-3550 (Oy-
89
EXPANDING MULTI-MILLION DOL- 
lar consumer merchandising firm needs 
key men to learn its wholesale distribu­
tion system. No experience necessary. 
Training provided. Excellent commission, 
bonuses, and overrides. Immediate posi­
tions available. Telephone Mr. Miks. 768-
Carriers must be between the 
ages of 11 -15 years.
tf
CARRIERS FOR EARLY MORNING 
delivery of The Vancouver Sun. Ages 
11-14 years. Telephone 762-6294 after
6 p.m. 91
Canadian Co. requires Men 
or Women to operate their 
own part time ‘business, re­
stocking and collecting money 
from game, cigarettes, soft 
drinks and hosiery machines. 
Location estiblished by Co.'with 
no selling < involved. To have 
your own exclusive route you 
must have car, references and 
able to invest at least $600.00. 
Only 8 hours of your time per 
week will bring in excellent re­
turns. For those who wish to 
build full time operation we 
have an excellent financed ex­
pansion program. Write to 
Canadian Coin Products, Box





DRAPES, MATCHING SET, $50; RUG, 
S’ x 12’; one electric, one regular coffee 
percolator; new dishes, setting for 
eight. Telephone 762-6677 after 5 p.m. 88
12 CUBIC FOOT CHEST-TYPE DEEP 
freeze, occasional chair, like new, one 
exerciser, new condition. One chester-
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
OPENINGS FOR CHRISTMAS AND 
winter season. Part or full time. ; 
Pavs well. Telephone Mr. Brown, 765- 
8577. ’ fl
COUPLE TO~~ MANAGE GARDEN 
apartments. Apply to Box C220, Th*
Kelowna Dally Courier. 91
field. Telephone 763-2166. 88
25 INCH ADMIRAL COLOR TELEVI­
SION Castilllan model with Spanish cab­
inet, four years old. excellent condition. 
Best offer takes. 763-5027 after 5. 88
LARGE CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, 
large swivel chair, hi-fi radio ■ record 
player. All very reasonable. Telephone
762-3901. 90
21 INCH PROPANE COOKSTOVE IN 
good condition. Two 100 pound propane 
tanks with regulator. Ten speed bicycle,
almost new. Telephone 764-4722. 90
FOR SALE BY OWNER, NEARLY 
new tri-plex, in excellent location in
Rutland. Small down payment and rent 
pays mortgage. Telephone 765-7357.
M, T, W, Th, 96
WANTED! WANTED! WANTED! 
Acreage around Westbank to Winfield.
Write giving location, price and size 
of property to Box C221, The Kel- 
owna Daily Courier. 91
SIX BEDROOM, THREE BATHROOM 
house in Okanagan Mission. Located in 
quiet residential area. Asking price $42,- 
500. Telephone 764-4768. tf
FINTRY LAKESHORE LOT, 58’ x 146', 
$12,500. Easy terms, or trade for reve­
nue home. Box 788, Kelowna, B.C.
. M, F, S, 92
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home. One block from hospital, double 
carport. Cash to mortgage. Interest at
6ti%. Telephone 763-3077. tf
BY OWNER, THREE BEDROOM 
home. Close to downtown, double car­
port, cash to mortgage. Interest at 
6'/<^,. Apply 2215 Speer Street. tf
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM DUP- 
lex, close to schools and shopping area 




For further details contact
CARRUTHERS and 
MEIKLE LTD. 




$1,500 DOWN, NEW, THREE BED- 
room, Peachland- home, full basement, 
utility room, fireplace, on large view 
lot. L. Kraft Construction, 767-2483. 96
TWO BEDROOM HOME ON DUDGEON 
and Pearson Roads, Rutland. For 
further information telephone Beger 
Construction Ltd., 764-4001. T, F, S, tf
LOTS FOR SALE ON MITCHELL 
Road, Springvalley Subdivision, Rut­
land. Quiet area yet conveniently locat­
ed. $3,200.00. Telephone 764-4768. tf
to wall, refrigerator, 











Home will be 
Thin s , Eii.,
U» n.nigall lid
(. and Stni,.
Take llsx.x 31 
’ , hud follow
22. PROPERTY WANTED
WANTED __  ORCHARD OR. VINE-
yard, Kelowna area. This must be an 
economical unit, and may have mach­
inery and house, but not necessary. 
Would consider our house in trade. 
Apply to Box No. C211, The Kelowna
Daily Courier. 88
WANTED FOR CASH. TWO BEDROOM 
home, with or without suite. Capri area 
preferred, apply 762-2301, ask for Myron
Shermerhorn. tt
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
90
GILLARD DRIVE
3 bedroom NBA home. 





2 offices and reception area








sion, Webber Rd., Westliank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 
low d o w n payment, low 
monthly payments.
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light : 
telephone included
— downtown Pandosy Street 






















Two bedroom, split level, 
by the lake, Manlmttim Dr. 
and Flintoll Ave. I’inaneing 
available,
763-4404 92
j CHOICE MISSION LOCATION 
I Su ahiland Road between Snr- 
'sons mid Eldorado. Executive
1 and I iM'droom new homes 
dcsigiicd and built by Bromr. 
Luxury and convenience 
throughout. Priced from $38,- 
000. BIIOMF. ESTATES LTD., 
<T>) 7126 9H
to Holl) wood Height.', whete nr 
uu. e a gi cat selection of holin'- 
'■ j’lul lot? MIA inoitgagcs fiom 
For mote deinik (all
<bu king and beach avail- 
L> ptopcitv <iwufi< Govt,
7(>3-37.V7 oi 7(i3 (HX>(i
tf
ino HUMl
51 I'llbNE Tfif. ?r,m tf’ \ rn Alitvnkl hrv-4»91rpfca<**»*
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
DRY SLAB WOOD FOR SALE. $20 
per one ton track load, delivered, in 
Kelowna area. Telephone 765-5760. 90
TWO DATSUN SNOW TIRES, 600 x 13 
$5 each. Two canvas folding camp cots, 
$3 each. Telephone 763-2591., 93
ADMIRAL 19 INCH COLOR TELEVL 
sion in good working condition. Reason­
ably priced. Telephone 763-5300. tf
OLD OAK SECRETARIAL DESK.
Lift up top for typewriter. Six drawers,
Office Secretary
required:
Monday to. Friday, 
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
A permanent position for a 
mature person with experi­
ence in typing; transcribing 
from stenorette; and general 





including full resume. 
All replies confidential.
93
$50. Telephone 763-5141. 92
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. ALSO RAILS 
and posts.. We deliver. Telephone 762-
7039. 91
APPLEWOOD FOR SALE. $25 PER 
cord, delivered. Telephone 766-2272.
Winfield. 89
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
$12,000 PLUS REGULAR CASH Bo­
nus lor mature man in Kelowna area. 
Take short auto trips to contact cus­
tomers. Air mail President. Dept. AA, 
P.O. Box 70. Station R. Toronto 352, On-
tario. 91
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements mads as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8372. tf
YOUNG MAN, SINGLE, AGED 28 
years, seeks full time employment as . 
laborer or warehouseman. Telephone- 
762-5242, Room No. 249. 89
WILL BABYSIT, MY HOME OR 
yours. Any age up to six years. Willing 
to do light housework also. Rutland
area. Telephone 765-8182- 88
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road, Rutland.
Telephone 765-8956. tf
CAPRI, HENNIE’S COIFFURES RE- 
quires immediately, experienced hair­
dresser, part time or full time. Apply in 
person to Hennie at Capri Salon, No. 14. 
Shops Capri. Telephone 762-5302. tf 
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED 
for motherless home, two children aged 
7 and 8. May accept one child. Telephone
CARPENTER WORK WANTED. RE- 
modeUing of all kinds. Guaranteed 
work. Telephone Norm at 765-9131. 91 
WILL BABY SIT JN~MY~HbME. 1255 
Bernard Avenue. Telephone Carol at 
762-7710. ■ 90
763-6731 after 5 p.m. 94
NEAR NEW 
RESTAURANT 
Available for lease or purchase. 
One of best locations in Vernon 
on Hwy. 97 in city centre. Cof­
fee shop seats 44 and dining 
room seats 120. Easily adapted 
to all types of operations. Con­
siderable parking. Vendors of 
poor health must sell. Present 
all offers. For particulars phone 
Prince George collect Louis or 
Ted Matte 564-6573, 563-0079 
or 563-0631 at MATTE 
REALTY, 805 Victoria St., 
Prince George, B.C. 93
GOING fNTO BUSINESS OR RE-LO- 
eating? Here is your opportunity — we 
may have just what you’ve been look­
ing for. This fine eleven year old 
building has 2.000 square feet down 
plus T500 square feet living quarters in­
cluded. Located in the desirable Shops 
Capri area. Reasonably priced with 
excellent terms. For full particulars call 
Harry Rist of Wilson Realty, 762-3146 or 
764-7221; MLS. 87
RESTAURANT — ON HIGHWAY 97 
with nearly new equipment. Must be sold 
immediately! Asking $26,950. Phone 
Olivia Worsfold at 762-5030 days, or 
evenings at 762-3895. Hoover Realty Ltd. 
MLS 72, 75, 79,. 83, 86, 88, 92, 96, 102 
DURACLEAN RUG AND UPHOLSTERY 
cleaning franchise for sale in Pentic­
ton. Good, potential. Telephone 493-0389 
or write Duraclean Rug and Upholstery 
Cleaning, 3054 Paris Street, Penticton. 90
FRANCHISE FOR SALE KENTUCKY 
style chicken. For Information write 
Trevco Enterprises, 11453 - 94 Avenue. 
Delta, B.C. or telephone 581-1010. 89
SEWAGE TRUCK ■ SEPTIC TANK 
cleaner, complete. $500 or closest offer.
TWO PAfRS HEAD LACROIX SKIS. 
212 cm. giant slalom and 220 cm. down; 
hill. Telephone 763-3319 or 762-5211. 89
.308 WINCHESTER, BRAND NEW, IN- 
eluding shells. See at upstairs, 125 
Woods Road, Rutland, after 4 p.m. tf
ANTIQUE SATIN DRAPEs. .. .. . 
gold color, covers 14 feet and 6 feet, 
84” long. Telephone 762-0455. 89
VIKING CHEST TYPE DEEP FREEZE, 
new condition, a-k'n" $130 for qu"-': 
sale. Telephone 763-6471, 89
24” GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE. 
White, good condition. Ideal for apart-
LIVE IN SITTER AND LIGHT HOUSE- 
keeper, prefer middle aged. Two boys, 
one school age. Telephone 764-4774 after
7 p.m. 90
Telephone 761-4020. 93
FOR LEASE IN WESTSIDE INDUS- 
trial Park, from 600 to 1500 square feel
area. Telephone 769-4667.
ment, $50. Telephone 763-0303. 88
TUBE CHECKER, MODEL B AND K 





36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
MAKE EASY $$$
Easy to sell pantyhose. Also 
socks for the entire family, 
briefs or bikini panties, etc. 
Free instructions and color ca­
talogue. Write ’today: Reslon 
Hosiery Ltd., 10383 Hebert St. 
Montreal North 459, D-14, Que-
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
VERY GENTLE, PURE BRED, POLLED 
Hereford bull, 6(i years old. His spring 
bull calves this year average about 500 
pounds. $500. N. P. Casorso, 762-6079.
88, 91
BEAUTIFUL PUPS, LAB CROSS. PURE 
white or black with white, $5 each. 865 
Glenwood Avenue or telephone 762-3512.
It
TWO PUREBRED ARABIAN MARES, 
show quality. Welsh mare, trained for 
child's pony and cart. 16 hand, black 
thoroughbred gelding, experienced rider. 
Telephone' 763-5141. 92
FEMALE IRISH SETTER FOR SALE.




We can divide to suit tenant. 
Facing Valleyview Rd., Bnl- 
Innd. Ask for Mr. or Mrs, 
Patterson
MIDVALLEY REALTY LTD.
429 Highway 33W, Rutland
Phone 765-7704
If
100 WATT MARSHALL AMPLIFIER 
head. One year old, perfect condition, 
$400. One Standel amplifier head, 65 
watts, $175; one Showman speaker box 
containing two fifteen inch D130’s (J. 
B. Lansing) speakers, $200. Telephone
762-3512 ask for Alan. tf
GRETCH, FURY AMPLIFIER, PIGGY- 
back with two 12” speakers. Tremolo 
and reverb. $399, Kodak (Brownie) 8 
mm. movie camera, $15. Telephone 
763-2483. 89
WANT TO BUY UPRIGHT PIANO; IN 
good condition; reasonably priced. Tele-
phone 764-7358, evenings. 90
29B. ANTIQUES
ANTIQUES WANTED, ANY CONDI-' 
lion. Furniture, glassware, pottery, 
china. What have you? Telephone 76.3- 
4394' after 6:00 p.m. tf
32- WANTED”to”BUY’
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599




28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
CITRON. SQUASH. (ACORN. 1IU1L 
bard and Buttercup): marrows. Some 
at reduced prices. Also carrots. On our 
organic farm, next Io Mission Creek 




Retail ami office, in new mod­
ern, air conditioned building, 
downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
Ave, Choose your space now. 
Contact Al Sallouni at
OKANAGAN REALTY
APPLES POLISHED McINTO.HH
BUS DRIVER — PART TIME OR FULL 
time, suitable for semi-retired or ex­
school bus driver, must have class 2 or 
A licence and be bondable. Please reply 
giving telephone number to be con­
tacted to Box No. C215, The Kelowna
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
FOR RENT, TWENTY • ONE FOOT 
fork lift. Excellent condition. By day. 
week or month. Telephone 765-8714 even-
ings,. 765-8148 days. 112
Daily Courier. tf
PART TIME OFFICE WORKER AND 
driver wanted. Monday through Saturday 
2 p.m; to 6 p.m. Contact Box A982. 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. Ideally 
suited for semi-retiied or , retired per-
MORE CLASSIFIED





in inn (Mi m k x oi n (oi.oiis 
on thus nrw thte« bedroom home. Ie*- 
| luting « Irth’r Miiiilet k aikI patio 
i dooi*. Imuty blond I oom in Inion room, 
; hall and mailer bedroom, double "In-
iho'i. rnujthrd In plumbing In bant' 
I mrnl and (pialHv bmlt throughout. I'ull
pin I* i-iih I? 1.9*111 $A|th 
tbiHil < With 11,000 n ( Gl
R *■ Ml A moi Ifcage. 
K Milt I’),995
<h out nt n r
Hntlin.l
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WANTED; EQUALIZER HITCH FOR 
,2(1 fnol holiday trailer. Must be In good 
condition, reasonably priced. Telephone 
765-8032. 88
WANTED - OLDER CHINA CABINET 
with glass swinging doors. Condition 
not important, Telopliono 782-2529, 88
WANTEdT RAILROAD MORSE TELE- 
graph key. Mimnlor anil bug Te.hiiiliiiw
Spnrlan and Delicious front cold storage 
at $3,011 anil $2.00 per apple hos. Please 
bring your own containers. Okanagan 
Pinkers Co-Operative Union. 1331 Ellis 
Street, Kelowna. B.C. T, Th, S. tf 
APPLES In'~LAKI''.V1EW~ ’llElGii'S 
Turn leit at Shell Stalion (Hwy 97.S) 
onto Bouclicrie Road. Drive one mile. 
N. Toeva Orchards, 769-41118 nnoii'l p.m. 
_ _ U 
SAVE ON MEAT! 21' -i t.BS, FOH $15; 
32 lbs, for $25; lileal lor rclrleerutor 
freezers. Telephone 7b.i.71ll8. I’lakay 
Meals. (f
MACS. RED DELICIOUS AND SPAR 
Ians. $1.25 per box and up. rieiise bring 
your own containers. Telephone evening., 
705-5713. (f
WANTED PEOPLE TO CUT DOWN 
apple trees lor Ibe wood, approximately 
2,'iO trees. Telephone 762 II570 alter 4 p in 
li'l
GOOD QUALITW MclNTOSH APPLES 
lor sale. (Tose la. Please ■ brim; mm 
<'onlalnern. Telephone Hex Mar-hull, HUI
High Road. 7<1?. :r.’9ll.
Mcl.N I'OSII, SPAH I'ANH
T,







apples, nlso Spnrhmn. 12 50 per 
your roiii.unci. Telephone 7b:»-5ft’io.
28A. GARDENING
UEl.l.-lUHTEIl < OW MANURE.
per yard. I ne yard 
I bni'oun I nn large
rill M MEI I
Edy al 7ii2-2330, 88
REECE & ASSOCIATES 
Real Estate Appraisals for 
Valuation Day purposes,
T. Gary Reece,
B. Comm., R.I. (B.C.) 
No. 6 Shops Capri 
762-3616 (days) 
768-5029 (evenings)





North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
"We Guarantee Satisfaction’’ 
1120 ELLIS ST, 762-2020 



















LEASE. OR RIN I’
B commciclnl .spnir
Bom, Nel-'on Block
Westhank Can lie incieased 
to 1 ,<HK| sq fl, Atbllnhlc Dei .




„ i...n•• .<.<• . sr
s. I hi >1 cl III , Xriif (• nit





HKllI SCIIUfiL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
li'iidliig aeliool. F'rce broelinie National 













any cIiim, id penuin 
race, rehuion, color, na
UoiiAlity. ancehtry, pluue of origin or
nguliihl anyone beciiiiuo of ngo he
tween 44 nnrt 65 .mini unlr$« the <IU* 
crimination In jiihflflcd hy a bona fide





opening lor ambi- 
alert young man, 
m management
career, uilh expanding interna­
tional cmnpimY. Salary position 
with libernl bi'neiltn. Involves 
pullin' vonliicl. i'leviuus bank 
or finance experience an aiisel,
but not cssciitlnl,
Apply in per;;:>n Io:
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE |
1'1 HI IK I HfH < liKIM'MfS' l.(li\
rit.*hl
rtilhm.
n t bl n I
<O,»t w it II fill inU.ll.
I a<!\ '« 16 daik btir* n












in own In uulu riling, rctiicd 





1 ' , <!..<
LUMBER
Delivered Anywhere In 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—515-1311 





Your Bapco & SWL Dealei 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs
Ari Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T. Th. S. tf
SEWING MACHINES
BULLDOZINC










Service and Repairs 
to all makes. 
Agents for: Necchi, Pfaff, 
Brother and Husqvarna, 




BULLDOZING, nil types 
IRUCKING, all types 




M. W, F I
CUSTOM Fil UN ITU BE
TRUCK LETTERING






M, W, F, ft
UPHOLSTERY
tf
New hi the Valley
( US1OM MADE SPANISH 
V Ml DIEVAI. lURNITIJRE 
(built to voiir taste) 
by
II it W. OLAFSON 
ENTF.ItPHlSF.S LTD.
1659 ('my I Id,, ■
((i|i|*>xilr IlulliiiKl lol nofD '
765-9(10!) I
M, W. S 951
AIKINSON'S 
UPIIOI.SI I’R Y
Upholstering for c.ir scab.
chcbterfIritis mid chalis.
Hen; unable ialrs.





(Can. ula 1 Ltd,
SALES <V SERVICE 




( ON lit ACTING
ALTERATION'S
I'LASl’EIUNt.
• DltYWAl.l., UK' 
Qmilitv work gui<ranlerd. 





Th. 5 H’Ai Call 762 4445
i'
TAGE IS KELOWNA DAILY COOKIES, ttJUM., NOV. 1<. W1
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS








Willing to Work Hard-------------- — -•
Bondable _------------------------------- —
Honest ...—------- ---------- ••
The Owner of a Good Car-------- ...
Would You:
Want Sales Training at Company
Expense? ------ - ■ ' ------
Want Unlimited Advancement 
Opportunities? '- -------
Want $15, - $20,000 or More Your 
First Year
Like to Work with an International 
Organization ------------- --- ....
YES NO
42. AUTOS FOR SAL1
1969 CHEVELLE EL CAMINO SS 396. 
automatic, power iteerlng and brakes. 
Mint condition, many extras. Telephone 
7654063.______________ ”
1967 COUGAR. TWO DOOR HARDTOP. 
289. bucket aeats. three speed, standard. 
New Ures. Mint shape. $1390. Telephone 
767-2817, Peachland. ________ 90
1967 BUICK LE SABRE. EXCELLENT 
condition. Take older half ton in trade. 
Telephone 765-8320 cr see at 140.Mug­
ford Road. Rutland.' 90
1972 PONTIAC VENTURA II DELUXE. 
Vinyl roof. V-8 automatic, 7,000 miles, 
many extras. $3400. Telephone 763- 
2354 for Inquiriei. 89 
1966 MGB. SOFT TOP. HARD TOP AND 
tonneau cover. Driving lamps. Michelin 
radials. British racing green. Asking 
$1500. Telephone 766-2514. evenings. 89
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE, 1964 COMET 
convertible, V-8, automatic, as is. Best 
offer to $250. To view telephone 765-
6296. 89
44. TRUCKS & TRAILtRS 
1963 FORD HALF TON PICKUP. 352, 
V4 motor, four speed, posltraction. 
new Ures. In good condition. Can be 
seen at 625 Ford Road, Rutland. Tele-
phone 765-5740. 83
1950 WILLYS JEEP WITH 1956 WILLYS 
overhead motor. Completely recondition­
ed. complete with steel bumper, tow 
bar. chains. Telephone 763-7961 or 762-
3601. 93
1964 INTERNATIONAL THREE QU AR- 
ter ton light delivery, with posi-traction. 
Good condition. Asking $895, Telephone
762-4695. 83
1966 FORD HALF TON, V-8. STAN- 
dard. three speed, good condition. Six 
ply tires. Bumper hitch. $1,100. Tele- 
phone 762-3120.  93
1969 CHEV HALF TON. NEW MOTOR, 
standard six. good tires, winterized, 
includes good snow tires. Telephone 764-
7187. 90
Second Wave Of Letter Bombs Dru9s CausIn9 Abnormalities
May Be On Way To U.K. Jews During Pregnancy IncreasingLONDON (Reuter) — A Brit-
IF YOU CHECKED 8 OR MORE YES ANSWERS, 
CALL NOW FOR A PERSONAL INTERVIEW
. MR. DAVE KEUNG — 762-0700, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
NOVEMBER 13, 14, and 15.
All Other Areas Call Collect.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Our Employees Know of This Advertisement. 89






“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700 
__________ 88
1973 PONTIAC STATION WAGON SA- 
farl 400. Silver with wood panelling.
10,000 miles, excellent condition. Chrome 
window liners, automatic, power brakes 
and steering, front disc : brakes, four 
speaker stereo, rear compartment light, 
roof rack, automatic rear window. Car- 
' peted front and passenger area. Private 
sale, telephone days 762-3117; nigh*i 
764-7110. ■■.■■■■.. : 92
1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 HARDTOP, 
vinyl roof, 390, automatic, power steer­
in.? and " brakes, radio, winterized and 
snow studded tires. Low mileage. See at 
1450 Braemar Street. Asking $1,095. 
Telephone 763-5415 or after 6 p.m. 762- 
8596. 92
1965 PONTIAC LAURENTIAN, SIX
cylinder, automatic, 
girl’s CCM bicycle, 
men’s bicycles, 28’* 
men’s Bauer skates, 
13 snow tire. 50 TV
Telephone 768-4125.
1968 FIAT. 850 MODEL. WHITE COLOR, 
four speed, bucket seats, low mileage, 
good mechanical condition. Asking $550. 
Telephone 765-5409. 89
1937 DESOTO COUPE. LICENCED AND 
running, tn excellent shape. Apply 1449 
Ethel Street 90
MUST SELL, 1950 DESOTCh CUSTOM 
deluxe sedan. Very good condition; also 
spare parts car. Telephone 768-5784. 90
1965 PARISIENNE CUSTOM SPORTS. 
1962 Thunderbird. 1969 Flat 124 sports.
1967 CHEV. HALF TON, LONG WHEEL- 
base, six standard, new "'ass. winter 
six ply tires, radio. $1395 firm. Tele- 
phone 7634909. 90
1957 HALF TON FOUR WHEEL DRIVE 
Willys Jeep. Good condition. $650. Tele­
phone 762-4622 or see at 780 Crowley 
Avenue.  89
1971 FORD HALF TON; V-8 AUTOMA- 
tic. Like new condition, 31,000 miles.
LONDON (CP) — Scotland 
Yard believes a second wave of 
letter bombs may be on the 
way to Britain in the wake of 
nearly 80 which arrived from 
India during the weekend, po­
lice sources said today.
Precautions also were being 
taken in Montreal and Toronto, 
with overseas mail being 
screened for possible bombs al­
though none had been found in 
Canada in the latest mailings.
Several weeks ago letter 
bombs were discovered in Mon­
treal and Ottawa.
Fearing a renewed wave of 
postal attacks during the Christ­
mas mail rush when estimated
a book, calendar or in thick let­
ters.
Six more bombs were found 
in London Monday, bringing the 
total to around 80. Most were 
addressed to Jewish businesses 
and organizations. They caused 
only one casualty.
Now Scotland Yard believes 
the mailbomb terrorists will 
switch to another mailing noint. 
This fear has put the British 
nost office on its biggest secur­
ity alert since the war, a^d 
may cause delays in delivering 
.Christmas mail.
Telephone 763-7160 alter 5 p.m. 91
Telephone 764-4700. tt
1971 DATSUN 510, TWO DOOR, WIN- 
ter tires, radio, 26,000 miles. Telephone
1953 ONE TON CHEV. AND HOME- 
made camper. $350 complete, or will 
sell separately. Telephone 763-6945. 88
1956 HALF TON FORD PICKUP, ONE 
owner since new. Telephone 762-8579 af­
ter 4:00 p.m. 90
billion pieces of mail will be 
handled, Scotland Yard issued a 
list of danger signals for people 
who handle overseas mail.
Police Commissioner Robert 
Mark warned that the bombs, 
could be sent in the guise of 
seasonal gifts.
Robert Carr, the interior min­
ister, gave an assurance in the 
House of Commons that any 
evidence that London-based for­
eign diplomats had aided the 
letter bomb attacks would be 
“treated and acted’ unon with 
very great seriousness.”
The foreign office issued a 
statement saying there was no
763-7112. 91
foundation to press reports that
1969 TOYOTA COROLLA, STANDARD. 
Good ’ condition. Best offer. Telephone
763-4510. 89
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
*V k.Vl. VVZ XV VKVU V* I
He said they most likely Arab embassies in London were
would be in packages the size of implicated in the attacks.
ish doctor warned Monday that 
the nbmber of drugs that may 
cause birth abnormalities dur­
ing pregnancy is increasing.
He listed 40 types of drugs for 
which there is evidence of ab­
normalities including cleft pal­
ate, deafness, blindness and 
limb deformities.
Few if any of these would be 
prescribed for pregnant -women. 
Prof. R. S. Illingworth wrote in 
the magazine Medical News- 
Tribune. But the danger was 
that many women took unpres­
cribed “off the shelf" drugs 
during pregnancy. .
Illingworth, of the department 
of child health at Sheffield’s 
Children's Hospital, said a 
United States study had shown 
that the average number of 
drugs taken by women in a 
three-to nine-week period of 
pregnancy was 8.7 each and 
that 80 per cent of these drugs 
were taken without medical ad­
vice.
He Said there is evidence that 
even aspirin may affect the 
fetus. '
“It is thought that a eon- 
genital abnormality is com­
monly the end result of a vari­
ety of factors, genetic and in- 
tra-uterine, and that a drug 
taken at the critical time in 
pregnancy may tip the scale 
and lead to a fetal detect," Il­
lingworth wrote.
“The best advice which one 
can offer to any pregnant 
woman is that she should take a 
medicine in pregnancy only 
when it is absolutely neces­
sary—and that is rare.”
SCALING THE SPIRE
YORK, England (CP) — Rev. 
James Bogie, chaplain of York , 
University, found the. ideal 
training ground for an Alpine 
expedition which he plans to 
lead in 1973. Every morning be­
fore communion, he scales tn s 
spire of the university chapel” j 
get the feel of things. “It’s pel 
feet,” he said, “When the wind 
to up, the condition can get sim­
ilar to those I’ll encounter in die 
Alps?’
1966 DATSUN, PICKUP, GOOD TIRES. 
Good body and runs well. $895. Tele-
phone 767-2674, Peachland. 83
1971 12’ X 68’ DIPLOMAT MOBILE 
home. One year old,. also includes 8’ x 
36’ sundeck and porch with fruit stor­
age area. Telephone 769-4626 after 4
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1970 METEOR. NEW WINTER TIRES, 
exceptionally clean. Immaculate shape. 
Three years warranty remaining. 28,- 
000 miles. Telephone 763-5981 after 5 p.m.
,  - : tf
1971 CAMARO Z28, 360 HORSE POWER, 
V-8, turbo hydromatic. Posl-tractlon, 
15,000 miles. Excellent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915 after'9 p.m.
; ■ . '' ' , . - ; ■ ;tf
1957 RANCHERO; V-8, AUTOMATIC, 
58,000 miles; five summer and four 
winter tires, aU on rims; winterized, 
$1600. Telephone 765-7915 after 5 p.m.
■■•■■■■ 91
1969 MERCEDES BENZ 220 DIESEL, 
dark green, tapedeck, sunroof, tinted 
glass. $3,400. Must be seen. Telephone 
766-2835, Winfield, weekdays after 3:00
p.m. 89
1965 FORD. CUSTOM SEDAN, RECON- 
ditloned motor, differential Sell for 
$400. 1968 Buick Le Sabre, $1750. Volk- 
wagen gas heater, $50. Telephone 765-
5700. 88
- four door. One 
28” wheels; two. 
wheels; one pair 
size TO. One 600 x 
tubes, assortment.
88
*69 CAMABO, FACTORY BUILT COR- 
vette running gear, 427, 425 b.p., four 
speed, (M22) power disc brakes, stereo, 
radio, cowl induction, tach and gauges. 
Excellent condition. .What offers? 385
Fleming Hoad, Rutland. 88
1965 BUICK LESABRE, FOUR DOOR 
hardtop. Power steering, power brakes. 
New winter tires. Best offer. Telephone 
762-0570,, 88
WOULD LIKE SMALLER CAR, SUIT- 
able for skiing, to trade for }966 Chev. 
Impala, good running order. Telephone
763-3023 after 5. M
1972 FIRENZA, 10.000 MILES, FULL 
warranty. Excellent condition, best of-
fer. Telephone Oyama collect after 
p,m„ ask for Rudy 548-3749
5
1963 CHEV., SIX CYLINDER. STAND- 
ard. radio. Good transportation, $250. 
Telephone 762-6596 after 6:00 p.m. ‘ 88
1970 M.G.B. IN GOOD CONDITION. 
Radial tires, new clutch. Telephone 
765-8064.  88
1964 FORD FAIRLANE 500. TWO DOOR 
coupe. Telephone 762-2917 between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. 88
1956 CONSUL. EXCELLENT CONDI- 
tion throughout. Asking $250 or near­
est offer. Telephone 762-6321. 88
1953 BUICK IN GOOD RUNNING CON- 
ditlon. Good second car. $150. Tele- 
phone 765-7357. ' M, T, W, Th, 96
42A. MOTORCYCLES
ONE HARDTAIL FOR 650 TRIUMPH, 
one fibreglass sportster tank,, high tun­
nel mount. Also some stock Triumph
parts. Telephone 765-6872. 88
p.m, T, Th, F, 91
TWO BEDROOM 8’x42’ MOBILE HOME, 
table top range, oven, broUer built-in, 
12 cubic foot refrigerator, full size 
tub and shower, drapes. Lovely con-
dition. Telephone 764-4137. ti
VISIT PINE VILLAGE MOBILE 
Homes, view the three bedroom display 
home, check the many floor plans and 
property, 1’Zi mUes along Chute Lake 
Road, Okanagan Mission. 764-4137. tf
12’ X 45’ MOBILE HOME, TWO BED- 
rooms, located Mountain View Trailer 
Park, No. - 5. Apply within. Telephone
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST
WIN CASH PRIZES EACH WEEK - GRAND PRIZE CLOCK RADIOS
Each week you are invited to.match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number of 
one of the advertisers on this feature. This week’s number is 766-5159
To be eligible to win .simply read through all the ads on this feature and clip the correct ad out ' 
Mail it along with your name, address and phone number to DIAL LD1TOR c/o The Kelowna 
Courier. ’
The first two correct answers drawn tach week will win as follows: 1st prize $4; 2nd prize $2 
All entries will be eligible for the 2 Grand Prizes: Digital Clock “ --------- -----
DAY! Radios. HURRY! ENTER TO-
765-7189, 5 - 7 p.m. 89
I960 FORD BUS CONVERTS TO CAM- 
per; stove, bunks, refrigerator, propane, 
needs finishing inside. Rueger Car
Sales, 1785 Harvey Avenue. 90
OKANAGAN CAMPER FOR DATSUN 
truck. New condition, will take canopy- 
in trade or best offer. Telephone 769-
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1972 TX 340 POLARIS, 280 MILES. NO 
reasonable offer refused. Telephone 762- 
2232 days or 765-7772 suite No. 37, ask
for Gene. tf
DOUBLE SNOWMOBILE TRAILER 
for sale. Swivel tiltable deck, excellent 
condition, $155, and new tire, $20. Tele-
phone 763-6810 after 4 p.m. 90
4289. , M, F, S, 92
1971 TUXEDO MANOR, 12’x52’ TWO 
bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 765-





Best in Service 
Best in Price 
762-4900 .
f Active Machine f
BWITIMM
LARGE MOBILE HOME SPOTS FOR 






















Auto Sales & Service
3100 Lakeshore 763-2015
1965 FAIRLANE STATION WAGON, 
289, automatic, radio. Perfect ranch, 
delivery , or. family car. Excellent con­
dition. $850 or offers. Telephone 765-9424.
- : ~ ... so
PRIVATE 1965 RAMBLER STATION 
wagon; six cylinder, automatic. Very 
good condition throughout. Open to 
offers. Trades considered. Telephone 
763-5440. 90
1960 PLYMOUTH TWO DOOR HARD- 
top with radio. Offers. 1952 Ford half 
ton, not running, as is, $75. Fourth 
house on right of Raines Road, Rutland.
Telephone 765-8545 after 6 p.m. 92
1955 PONTIAC SEDAN IN GOOD 
shape. .Also two other Pontlacs. Will 
trade for Chev or Ford half ton. Tele­
phone 765-5760. 90
1969 PLYMOUTH FURY SPORT m, 383, 
power steering, power brakes, tape 
deck, radio, new tires. 62,000 miles, 
very clean. Telephone 765-6581. 93
PIRELLI RADIAL WINTER TIRES IN 
sizes to fit al! imports from $27.50 Race 
and Rallye, Bredm at Springfield, tele-
phone 763-7637. tf
1969 CHRYSLER NEWPORT FOUR 
door, in A-l condition; aU power equip­
ped, radio. Winter tires available. Best 
reasonable offer. Telephone 765-8336. 88
1959 VAUXHALL VELOX SEDAN, $75. 














fun with the family 
candy-stuffer trims!
Fabulous felt hangings 
candy-stuffer |xick<‘t:>. 
vivid colors for balls,
bdl, gingerbread bay,
girl, bird, stocking. Pattern 
734: transfer 12 trims.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern - cash, cheque 
or money order. Ad<t 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class
mailing ntul r.|><-clal 
—to Laura Wheeler, 
Hie Kelowna Dally 







mid 4c sates tax. Print plainly
PATTERN NUMBER,
NAME and ADDRESS, 
All New for I'.bM
Inspired Needlcernft 
- mote knit. cioehcl 
ci.it: i. FRI E pitP ii’.s




i st? !< •:,












9431 SIZES 8-18 \
BRIGHT SCARF
4
PRIVATE, MOTO-SKI, (MINI). EXCEL- 
lent machine for children. Never used. 
$475 or best offer. Telephone 762-4509.
88
1970 YAMAHA 396, IN GOOD CONDIT- 




WRECKING 1956 CHEV HALF TON 
for parts. Also have three six hole, fif­
teen inch rims for half ton Chev. 1959- 
1960 Ford pickup box. Telephone 765-
8733 after 5 p.m. 89
14Vi FOOT SANGSTERCRAFT AND 
trailer, -35 horsepower Mercury motor. 
Excellent condition. $1,100 or best of­
fer. Telephone 766-2414 (Winfield). 89
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU 
lar sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway
97 North tf





Wednesday, Nov. 15th, 7 p.m.
☆ Bedroom suite with single bed, chiffarobe, hostess chairs, 
step tables, coffee tables, vanity, chests of drawers, roll­
away cots, chesterfield, lamps, kitchenware, glassware, 
linens. .
■ft Deep freezer, fridges, automatic washers, Hoover spin 
dry, ranges, oil heater, barrel and stand, laundry sinks, 
air purifier, skis, boots and poles.
ft Antique wood heater, wash stand, wicker chair, carnival 
glass vase, silver-plated candelabra.
Cassette recorder, adapter and tapes, Duplicator, radios,' 
shuffleboard, child’s table and chairs.
ft New articles include radios, tapedecks, walkie-talkies, 
rug and lino remnants, fabric remnants, shampoos and 
cleaners.
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre
49. LEGALS & TENDERS
CECIL EMMERSON 
METCALFE, 
late of 1455 Alta Vista, 
Kelowna, in the Province 
of British Columbia.
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
the above deceased are here­
by required to send them to 
the undersigned Executors c/o 
Fillmore & Company Barristers 
& Solicitors, P.O. Drawer 730, 
Kelowna, B.C., on or before the 
16th day of December, 1972, af­
ter which date the Executors 
will distribute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled 
thereto having regard only to
YOU’RE IN GREAT FORM 
in a low-waist .skimmer with 
sldc-plcat zing. Bright scarf 
plays hlde-and-sec with the yoke 
line. Burry, send now!
Printed Pattern 9431: NEW 
Misses' Sizes 8, 10. 12 14. 16. 
1H, Size 12 (bust 34) dress 2>,k 
yards 45 Inch; scarf % yard.
S E V E N T Y-F1VE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for cnch pattern for 
first-class malting and ‘.pedal 
handling. Ontario residents add
4c sales Punt plainh











Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this page must bo received 
by 4:30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication.
Phone 763-3228
WANT AD CASH BATES
One or two days Sc per 
Insertion.
Three consecutive days, 
word per Insertion.
Six consecutive days,, 4c 
per Insertion.
Minimum charge based on







Births, Engagements, Marriages 5c 
per word, minimum $2.50.
Death Notices, In Memorlams, Cards 
or Thanks, 5c per word, minimum $2.50.
’! paid prior to Initial billing, n 10% 
discount may bo deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation zone 
only
Deadline 4:30 p.m, day previous to
Kelowna Bowling and Billiards
Your Brunswick Sales And Service Dealer
265 Lawrence Ave. (Next to Fire Hall)
SHOOT-A-GAME 
• one free game or
KsgEplw 25 minutes when you - 
IS pay for 3 games.
Ig M In 9 one free game ol 
f&m/li bowling when you Jg 
bowl 3 games. gj
9:00 a.m. -11:30 p.m. Daily |
.Gul*
All mechanical repairs, 
automatic transmissions, 

















in all Auto Body 
Collision Repairs. 













Sides of Beef 















FRANK C. WILLIAMS 
Executors.
to MARIAN 
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per column Inch. 
Insertions $1,98
Six consecutive insertions $1.89 
column Inch.
Bend your advertisement the 








Totem Chevron Service of 1195
Marine Drive, North Vancou­
ver, B.C., Intends to sell the 
following vehicle:
1961 Rambler serial No.
12',RG82/35, 1971 Licence
KBC-626,
on Friday, November 17, 1972, 
nt 11 a.m. to recover storage 
costs incurred by S:m<lra-Ann 
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of $1
poiisllile (or more thnn ono Incorrect 
Insertion.
BOX REPLIES
Md charge for tho u>;o of a Courier 
box number, and 50e additional It 
replies ore to bo mailed.
Names and address of Boxholdera 
are held confidential.
















a condition of accrptance of a 
number advartlxrincnt, while 
endeavor will bn nuuln to (or-
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ns possible.
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BIG EAGLE
w« accept




alleged to arise through either (nil 
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Excavation Al It's 
Finest
SPECIALIZING IN:
Mobile Home Parks, all type;; 
of Cat Work, all type;; of 
Trucking, Back Hoc and1 
loaitcr. Septic Tanks, Water 
I.:Di.du T,cld, etc. Mo-
Yuni Messarc
40.000 RI.ADI RS 
DA1I Y
Box 306, Wcslbank 70!-5R21 
It \D1O CON 1 ROLLED
Undoubtedly Kelowna's 

















Service and Enterprises 
New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines.


































NEED WE SAY 
ANYMORE
Kelowna Toyota
Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203
sing's jr 
restaurant"^
BEST IN S> 
y, CHINESE FOOD S£, 
272 Bernard sJS 
762-iOli X
Man does not live by 
bread alone but Jack 
and Tenn have the 








CENTRE . . .
Day Caro Mon. to Fri, 
7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
RlX.lSTtR NOW 
FOR kindirgarten
R.R. 2 Killarncy Rd. 
765 7241






. Painting mid Decorating
816 Cawnton 762-4472
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i‘eon<iinics professor J. II. Hot-
son,
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ki ■ • I r * I* rv ■! GM Is RecallingNational economic Policy Doomed some 1973 Models
WATERLOO
Efforts to formulate a national
policy
doomed because of areas under
provincial
secretary
Canada does have a mild 
form of national fiscal policy, 
Mr. Lawrence told a questioner
at the Policy Formation: Can­
ada conference at the Univer­
sity of Wa4 rloo, but the inter­
ests of different regions of prov­
inces must be considered in at
tacking some problems.
Efforts to centralize all pol
icies will not work.”
In his address to the four-day
conference, he outlined political 
problems the Ontario govern­
ment faces in a variety of eco­
nomic matters ranging from 
pollution controls to land use
The agricultural ministry “is
just crying for a decision on a
land-use policy” but 
make one on- purely economic
grounds.
saints his country’s flag in­ aircraft was turned .over to
signia on tail of a C130 trans­
port plane at Saigon’s Tan
the South Vietnamese. The
U.S. is turning over dozens of
P.Q. Hydro Offer Dock Strike 
Being Stu d i e d C^sed Loss 
.fcr.. W, i a ■ H — LONDON (CP) -r- A stril
IAn rfokrvHnrrt r>n In nv\ r\ z4 <•>
MONTREAL (CP > — Hydro 
Quebec negotiators were consid­
ering a new union counter pro­
posal today as the strike by 8, 
500 hydro workers entered its 
ninth day.
A hydro spokesman said the 
counter proposal, covering all 
aspects of the contract dispute 
Whs- given to negotiators by
mediator
Meanwhile, more than 30.000
Quebecers were without elec 
tricity as power failures, 
mally repaired by the strikin
members of the Canadian Union
t ike by
Cournoyer asked them to re­
longshoremen in Canada earlier
sume talks broken off a week
Manchester
earlier.
The union says npn-monetary
issues such as seniority, union 
French-Ian-
year cost __  _
Liners Ltd. $1.82 million in the 
first half of 1972, says the chair 
man of the container-ship com
jurisdiction
The Montreal area w'as most
affected, the hydro 
spokesman said, with 36 power 
electricity to
about 12,000 people.
Negotiations between Ilie two
sides have continued virtually
non-stop since
guage priority have been a ma­
jor stumbling block in talks so 
far. Wages also remained to be
Chairman Robert Stoker!
tract. since December, • 1971,
have asked for wage increases
of 31 per cent for technicians,
19 per cent for office workers 
and 24 per cent for manual
Hydro-Quebec’s most recent
offer provided for a lump-sum
retroactive settlement for 1972
and annual increases for the
next three years of a four-year
Average weekly wages for the
technicians, office workers and 
maintenance workers are $158,
$129 and $160 respectively.
Discrimination Called A rad
For Montreal French Speakers
Laval llniver al.v professor said
Freni’li-speakin
sons are discriminated against
made the statement, today in re­
porting that the firm recorded I 
an over-all loss of £516,000 
($1.24 million) in the half year;
ended June 30
the corresponding six 
months of 1971, Manchestei
Liners lost £439.000 ($1.1 mil­
The strike in Canada affected 
shipping on the St. Lawrence || 
and ended in July as a result of I 
special federal legislation.
It was the main factor in the
shippin company s. . general 
showing, Stoker said. The stop­
page lasted nine weeks.
The strike* “had the effect of
closing our container terminal 
in Montreal for that period,” 
the chairman said.
Our inability during this pc-II 
riod to trade to our own con- ii 
___  ... the l| 
loss of nine transatlantic voy- 
of other
lainer terminal resulted in
ages, costly diversion
ships’ voyages and expensive ’ 
container rerouting through the
port of Halifax.”
with a less expansionary
monetary policy could reduce
While the cost of the company 
was £760,000 during the first il 
half of 1972, the strike also had
inflation. Prof Fortin said
Killers Busy
light . . . but 1 <leii't think w ; In Ulster
can ignore tin1 tact'
He sui".'.i" ted that the ion Ie i
might leeommeud
i>vei iinii'iii policy to overcome
pioblem .illlhui'll lie
an impact on the second six-
month period
Moreover, the Canadian labor II
trouble was followed by a four- j 
week dock Irike 'of national
profitably.'' Stoker
unlikely Dial the I 
deficit incurred earlier can be
l eliminated by the end of the
tin' head and nrik by a -sniiier
I'lll'IK's.. Wilhv and (■(,. i.pi .
parent cimip.my of Maneher.ler
Liners, also has released its re­
sults for Ilir first half of 1972
I’liev show ilia! Furui , Wi
lily achieved a pr<ifil after lux
period last ) ear of JiSRl.
WORLD BRIEFS
DETROIT.
oi vanauians oeiow me so-1 They should include sections I General Motors is recalling 
called poverty line are working I on environmental concern and j H5.000 intermediate-sized 1973
The conference is a discussion f C d b l th  >’
on industrial strategy.
Despite the concentration on 
‘t:. Monday’s sessions 
devoted considerable time to
economics
discussion of social problems.
Part of unemployment may
that the role of unemployment
insurance is often blown out of
be a social rather than an eco-
nomic problem.
Ross, program director for in­
come security with the Cana­
proportion. Emphasis was laid 
on the fact that it paid up to 
S100 a week but ignored that the
average payment is $61 a week,
representing about $1.52 cents
an hour—less than the min­
Low-paying jobs are being re­
POOLE, England (CP) fused, and perhaps Canada
of European countries and four i 
times those of the United i
Part of the problem may be; 
that Canadians do not identic
with Canadian industries and
have no inclination to buy Cana­
dian rather than imported
Funny things happened when 
postman Fred Hallum threw a
parcel into his van. The parcel 
hissed and began to grow. Fi­
nally the paper covering burst
and out popped a self-inflating
life jacket—fully inflated. De­
spite amusement among Devon 
post office workers, the 'recipi- 
ent, Anthoisy Poole, didn't find 
it funny. Hî e’s a life-saving in-
needs an aggressive social pol­
icy that will tell employers that
“if you can't pay $160 a week.
your jobs will go unfilled.
suggested.
W. H. C. Simmonds of the Na­
tional Research Council's indus
trial assistance division, sug
gested that companies should 
include statements on their so­
cial as well as financial affairs
GM officials said Monday if 
the right front tire should strike
a curb or similar object while 
the driver is backing up with 
his steering wheel in a hard left
position, it could cause a severe
toe in” which, if not corrected 
could eventually cause the loss 1 j
of steering control of the right
I front wheel.
KIDDERMINSTER. England | 
(CP) — To find their angling
champion. 200 national ambul­
ance service me n fished a
stretch of canal in Worcester­
shire in a competition. But :tftei 
five hours, nothing had been 
caught. Later a local fisherman
told them that all the fish in the
canal had been moved to other
Including in the recall are
Chevclles and El
Caminos, Buick Century mod­
els, the Oldsmobile Cutlass
series, Pontiac Le Mans. Grand
Prix and Trans Am models and
GM said it has received re- . 
ports of 58 “toe-ins.” and added •» 
that the company would pay for 










Precision coil construction together with the superbly cushion­
ed surface of or finest Box Loom' rayon damask cover 
brings you a new experience in sleeping comfort. The mat­
tress is completely innertufted to felt and Serofoam to pre­
vent shifting, and has been given our 'test of time' with a 
250-lb. roller, moving back and forth 200,000 times with no 
breakdown in construction. Posture-Mate foundation has
heavier gauge coils in the centre-third for extra firm support,
48 or 54" Mattress and Foundation. Reg. 259.96. 179.97 set
Queen Size 2-pc. set. Reg. 299.98
King Size 3-pc. set. Reg. 399.98
199,97 sei
Growrite’ Mattress or box spring
I ake ynui ( hni< i' Well
dr .upn'il io give good '.uppurt for grow
Rugged
guiltcd tn si',al pad4, and
lelt I leavy gouge coils 399'
Advertised prices in effect
'New Camelot Poslure-Male
Rea. 69.9S ca.
You'll wake up smiling on the 'Now Camclot'. Sturdy, inter­
locking-coils, reinforced with layers of felt and Serofoam pro­
vide your body with medium firm support. Covered in good 
quality quilted'rayon print. Sani Guard (R) treated.
48 or 54
Queen Size. Reg. 199.98.
or Foiindolion, Reg. 79.98
Rhapsody' Hollywood Bed Unit
with finely v.iwcn < i Udi (|n:l’i'd a*
'til 5:30 p.m Saturday, Novrmlxr 1(1
Park Free While You Shop Simnions-Seors: Orchard Park, Keloi rio
89”
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INDEX Ur AGAIN
prices equalling 100, was 134.9rose to 142.0 in October, up
JIM TOMIMOTO







141.8, Statistics Canada re-
The consumer price index ported Thursday. Although ihe index, based on 1961 
___ „........ ......... ~........... . j food prices were lower, an to-  
from September’s^ figure of crease in housing and cloth- in October last year. 
















CALGARY (CP) — The fast­
est hands in the West could be­
long to Hiroshi (Jim) Tomi­
moto, a chick sexor who works 
for three Calgary hatcheries.
It requires patience and good 
eyesight, and it’s hard on the 
nerves because it's important to 
be as accurate as possible.
Mr. Tomimoto guarantees 98 
per cent accuracy, although he 
usually has 99.9 per cent. Any­
thing less than 98 per cent and 
he’s fined, something that has 
only happened once in 31 years 
here.
There are only about six 
other chick sexors in Alberta, 
80 in Canada and 800 in the 
United States. The job involves 
Inspecting newborn fowls to de­
termine whether they’re male 
or female.
Each year, Mr. Tomimoto 
and his assistant sex about two 
million chicks. Mr. Tomimoto 
can sex up to 1,200 chicks an 
hour and if required, he can do 
100 in 314 minutes.
He also sexes about 150,000 
baby turkeys each spring.
"Some days you work a half­
hour and the next day maybe 
hours. . . . You have to have a 
good eye to start with, other­
wise you can’t stand the long 
hours and you’re in trouble.”
The reason for variation in 
hours is that chicks must be 
sorted immediately after hatch­

















CALGARY (CP) — The fa­
vored approach among cities 
with .transportation woes is 
talk, talk, talk and study, 
study, study.
Doing something to alle­
viate problems or even to 
avoid them seems less popu­
lar, says transportation direc­
tor Bill Kuyt of Calgary.
"You can fill shelves with 
studies; Vancouver has been 
doing this for years.
"But Regina said ’Let’s 
try.' We are doing the same.”
Calgary is looking for its 
answer to congestion in a 16- 
month experiment called the 
Blue Arrow Bus Express Sys­
tem (BABES).
Its aim is to get people in 
and out of downtown in a 
hurry and Mr. Kuyt says 
some aspects are as innova­
tive as Regina’s dial-a-bus in­
troduced last year.
BABES is a fore-runner of 
rapid transit and operates on 
streets which follow the pro­
posed rapid transit corridors.
Mt. Kuyt said the system is 
the first in North America to 
run a fast-service bus solely 
on city streets. Seattle runs a 
similar system through its 
downtown but mostly uses 
freeways.
EUROPEAN IDEA
To get the jump on traffic 
in the city centre, BABES has 
a mixture of special bus 
lanes, a five-second start on 
other traffic at some Intersec­
tions, and bus sensors which 
set up sequences of traffic 
lights,
Bunning buses the wrong 
way down one lane of a one­
way street is also being consi­
dered as a way of avoiding 
normal traffic. In the morning 
out-bound one-ways are prac­
tically deserted ns cars head 
tor the middle of town while 
in the evening the situation is 
reversed.
The wrong-way idea came 
from Europe which Mr. Kuyt 
de.-crlbcd as miles ahead of 
North A niti ica in public 
t r a n s 11. Another European 
idea is the use of radios, facil­
itating the addition of buses 
when passengers increase and 
improving schedule rcliabd-
HABES runs five day« a 
week. 12 hours a day begin-
»




with Everv Gn* Purchase
< U.S. 
rkt. of ?c. 47c
MOHAWK K! LOWN A 
SERVICE 
tM5 Raney A»e. 162-2M2*
To Chick Sexor
way to develop a similar char­
acteristic in egg-layers.
“We don’t have to worry for 
another five to 10 years but it 
might gradually come for us,” 
Mr. Tomimoto said.
because they are softer and ■ 
more flexible. i
Newborn females are usually 
sexed, shipped by the hatchery 
and unpacked by a farmer be­
fore their first meal—which can 
be up to 48 hours away because 
they're born with nutrition iin 
their stomach. Males are. usu­
ally killed, mainly because they 
can’t lay eggs.”
. Mr; Tomimoto, who attended 
chick-sexing school in Nagoya 
near Tokyo in 1937, said without 
his occupation it would take 
eight to nine weeks to tell 
males and females apart after 
hatching.
To learn the business, it took 
him three months at school and 
1%-years apprenticeship. But to 
become proficient, he said, 
three to four years are usually 
needed.
REQUIRE PATIENCE
He added that many chick se­
xors are Japanese-Canadian be­
cause they possess the neces­
sary patience and deligence for 
the work. '
He won’t say what he is paid 
but some chick sexors in the 
U.S, receive three-fourths to 1.1 
cents a chick.
However, chick sexors may 
eventually become obsolete.
A broiler chicken breed har' 
been developed in England in 
which the sex can be deter­
mined at birth due to different 





Shon Sear*. Orchard Pork. Kelowna.
ning at 6:30 a.m. and replaces 
four rush-hour express routes 
which used to run about six 
hours a day.
MORE PASSENGERS
The old routes averaged 
1,200 passengers a day but the 
first day BABES was in oper­
ation it had 2,800 patrons.
Usage has risen between 
five and six per cent a week 
to 3,200 a day. When two days 
of snowy weather arrived, the 
number of passengers jumped 
27 per cent.
Mr. Kuyt said the increase 
may indicate what will hap­
pen in the winter when down­
town workers leave their cars1 
at home.
Unless people use rapid 
transit it will not be economi­
cally feasible and Mr. Kuyt 
says a system better than 
buses will be needed by the 
end of the 1970s.
Another reason for rapid 
transit is pollution.
At present, 230 buses an' 
hour travel within a block of 
each other in the downtown, 
When the fumes from their 
diesel engines and the other 
traffic are considered they be­
come “just too many in too 
small an area."
Another problem with that 
number of buses is that the 
schedules get badly disrupted 
by unexpected traffic.
BABES cuts in half, to 
about 15 minutes, the time to 
get downtown from outer' 
areas compared to former 
systems. It takes about half 
an hour to drive and park.
Much of the time is saved 
by having fewer stops and 
using feeder lines to bring 











HE'S THE CHAMP 
OF CREDIT CARDS
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. ’ 
(AP> — When Walter Cav- i 
anagh asks a girl up to his ; 
bachelor’s pad, instead of ! 
etchings she’s likely to see 
what he claims is the world’s । 
largest collection of credit 
cards.
“I’ve got 204 and more ar­
JIM YOUNT





pharmacist, said his hobby 
began as a bet with a friend. | 
who managed to collect 114. i
Most of his cards are just i 
for show. He said he uses ; 
only a few for purchases and i 
never has paid a cent in inter- i 
est on any of them. ;
He said some of his credit j 
card applications have been 
questioned. For example, he | 
said, an East Coast oil firm ! 
could not understand why he i 
wanted their charge card 
when their nearest service 
station was 2,000 miles away.
“I wrote them and ex­
plained I was a collector snd 
they sent me one,” said Cav­
anagh. But he said other com­
panies have complained that 
he never uses his credit.
Most of his cards are pin­
ned to a wall in his home, 
“the most accredited wall in 
the world.”
Cavanagh says he isn’t wor­
ried about the theft of his 
cards.
“My insurance takes care 
of everything and’it costs me 
about $5 a year,” he said. ।
Has a nose for News
BREAKFAST HOUR NEWS
7 a.m., 7:30 a.m., 8 a.m., 8:30 a.m
9 a.m.
Sports 7:40 a.m., 8:40 a.m.
Business News 8:50’a.m.
I








DISTRICT PAGE Turnout Was Excellent
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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At Peachland Parade
TEEN TOWN EXECUTIVE
New officers for South Oka- both of Keremtos. All repre-
nagan Teens Associated were sent Teen Towns in their
chosen at the annual conven- communities. Retiring pre-
tion in Rutland. . Studying a mier Steve Feedham, also
list of activities proposed for from Kelowna, challenged
the year pre, from left, sec­ members to create more in­
terest in the movement. Sev-retary - treasurer Pam Dur- ____ _
ham and premier Margot era! groups in the area have
Thomson, both of Kelowna; folded. Teen Towns exist not
public relations officer Deb only to help young people, 
Feist,: Rutland; -rear, vice- but to serve the entire com-ist, ?
1 premier Dale . Bassnet and 




To Play In Peachland
WESTBANK (Special)—West­
bank’s own “Music Man,1’ 
Robert Jarman, musical direc­
tor from George Pringle Sec­
ondary School, will once again 
be directing the school band in 
a concert sponsored by the 
Peachland Youth Organization,
The happening will take place 
in the Peachland Community 
Hall at 8 p.m. Nov. 16. The 
George Pringle Secondary 
School stage band, the concert 
band and the choral group will 
all be featured at. this event. 
Music will be for both young 
and old.
Transportation for the Golden 
Age group has been arranged 
by the Peachland Youth Organ­
ization. Simply call 767-3737 for 
Mike or 767-2633 for Martin and 
they will make the necessary 
arrangements. One and all are 
invited to attend this fine musi­
cal evening.
Displays From Lands Abroad 
At Church Mission Festival
Visitors to First United 
Church in Kelowna Nov. 16-18 
may think they are in Africa, 
India, South America or Japan. 
Scenes of these countries will 
be featured during a Mission 
Festival.
Entitled “Look In,” the festi­
val is planned to give people 
inside and outside the church 
'?»»■- an idea of what types of. pro- 
jects . the United.'- Church sup-, 
ports and where they are. Sev- 
eral congregations in the area 
have been involved with plan- 
ning the event. •
At the last planning meeting 
j **.■ this wek, Mr. and Mrs. Ernie 
! Peterson, who lived in Tan-
16, 2 to 5 p.m. and 7 to 10 p.m. 
Nov. 17, and until 9 p.m. Nov.
18. A brief service will be held 










zania, one of the African coun­
tries, offered their slides, cos­
tumes, tapes and projector.
The India display will include 
a room in a mission hospital, 
said Rev. John Davidson, St 
Paul’s United.
Old and new housing in Bra­
zil will be contrasted in the 
South America display, report­
COMING EVENTS
PEACHLAND (Special) — On 
Thursday the George Pringle 
Secondary School stage band, 
Concert band and choral group 
will stage: a concert in the 
Peachland Community Hall un­
der the sponsorship of the 
Peachland Youth Organization. 
This will be entertainment for 
•all ages, and all adults, students' 
and children are urged to at­
tend.
ed Geoff Williamson.
Posters and costumes from 
andJapan will be displayed, 





• * s ■
ese United Church may pour tea 
in costume, said Mrs. Yoshio 
Ono. This congregation is hav­
ing a chow mein supper at its 
building on Highway 97 near 
Leathead Road between 3 and 
7 p.m. Saturday, and at First 
United Church from r> to 7 p.m.
Closer to home, there will be 
a display of work done at the 
Centre for Continuing Education 
at Naramata. This school wag 
started by the church 25 yeais: 
ago, and is observing its anni­
versary this year. A $1 million 
expansion program has been 
announced. Other work in Can­
ada will also be shown.
There -will be no admission to 
• the hall, but donations will be 
accepted for mission work. Re­
freshments will be sold.
Hours will be 7 to 10 p.m. Nov.
As the band concert is to be 
held Thursday evening; the 
Peachland branch of the KDRS 
has decided to cancel their pot 
luck supper which was advertis­
ed for Friday. Members please 
note.
On Saturday the Peachland 
and District Chamber of Com­
merce will sponsor a ratepay­
ers’ information meeting to be 
held at 7:30 p.m. at the Com­
munity Hall, All residents are 
invited to attend. This is . the 
meeting to air your views about 






on Casorso Rd. between 
Boyce and Bechard Rds.
Phone: 763-6707
School District No. 23 (Central Okanagan)
NOTICE OF ELECTION
»
PEACHLAND (Special) — 
There was a good turnout of 
veterans, ladies’ auxiliary 
members and the general pub­
lic at the Branch 69, Royal Ca­
nadian Legion sponsored par­
ade and services to commemor­
ate Remembrance Day in
Elementary featuring the choral 
group and stage band only. This 
could be a sweet prelude of the 




Part of an addition to Shop­
pers’ Village in Rutland is ex­
pected to be ready soon. The 
main shopping centre in the 
community is owned by Al Sto­
ber Construction of Kelowna.
The addition will include more 
space for Stedman’s Depart­
ment Store, a new office for the 
Toronto-Dominion Bank and 
more stores. Another part of 
the addition is expected to be 
ready next spring. Plans have 
been announced for other shop­
A special, show, will be also ping and commercial facilities 
held at. 1 p.m. at Peachland in the area.
house and many old friends re­
united. A fitting day to honor 
old comrades and celebrate the 
peace.
Peachland. Standard bearers 
were Douglas McLaughlin and 
H. C. MacNeil while parade 
marshal was J. R. Davis.
Rev. Dr. R. D. Mitchell, 
branch padre, officiated at the 
Cenotaph service assisted by 
Rev. R. F. Filer and Rev. Fa­
ther Ray Bray.
At the social hour held in the 
Legion Hall after the service, 
charter member of the ladies’ 
auxiliary, Mrs. Fred Topham, 
Sr., was presented with a 45- 
year service pin by LA presi­
dent Mrs. J. R. Davies assist­
ed by Sgt. at Arms, Mrs. E. 
Chisholm. Mrs. Davies spoke 
of the long and valuable service 
Mrs. Topham has given branch 
69 in the 45 years and the whole 
company gave her a rousing 
round of applause.
After the service, held at the 
Peachland cemetery, members 
and guests were served hot 
lunch by LA members. Many 
newcomers to the community 
were welcomed at the open
SERVICE HELD
WESTBANK (Special)-Mem- 
orial Day took place one day
i
earlier than normal at the j 
George Pringle School in West- ■ 
bank, on Nov. 10, 1972. The j 
George Pringle Grade 9 band ( 
played the music for the occa-1 
sion starting with an entering j 
march and continuing with O; 
Canada. This was followed with > 
a Bible reading by Penny Lun-; 
din. James Haas then read the ! 
famous poem, In Flanders) 
Fields, and then Laurie McGale ’ 
and Shannon Reece gave their# 
version of “Where have all the? 
flowers gone?’’ A minute’s si-' 
lence was observed and Mark J 
Williams then played the Last; 
Post. Rev. Ray Bray officiated i 
as the speaker. The Grade 9’ 
band then played “God Save- 
the Queen” and completed the: 
service with a departing march.;
GERMAN EVENTS i
RUTLAND (Staff) - The’ 
German-Canadian Harmony', 
Club has resumed Friday night ; 
card parties in the Centennial; 
Hall. They will have a hard; 
time dance Saturday night.
Public notice is hereby given to the electors of School 
District No. 23 (Central Okanagan) that I require' the 
presence of the said electors at 599 Harvey Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C., on (he iOtli clay of November, 1972, al 
the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the pur­
pose ot electing persons to represent them as SCHOOL 
1 RUSH I S in the following areas:
1 representative -City of Kelowna
1 representative—Municipality of Peachland
2 representatives - Zone 111 (lllison, Rutland, 
Black Mountain. Joe Rich)
I reprcsenlatixe Zone IV (Benvnidii).
Mission Cicek. Okanagan Mission. I ast 
Kelowna and South Kelowna)
Ilie mode of nomination of candidates shall be as 
follows; Candidates shall be nominated in wming by
nomination paper shall be ilelneied to the Reluming
and noon of the dav of nomination I he nomination-
as to Mittieienllv identih such
n<





Or suede. It’s a 
knockout of a coat! 
Elegantly lined with 
that expensive 
shearling look. 
Spills over with 
cascades of real 
fur too. Comes 




Wrap yourself in the luxurious warmth of 
this magnificent orlon-plle lined beautyf 
Ummm, it’s so comfy. Lightweight too. And 
you'll lovo tho flattering, genuine Lamb fur 
trim that elegantly compliments the 
Cabretta leather...or the rich, velvety 
suede. Boot length, It's available In hooded 
or non-hooded style. Como slip Into Taupo, 
Navy, Grey, Black, Green or Bone leather. 
Or try Rust, Taupe or Brown suodo. But 
hurry. Not all colours come in all sizes or 
styles. But they all do come with this 
marvelous $35 savlngl .. -
Personal Shopping: 
Women’s Coats (17)
Advertised prices in effect 
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Kelowna - 763-5811
Open Daily 9:30 to 5:30
Thore an<f fri ’til 9 p.m.
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GROWTH OF GNP
Graph shows growth of Can- than $102 billion, it will al- 
ada’s gross national product most double by 1980, rising to 
—•the total value of goods and almost $190 billion. The fed- 
services produced in Canada eral advisory body proposed 
from 1961 to 1972, and its pro- today a set of performance , 
jected growth to 1980 as seen goals it says should reduce 
by the Economic Council of unemployment and cut down 
Canada, Now running at more the inflation rate.
Just Another Overstatement 
By Drapeau Says Spokesman
OTTAWA (CP) — A treasury 
board spokesman said Monday 
Montreal Mayor Jean Drapeau 
was making "just another over­
statement” when he said Sun­
day that negotiations are under 
way to change federal regu­
lations and make more con­
struction money available for 
the 1976 Summer Olympics.
"There may be political nego­
tiations going on between Mr. 
Drapeau and Ottawa but noth­
ing has come before treasury 
board at this stage,” the 
spokesman said.
He noted that some money, 
upder programs such as those 
administered by Central Mort­
gage and Housing, would be 
available to Montreal as it 
would be to any municipality in 
the country for approved con­
struction projects.
But no negotiations have been 
started to broaden regulations 
and make niore money avail­
able, he said.
However, he added, no one 
should underestimate Mr. Drap­
eau’s ability to convince federal 
officials that changes should be 
made.
"I think Mr. Drapeau is wiley 
enough to skate very, very 
gracefully in those areas . . . 
and might well convince the 
right people that something 
should be done.”
Mr. Dtapeau( who did not 
elaborate on his reference to 
negotiations but said “a clearer 
picture” would emerge in the 
next few weeks, also mentioned 
a special lottery,to raise money 
for the games. This plan al­
IMF STATISTICS
Canada's Export Trade
In Second Quarter Rose
OTTAWA (CP) — Canada’s 
share of world export trade 
rose sharply in the second smar­
ter of this year to nearly 6.1 per 
cent, it is reported in Inter­
national Monetary Fund statis­
tics.
The highest Canada has 
achieved on an annual basis 
was approximately 6.2 per cent, 
in 1968. Ten years ago* Can­
ada’s share of world trade ran 
to about five per cent.
The IMF estimates that total 
free-world trade, counting all 
exports from one country to an­
other outside of Russia and 
China, as running to an annual 
rate of about $368 billion in 
April, May and June this year. 
This was Up 6.9 per cent from 
the first quarter of the year.
Canada’s exports, measured 
by the IMF in terms of U.S
dollars, ran to an annual rate of 
nearly $22.4 billion in the sec­
ond quarter of 1972, up nearly 
ter of the year. The first quar­
ter of the year. The first wuar- 
ter was down 6.7 per cent from 
the last quarter of last year.
REMARKABLE BOOST
The remarkable boost in ex­
ports reported by IMF for Can­
ada in April, May and June 
could be only a passing phe­
nomenon. Trade figures com­
piled by Statistics Canada for
The
■pATiO
Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c
Opposite Mountain Shadows 765 5414
this year Canada’s September 
exports were up only 2.4 per 
cent from a year earlier.
Through most of the 1960s and 
into the 1970s so far, Canada's 
share of total world export traf­
fic has been less than six per 
cent.
the. first nine months of this 
year show an increase of only 
8.7 per cent from the same pe­
riod last year.
September is usually a month 
of strong export activity, but
It exceeded that figure in 
1968, when it rose to 6.17 per 
cent. It ran to 6,06 per cent in 
the third quarter of 1970, but 
dropped below six per cent for 
that year as a whole. It also 
rose to 6.1 per cent in the sec­
ond quarter of 1971, but dropped 
to 5.85 per cent from 1971 as ji 
whole.
SETS STOLEN
VANCOUVER (CP) — Tele­
vision and stereo equipment 
estimated to be wort’ about 
$250,000 was stolen on the week­
end by thieves who smashed a 
hole in a concrete block wall at 
a downtown Miller's Electronics 
Ltd. warehouse. The loot in­
cluded 7 color TV sets, 150 
stereo receivers and other goods.
THIRD TO DIE
TRAIL (CP)—Gary Morcsitte, 
24, of nearby Fruitvale, died in 
hospital on the weeknde of in­
juries suffered in a two-car 
crash here Nov. 4 that took the 
lives of Gary Douglas McDon­
ald, 23, also of Fruitvale, and 
John C. McLeod of Trail. Mr. 
Moresitte was a passenger in 
the McDonald car.
Complete line of...
Wood and Aluminum Windows 
PATTERN GLASS, STOCK AND CUSTOM MIRRORS 
Your most complete glass and window department 
Experienced staff to handle all installation needs.
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
mBmBBngnaHHaHBamBHBnmsKHBBranBBOUi
ready has been approved, he 
said.
The treasury board spokes­
man said lotteries now come 
under provincial jurisdiction 
and do not affect the federal 
government. ।
But, as far as he knew, there 
had been no change in the fed­
eral stance against participat­
ing in the financing of file 
games.
Prime Minister Trudeau said 
following a cabinet meeting last 
week that position was the 
same as that taken when Mon­
treal asked federal approval to 
apply for the Olympics.
Because of the “great assist­
ance” given for Expo 67, Mr. 
Trudeau said, the city had been 
told that no federal .money 
would be available this time.
California Joins
Equal Rights States
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) 
— California became the 22nd 
state to ratify the equal rights 
amendment to the U.S. con­
stitution Monday. Thirty-eight 
state legislatures must approve 
the amendment guaranteeing 
women equal rights before it 
can become the 27th; amend­
ment to the U;S. Constitution.
QUAKE REPORTED
ROULDER, Colo. (AP) — The 
U.S. National Earthquake Infor­
mation Centre says a medium- 
sized earthquake occurred 
about 50 miles off the coast of 
northern California at 11:10 




Right in the Palm of Your Hand!
CITYBRED 
THOROUGHBRED
The classic pant suit by Tan Jay, Inpuic 
, virgin wool. Ttv suit you put on in the 
morning Feel comfortable, O()propriafeanri 
attractive mall daylong. Pont ls0cufftsl 
pullon. Jacket has lialf Ix'lt m Ixkk, waist 
seam Black, reel 10 18
$50
Ibe New Hay Orchard Park Store Hours Open Unity 
9:30 to 6 p.m. ThnrMlay and 1 ridnv 9:30 to 9 p.m.
JjutlGons Bau (lomnami - I •-*»
W
a. Em-lined bracelet-length gloves in Black
or Dark Brown. Size , 7, 7'.i, 8 . pr. 9.99
Not Shown: Hegiilar-lcngth gloves as above in
pr. 8.99smooth or lextured leather
pr. 7.998.Tan. Sizes l>!
b. Wool-lined wrist-length gloves with fancy de­
sign al wrist. Black, Dark Brown, Cognac or
or Dark Brown.
IT. 8.99
a-c. Luxurious finishing touches . . .lined 
leather gloves in various lengths. Fully pique 
sewn with Bolton thumbs.
wrist inside, loo. Camel 
MiilD-7). IjT?-81
e. Aci vlir-lined mid-arm length gloves in Black 
or Dark Brown. Sizes (i',v, 7, 7'A, 8 pr, 9,99
<1. Hevcr:;e Laminle . , . the super warm gloves 
with genuine sheep's wool inside. Ilas elastic
To del' i HiUM’ tn* j urp atour.d
tulir'.l |i.»ll Ilf t ,r' !h tied ci|ht li ind < A. II,,*,,,.) 
ttnuhd ।it I. i| |i,p) 4 h., , uic li fl |. id,;).
Ntimla i <)I jiu.IjP', i, y. ,.,’n
c. Aci vllc-llned slim lies gloves in Black or 
Dark Brown. Sizes 6L-, 7. 71.', 8 pr. 6.99 
f, The Sporty Shorties . . . palms of genuine 
I gskin, backs of genuine suede leather. 
Tliey'ie Ilie all-purpose gloves warmly lined 
with KMT. cotton knit. Dark Brown, Cognac. 
Camel. SHi'.-i, M(7-7',i), IJ 8 81 pr. 4.99
.Slmpsoiis-Sears: Accessories (88L
Advertised Prices in effect 'til 
5:30 p.m. Soturday, November 18
Shop with your convenient Simpsons-Sears
24 HOUR TELESHOP
liiSiVtaLtiun feiaian'a-etl UI M.-iir, i ,r’,, ; i , i . I-J-I .11
All-Purpose Charge Account... in person or by phone.
BURNABY ..4.3Z ??11 
RICHMOND 4.3/?;’1t 
.MIRRIY ...43Z-?211 
NANAIMO . ,ZS4 42/1 
VICTORIA . 3i(fi 
KAMI OOI"', 3/4 1 24', 
KI I (WIA...7CI Mill
Open daily 0 30
Open daily 0 30
Open daily f» 30
Open daily 9 30
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Open daily fl 30
Open daily <i ;io
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5 30 Wed 1 Umi I II till 0
30 Wd I tun a f n. till It. 
f, 30 Wed ItiuO f <i till 9.
S 30 I n Ml !»
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Government Exports of 




Graph shows how much was 
spent iq 1960 and 1970 in the 
four categories of spending 
and the projected 1980 figures 
as seen by the Economic 
■Council of Canada. The coun- 
says the biggest increases 
HMspending will be in personal
consumption and government 
expenditures. The federal ad­
visory board proposed Thurs­
day a set of performance 
goals it says should reduce 
unemployment and cut down 
the inflation rate.
$1,092,500 Program To Help 
Book Publishing Industry
HELMV1LLE, Mont. (AP) 
— A shy and scruffy canine 
called Dawg by residents of 
this isolated Montana commu­
nity is keeping a lonely vigil 
on Highway 271. apparently 
awaiting the return of her 
master.
Dawg kept her distance 
from residents of the town un­
til recently, but she now al­
lows residents to approach 
and pet her.
She rarely strays from her 
self-appointed post near the 
road. Austin Dillree, Powell 
County road foreman, moved 
a tar-papered dog house to 
the area to give Dawg some 
shelter for next winter.
Dawg, who appears to be 
part golden Labrador re­
triever, was first sighted last 
January northeast of this 
community between Helena 
and Missoula.
Residents say the dog had a 
head injury last winter and 
may have fallen from the 
back of a truck that passed 
through the area. Ranchers 
occasionally have tossed 
Dawg a dead calf, food she 
readily accepts.
Residents say all efforts
have failed to lead Dawg to 
better quarters, as the animal 
refuses to enter any cars or 
leave her post. Passersby say 
she cocks her ear at every 
passing vehicle, waiting per­
haps for her master to collect 
her.
AFTER U.S. ELECTION
Tax And Trade Talks Prospect
PHILADELPHIA (AP) 
When police and firemen 
sponded to an alarm at
re- 
an
apartment Saturday, they 
knocked on the door and 
somebody Inside said: “We
were baking some 
and they burned.”






They found brown __ _
and crumbs in the oven. But,'









______ __ _ 30 pounds of 
hashish, valued at $48,000 in
street sales, was found in the 
apartment, police said.
Frederick Friedson, 20, the 
occupant of the apartment, 
and his brother,. Harris, 25, 
were arrested on narcotics 
charges, police said.
OTTAWA (CP) — U.S.-Cana- 
dian tax and trade talks which 
are due to begin soon will bring 
into sharp focus the differences 
between President Nixon’s 
recent electoral victory and 
the deep split in Canadian' poli­
tics reflected in Canadian elec­
tion, observers say.
Canada is to begin negotia­
tions soon with Washington re­
visions of a U.S.-Canada tax 
treaty, and later, it is hoped, 
Washington and Ottawa will re­
sume long-adjourned talks on a 
wide range of trade matters.
The negotiations are to be 
conducted first at the diplo­
matic level and, later, at the 
cabinet level between the gov­
ernments in Ottawa and Wash­
ington. Parliament and the 
American Congress probably 
will be called on at a later
ments are made between the 
governments.
The Nixon administration will 
go mto the talks with an un­
precedented mandate. The 
Trudeau administration, still in 
office after the inconclusive 
Oct. 30 election, has the weak­
est mandate of any govern­
ment in Canadian history.
Until the Trudeau govern­
ment meets Parliament and 
submits its future to the House 
of Commons, it is considered 
unlikely that it can take any 
hard line in negotiations with 
the tJ.S.-br, for' that matter, 
with any other authority.
Moreover, until the electoral 
air has been cleared in Canada, 
the government of the day will 
face the constant danger of 
being thrown out of office by 
the Commons.
The Nixon administration, on
______ ______ ... _ __ the other hand, now seems to 
stage to ratify whatever agree- have the power’ to take what-
ever hard Une it wishes. But it’s 
curbed in this by the fact that 
in seeking Congressional ap­
proval of any treaty or enabl­
ing legislation, it faces a Demo­
crat-controlled House of Repre­
sentatives and Senate.
Canada-U.S. trade talks 
broke off last February when 
John B. Connally, the former 
U.S. treasury secretary, re­
jected Ottawa’s last offer for 
meeting his demands for trade 
concessions to improve the U.S. 
balance-of-payments drain.
Mr. Connally subsequently re­
tired from that office but 
emerged as a key Republican 
working for President Nixon’s 
re-election, and some Washing­
ton reports indicate he could 
well be a presidential candidate 
four years from now.
Trade Minister Jean-Luc Pe­
pin—himself re-elected last 
week with the narrowest of 
margins in his home riding,
still subject to recount—met 
Mr. Connally’s successor, 
George Shultz, to explore the 
possibility of reopening the 
trade talks. No quick over-all 
solution was found, but the way 
was open for quiet diplomacy 




TORONTO (CP) — The Can­
ada Council has announced a 
. $1,092,500 program to help Can­
ada’s book publishing industry 
provide translation of Canadian 
books and buy books for dis- 
tribution in Canada and abroad.
In a news release, the council 
said grants worth $377,500 
would be made to 49 publishers 
to support their 1972 publishing 
programs.
ownership, publishing perform-1 
ance and plans and marketing 
facilities.”
■ Another $215,000 will be given 
to publishers for translation of 
Canadian books into English 
from French or into French 
from English. .
The remaining $500,000 will 
be used to buy Canadian books 
for free distribution in Canada 
and in embassies, foreign uni- 
■’ versities and cultural centres 
abroad.
Purpose of the program, out- 
, lined under the federal book 
publishing policy last February, 
is to “support and encourage 
the publication and translation 
of more Canadian books, pro­
viding authors with a better 
market for their work and the 
public with greater access to 
books written by Canadians,” 
the council said in a news re­
lease.
OFFSET DEFICITS
Book publishers will be able 
to spend their, grants as' they 
wish —within certain general 
. guides—to “offset publication 
deficits on books by Canadian 
authors.”
The grants were awarded 
on the basis of “Canadian
Under the. translation pro­
gram, the money will be used 
to translate any “quality 
books” with the exception of 
school texts.
About two-thirds of the books 
bought under the purchase pro­
gram will be sent abroad in 
kits of 200 or 300. The remain­
ing third will be given to 
groups and organizations in 
Canada.
The council said funds for the 
program were provided by the 
federal government and that 
the program will be maintained 
in the future.
QUEBEC GETS HALF
Nearly half the grants—in­
cluding the three largest—went 
to Quebec publishing firms. 
Editions du Jour received $35,- 
000, Editions Lemeac, $25,000, 
and Editions Hurtubise—HMH, 
$20,000.
The next largest grants—$18,- 
000 each—went to McClelland 
and Stewart and the University 
of Toronto Press in Toronto and 
the Cercle du Livre de France 
and Editions Fideis in Montreal.
Grants worth $15,000 went to 
New Press and Clarke, Irwin 
and Co., both in Toronto.
Five firms—Peter Martin As­
sociates, Toronto; Oberson 
Press, Ottawa; Harvest House, 
Montreal; House of Anansi, To­
ronto; Hurtig Booksellers, Ed- 
l monton—each received $10,000 
grants. .
Sears Superb AM-FM/FM stei eo 
sound in a modular styling. 
At an unheard-of price
High Level Of Unemployment Now
May Adversely Affect Future Hopes
OTTAWA (CP) — The current 
high level of unemployment will 
make it more difficult for the 
country to reduce it to 4.5 per 
cent of the labor force in 1975, 
Dr. Andre Raynauld, chairman 
of the Economic Council of Can­
ada, said.
Speaking at a news confer­
ence after releasing the coun­
cil’s ninth annual economic sur­
vey. Dr. Raynauld said the dis­
appointing experience with un­
employment this year means 
that economic stimulus must be 
maintained in the economy.
The report proposed a new set 
of 15 economic performance 
goals the council said should be 
sought to reduce unemployment 
and cut down the inflation rate.
The council also said all gov­
ernments should hold the line on 
tax rates and possibly reduce 
them. But Raynauld said 
lower federal taxes was not a 
basis for the council’s goal-set­
ting projections for the next 
three years.
The council's report was pre­
pared last spring and summer 
on the basis of estimates that 
unemployment could run to 5.6 
per cent of the labor force this 
year. Actually, in the first 10 
months it ran to an average of 
6,3 per cent.
1 Dr. Raynauld was asked what 
effect this would have on the 
package of economic goals. He 
said it was true that the goals 
had to be regarded as a pack-
age, and the fact that the coun-
try would have to do more to 
cut unemployment than envis­
aged'in the. document ’‘means 
we may have some imbalances, 
tensions and inconsistencies in 
the over-all picture.”
“This must mean that more 






The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer
Takes Originals up to 3.6” 
wide on bond Vellum -'t 
Mylar.
Produces Copy to she or 
reduced to various sizes. 
Blueprinting.
Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 
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PUERTO VALLARTA - 14 DAYS
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Here's Christmas magic dressed up in a beautiful modular styling . . . 
sparkling with magnificent stereo sound to colour your festive season. 
Most wanted features make it a fantastic seasonal value. AM-FM/FM 
stereo, solid-state for instant start, radio has automatic frequency control. 
Longer life removable speaker enclosures have 6 by 9" woofers, famous 
Garrard turntable plays 6 records continuously, shuts off automatically. 
Auto changer has dual diamond sapphire needles, lid is hinged to 90 degrees, 







features push button operation, slide volume 
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1 lie slow loris is a vanishing
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in captivity.
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2-door convenience




4 convenient door shelves
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cause they’re so fascinated by 
the lor I.
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HEADS FOR ORBIT
Quebec Rejects Appeals
Jail Terms For P.O. Labontes
QUEBEC (CP) — The Quebec 
Court of Appeal has rejected 
appeals of contempt of court 
sentences against Quebec’s
three top labor leaders, it was
announced Monday.
In their judgment, the five 
judges upheld the one-year sen­
tences imposed on Marcel Pe­
pin, president of the Con 
federation of National Trade 
Unions. Louis Laberge, presi­
dent of the Quebec Federation 
of Labor, and Yvon Char­
bonneau, president of the Que­
bec Teachers Corp.
reduced sentences of Jtu terms
in jail plus fines ranging from
$500 to $1,500 and some received
only fines ranging from $50 to
The largest fine—$50,000—was
Quebec public ’servants. The
three were convicted of coun­
selling public servants to ignore
the back-to-work order.
The judges also upheld fines 
ranging from $1,400 to $50,000
imposed on 13 hospital em­
ployee unions which disobeyed
injunctions signed by Superior
Court Judge Gerard Pelletier to
provide essential services at 
hospitals for the chronically and
mentally ill during the strike
set for the workers union at
The five judges gave the un­
ions 30 days = to pay their fines





LONDON (Reuter) — Police
Monday night arrested nine
gypsies who demonstrated out­
side Buckingham Palace and 
begged the Queen to give them 
refuge in the palace courtyard. 
The gypsies were part of a 
group of about 40 who had held
a day-long protest near the 
houses of Parliament, objecting
to proposed legislation to con­
trol gypsy camp .sites in Brit­
ain. The gypsies failed to see­
the Queen, jiut they gave their 
appeal to one of the palace ser­
vants before police ended the
To Reappraise Labor Role
Upheld In Court Of Appeals
WASHINGTON (CP) — The George Meany, the 78a■
role and the influence of organ­
ized labor in American politics
expected to receive
profound reappraisal among
Democratic party leaders in 
coming months as they try to
restore a coalition shattered by
George McGovern’s presidential
candidacy.
Labor, too, will undoubtedly 
be doing some re-thinking of its
The sentences were imposed 
following emergency legislation 
April 21 which ended an il-day 
strike by more than 200,000
However, fines and prison 
terms imposed on 44 leaders of 
these hospital unions were re­
duced to a maximum of six
days in jail plus $1,000 fines. 
Other union officials were given
The Delta rocket with six satellite Anik-1 into a parking
solid fuel boosters roaring orbit. Three other solid fuel 
leaves launch pad 19 at Cape
Kennedy Thursday to place
LABOR LEADERS
Bonnie Singer's Bathroom
Proves More Than Popular
nie Singer’s bathroom is a
popular place when she has
visitors.
But not for the usual rea
I sometimes don't see my
company until 2 or 3 a.m.,'
said Miss Singer. ‘‘They don’t
come near the living room be­
The slow loris is a small,
brown furry animal native to
Southeast Asia. It has a small
head, large brown eyes, tiny
almost-human hands with fin­
gers and fingernails, no tail
and two tongues—“one foi
grooming and one for eating.
It moves in slow motion
It is a prosimian—"below
the monkey family ____
ficult to compare with any
and dif-
other animal. Visually, the
There are probably fewer 
than 10 slow Iori on the North
American continent and two
mother Stikl, share Miss
Singer’s apartment. Their fa­
vorite room is the bathroom.
CAME FROM PET SHOP
"I got the Iori through a 
local pct shop 3’St years ago.
When I took them home, the
cab driver was really curious. 
He was so interested that he
carried them upstairs 
played with them .
ended up getting n parking 
ticket,” Miss Singer said.





little about the slow lorl when
she fhst got them. "There
was so little written about
them. I had no idea how rare
they were."
She knew that the cat Is the 
slow Iori natural enemy




mal, you shouldn’t have it as
a pet,” she says.
ARE SLOW ANIMALS
She suggested that the rea­
son her cats didn’t bother the
Iori was because of the Iori’s
slow motion. ‘‘If they’d moved 
quickly, the cats would have
been after them immediately. 
But they move, so slowly and
deliberately that the 
themselves were confused.
The Iori, immaculate ani­
mals, spend much of their
time in the bathroom. The
moist air appeals to the Iori,
which are tropical animals.
‘‘They wanted to sleep in
my best fur coat, but I de­
cided that couldn’t be done.
got them an old Persian lamb
coat for $3. They sleep in the
When I first got the Iori, it
was difficult to get them to
. . I kept them alive on
r a i s 1 n s, meal worms and
They now eat raw ham­
burger mixed with baby for­
mula, graiies, bananas, frozen
crazy about tea.
enjoy eating a cigarette—unlit
species and can no longer be
exixirtcd. Miss Singer admits
site feels "badly about the
But isn t it better that I
'They could never go back
to the jungle. They’ve learned






A renowned reue.'ircli institute haa
found n unimio he.nling Hubstnnca 
ith the ability to uhrink hemor­
rhoids painlessly. It. relieves itchin 
nnd diHcomfort in niiiiutea nn<
In cane niter enne, while gently 
relieving pnin, nctnnl reduction 
l(ahrmkngo) took plnco.
Moat important of nil—reunite1
were no thorough (hat thi.*i improve­
ment was iiininfained over a iieriod.
rij/i w nt nccomplisheil with n 
new healing nuleitnnie (Bio-Dyne)! 
'which iniii’klv helps heal injured! 
cells and ntitniihu rs growth of new^
Now Bio-Dyne is oflcreil iiioint-
nunt nnd mi|>|»wilnrv lonn called
I'rrp'ir.ihuti II. Ank (ot it M nllilnigj 
S itUfiKUun <>r your money
official estimates from the bu­
reau of narcotics and dangerous
drugs say that 30 per cent of
the 6.5 to 10 tons of illicit heroin
entering the United States an­
nually originates in Southeast
The easy alliance of the
OLD ROMAN NAME trade-unions movement with the
The Romans gave1 the name 
of Caledonia to present-day
Democrats, so familiar in re­
cent U.S. politics,, can no longer 
be taken for granted after last 
Tuesday’s elections.
, -ytar- 
old labor patriarch and pres! 
dent of the AFL-CIO, has taken 
on new authority as a result of 
President Nixon’s re-election
and the return of a Democratic
majority to both houses of Con­
That result is exactly what
Meany and a majority of the 
AFL-CIO executive council had
predicted. They refused to en­
dorse either McGovern or ' 
Nixon, although they made ;
plain their distaste' for the
Democratic candidate. Instead
they concentrated their efforts 





plus completely frostfree interiors
that never need defrosting!
• Adjustable half shelves, crispers and
• meat keeper let you design your own
137-lb. freezer capacity
14.6 cu. ft. Coldspot
Spacemaster refrigerator
Sale 71098
H Jr white (51960)
Advertised Prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m. Saturday, November 18
Charge it on your all-purpose acct. Wc service
coast to coast. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
SinipsoiiM-Srars: Kefrlgeratora (46). Phone Enquiries;
Park Free While You Shop Simpsons-Sears: Orchard Park, Kelowna
Odour-free, porcelain lined interiors
Twin, moisture-sealed crispers




2 ice cube trays plus ice bucket
Magnetic door seals/positive close
No-snag, full length door handles
Long life quiet rotary compressor
NORTH SEA OIL
A 'Texas' Bonanza Britain Bound
ABERDEEN, Scotland (CP' i 
2c— More than 100 miles o’ 
si-from-Scotland's bleak, nort 
□/east coastline, the * 
•nhotfettes of'osl drilling ri 
rear out of the stormy wav 
.,,of the North Sea. ■
To most British industri. - 
«rists and politicians, uey •-< 
i.'beacons of-promise, signatimg 
^.potentially ,waraUellea 
Priebes for Britain from re- 
series two miles down which 
•^some experts think may equal 
•-the* 12 billion barrels under 
,b-Alaska’s North. Slope, 
at* O p t i m i s ts suggest that 
--North' Seatoil, in which sev­eral Canadian c o m p a n ic s 
■Thave-a stake, may one day 
jtanake Britain virtually self- 
|Mkficient in this fuel, no 
■M^er dependent on, the un- 
HHKdictable Middle East. ■ 
more generally accepted 
A estimate is that by 1980 Bri<.- 
M ain will be producing nearly 
“ half her 100-million-ton annual 
requirements, saving her bal­
ance of payments £500 million 
a year and raking in another 
£300 million in royalties on oil
il
some city is built.
The biggest bank loan in 
history was raised to finance 
'the Forties production, sched­
uled to start in 1974. It to­
talled £360 million, raised 
from a group of 65 British, 
European and United States 
banks. Conservative Scottish 
bankers described the financ­
ing as a breakthrough in Brit­
ish practice and expect the 
loan to be repaid in five years 
from the time the black gold 
starts to flow.
Scottish nationalists, how­
ever, complain that oil reve­
nues will flow straight south 
to London. They are not im­
pressed by Whitehall’s conten­
tions that the oil is British, 
not Scottish, and that Scotland 
will benefit by an oil-gener­
ated employment bonanza.
Gordon Campbell, the Heath 
government’s secretary for 
Scotland, describes the oil 
finds as ‘‘the most'important 
event for the economy of Scot-
land this century” and likes to 
claim that the land of the this­
tle can become the “Texas of 
Europe.”
As yet this is all in the fu­
ture. Transatlantic accents in 
Aberdeen are still mainly on 
television and there are few 
physical signs of the Ameri­
can presence, despite colorful 
published reports citing sto­
ries of £20 banknotes being 
slapped down on city bars.
"Union Street may be a bit 
busier, but that’* about all,” 
said an Aberdonian school 
teacher, referring to the city’s 
main shopping street. But 
some of her girl students, she 
added, were already hanker­
ing to become what they 
called “oil secretaries."
REAL ESTATE BOOMS
The American oilmen for 
their part seem to stay fairly 
aloof from city life, though 
the one sign of their presence 
noted by all Aberdonians— 
some bitterly—is the way
real-estate prices have 
zoomed 80 to 100 per cent dar­
ing the last two years, far 
above the rocketing national 
increases.
The oil wives have started 
their own club, an American 
school has been set up with 
180 pupils and a piece of real­
estate purchased for the 
North Sea Petroleum Club.
The city’s 55 hotels, many 
far from modem, are feeling 
the strain and there is talk of 
a grandiose scheme to perch 
a new one on cantilevers over 
the spectacular R u b i s 1 a w 
granite quarry, from which 
all Aberdeen was built, as 
well as bits of Vancouver and 
Sydney, Australia. This now­
defunct, 800-foot-deep chasm 
just outside the city is Eu­
rope’s largest man-made hole 
and a local tourist attraction.
-Many fishermen on Aber­
deen’s quays opine dourly that 
"oil and fish don’t mix." They 
worry about possible pollution
of the rich fishing grounds 
from the undersea pipeline 
which will run 110 miles in­
shore to Cruden Bay, at 
present a sleepy golfing vil­
lage by the sea. From there 
the oil, described by one ex­
pert as “good, sweet, low-sul­
phur stuff,” will be piped ov­
erland to a refinery 140 miles 
southwest.
But small businessmen see 
a chance to expand and are 
responsive to the enthusiasm 
genenljed by John Hutton of 
the^Brth East of Scotland 
D MMKo p m e n t Authority 
(NESDA), who toured Cal­
gary and Houston earlier this 
year pushing Aberdeen as 
“Europe’s offshore capital.”
SHOW LITTLE INTEREST
Hutton says Canadian oil­
men seemed preoccupied with 
the Arctic explorations, 
though several Canadian com­
panies have made inquiries 
about setting up in Aberdeen, 
either on a joint venture basis 
or under licensing agreement.
Some 110 Aberdeen firms 
already are connected , di­
rectly with oil—about half of 
.them with U.S. participation.
They are concerned mainly 
with servicing the oil rigs and 
drilling ships and the 22 sup­
ply ships that plow back and
forth to the wind-lashed out­
posts.
Oil rigs mav cost between 
£12,000 and £15,000 a day to 
operate, and it is estimated 
about half of this is spent 
locally one way or another. 
About 1,000 new jobs have 
been created, a figure ex­
pected to rise to 5.000 in five 
years, plus another 5,000 jobs 
indirectly connected with oil.
By 1976, four oil companies' 
are scheduled to be in produc­
tion. Aberdeen’s 179,000 popu­
lation is expected to rise by 
40,000 in eight years and for 
the first time in many years, 
the migration south has been 
reversed.
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Communications System Review 
Begins In Ottawa For 23 Nations
CHESS NOVICE
EDINBURGH (CP) - When 
it comes to playing chess, the. 
computer is no better than a 
modest amateur, says a univer­
sity expert. Prof. Donald Michie 
of Edinburgh University sug­
gests that “the task of produc­
ing a good computer chess 
player is far more difficult than 
some early optimists sup­
posed.” Writing in New Scien­
tist magazine, Michie said that 
big changes are needed in ma­
chine intelligence before com­
puters achieve the status of 
chess grand masters.
OTTAWA (CP> — Rcprcsen- I 
tatives of 26 nations began Mon- 1 
day a three-week revicxV of 1 
Commonwealth communications 
systems, the first such joint re­
view since 1966.
Communications Minister Tan 
Sri Sardon bin Haji Jubir of 
Malaysia said "this conference 
will no doubt be quoted as an 
important milestone in the de­
velopment of space tele 
communications.”
Robert Stanbury, Canadian 
communications minister, told 
delegates that “to the extent 
that you succeed in establishing 
common principles, acceptable 
to the whole conference, you 
will lay a solid basis for the fu­
ture of the Commonwealth Tele­
communications Organization.”
"Even more significantly, tc 
the extent you succeed, you will 
strengthen the Commonwealth 
itself.”
The conference is the firs;* 
since the Commonwealth mem- 
Ibers agreed in 1966 to create
the Commonwealth Tele­
communications Board. Crea­
tion of the organization involved 
creating a support staff for 
greater co-ordination among 
member nations.
Allan Gotlicb, conference 
chairman and Canadian deputy 
minister of Communications 
said in an interview, the current 
conference will be the most de­
tailed review of Commonwealth 
communications ever made.
Mr. Gotlicb said there were 
no disagreements in principle 
among the member countries.
JOINS MAINLAND
Cape Breton Island became 
part of Nova Scotia in 1820,
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
leases. ' , . „ I
The big British Petroleum I 
Forties field, 115 miles east of I 
the Aberdeenshire coast, 4S I 
estimated to produce ^400.000 I 
barrels of oil a day by 1976 I 
and subsequent discoveries I 
have spurted prolifically—dur- I 
ing one month this summer, I 
two major oil fields were an­
nounced in British waters and 
two in Norwegian. In Septem­
ber a big British find was 
made off the Shetland Islands.
Since the Dutch discovered 
natural gas a decade ago in 
their offshore Groningen field, 
oilmen have dreamed that the 
« similarly-structured bed.of 
3 : the North Sea off British 
3 coasts might contain untapped 
fl wealth. In 1965 n atural gas 
S was struck off Norfolk and the 
g five fields brought into pro- 
11 duction now supply 90 per 
3 cent of Britain’s gas require-
<•
ments.
* RAISED BIG LOAN
3 The Norwegians were the 
3 first to strike oil in the North 
S Sea, one of the world’s worst 
“ waters to work in, with 130- 
3 m.p.h. gales and waves up to 
3 90 feet high in wihter. In 1970,
8 the Forties strike sparked vi­
sions of an oil ritsn in staid 
old Aberdeen, whose wealth 
has been founded for centu­
ries on fish and cattle, and 
where old ways are as hard to 
dent as the local grey granite 
































'ome a scrumptious 
gift. Just choose 
the pack, we'll 
do the rest.
• Orders filled for 
delivery in Great 
Britain
• Orders for Christ­
mas delivery ac­
cepted up to Dec.
4, 1972
$ Save postage, 
packing, customs 
duty
• No deliveries to 
Lire or Canada
• Sorrv, no C Ol). 
orders
• Place your aider 
now at our store 
by mad, or bv 
phone
Sinipsnnt Sear< ( 4i«lr 
< ouhU r oat 1.





you get low low prices 
at Simpsons-Sears
Strike a mood. Create 
a decor and turn on a room 
with bedspreads and drapes.
Try a Spanish mood with
"Valencia" matelasse for
that rich, old world look
Sale Price 
Bedspread 9197Ai I Twin Size
Matching bedspread and drapes can make any room. Jacquard 
woven Spanish design with fringe trim. Rayon cotton fabric. Dry









Low priced matching drapes in pairs! Some prices and colors by
Special Order.






25.98 48" 63" 22.98
96" 45" 34.98 72" 63" 35.98





S < Pr. 72”x45"
b. Semi sheer to give both light and privacy. Attractive vertical 
stripe design with a very clean, fresh look. Unlined, Dralon woven 
washable. In Melon, Red, Blue, Green and Gold colors, 
and colors by special order.
acrylic is
Some sizes
Width Length Pair Width Length Pair
4 fl'' 45” 11.97 96” 63” 28.97
72” 4 5" 17.97 48” 84” 19.97
96” 45" 22.97 72" 84” 29.97
63" 14.97 96” 84” 39.97
72” 63” 22.97 144” 84” 59.97
5:30 p.m. Saturday, November 18effect tillAdvertised prices in
Mmi><ionvSe*rs: I>r*prrlc» (241. Phone l.nqtilrie*: Kelown* 76.1-»MI.
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1/2 Price bath towels
When you’re wet all over wouldn’t you 
be grateful for a luxurious Dryion 
towel that’s 20% more absorbent.
949
JKnr 24"x48"
1 .. . . .... Reg. 4.99
Hand Towels 16"x28" Ea. 1.99
Face Towels B"xB" Ea. .99
Yes 20% more absorbent than any cotton towel, that’s the extra 
luxury of our Dryion towels, because they’re made of 70% cotton 
and 30% rayon. Sheared on one side for the look and feel of 
velvet, looped on the other for brisk drying, our thick fleecy 
towels are second to none. Whatever your taste they’re outstanding 
...in prints, woven jacquards or brilliant solid colours to add 
a touch of glamour to your bathroom. Take advantage of the savinc 
and'make sure the next time you peer through clouds of steam you 
reach for the extra absorbent power of beautiful Dryion towels. .. 
they have the velvet touch!
A-‘Valencia’ jacquard towels patterned with a rose and 
scroll design and finished with luxurious fringing. 
Two toned in purple/blue, pink/burgundy or gold/moss green.
b-’EIegance’ solid colour towels with a novelty woven border. 
In exciting shades of dark spring violet, fern green; federal 
gold, deep pink, dark horizon blue, black or lilac.
c-’Camellia’ a new look in fashion prints—a needlework 
type floral design on a coloured sheared ground. Choose 
from shades of pink, violet, green or gold.
Slmpsons-Sears: Staples (96). 2LHour Teleshop
Advertised prices in effect 'til 
5:30 p.m. Saturday, November 18.
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